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Abstract:
Land planning and use in the United States is becoming more sensitive to the carrying capacity limits
of land potential. In the Northern Rocky Mountains, land managers must evaluate vast areas of
undeveloped land before committing some of it to irreversible use for recreation development and
timber harvest. Landsliding (slope stability) is a major hazard of development in mountain terrain.
Engineering slope stability analyses are too sophisticated for use in broad level land systems
reconnaissance, so the land manager needs a simple and rapid method to evaluate slope stability.

Environmental features of fifty-five landslides in the Gallatin Canyon area of southwestern Montana
are described. The study area is typical of much of the Rocky Mountains in terms of geology,
vegetation, hydrology and climate. The landslides are classified by bedrock type and size. Failures
occur with decreasing frequency on terrain of Cretaceous, Tertiary volcanic, other Mesozoic and
Paleozoic, and Precambrian bedrock.

Larger landslides involve failed incompetent bedrock on gentle slopes with free water and vegetative
indicators of free water. They are often relics of glacial and immediately post-glacial time. Smaller
landslides involve colluvium on steep slopes without bedrock control and are often associated with
roadcuts.

The descriptive term "bedrock control" is proposed to describe influence of bedrock on colluvial
hillslope stability. The term "threshold basin" describes relic pre-Tertiary volcanic terrain now being
exhumed by landslides and other mass wasting. The ratio of percent of clay to percent coarse fragments
indicates surficial material stability. Landslides and highly erodible pinpoint sources account for high
Gallatin River sediment turbidity from summer and fall storms.

A reconnaissance slope stability analysis system is developed. Presence of features such as critical
slope angle, bedrock type, geologic structure, bedrock control, old landslide terrain, free water,
vegetative indicators of moisture, roadcut, oversteepening, till, water impermeable layer, and bedrock
weathering or alteration are added to obtain a total score indicative of stability hazard. The
multidisciplinary approach to joint land inventory and stability analysis is demonstrated at various
scales and levels of intensity.

Gallatin Canyon slope stability hazard and other multidisciplinary information are combined in an
Ecological Land Unit map and a Unique and Critical Areas map for communication and general
planning. 
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ABSTRACT

Land planning and use in the United States is becoming more sensi
tive to the carrying capacity limits of land potential. In the Northern 
Rocky Mountains, land managers must evaluate vast areas of undeveloped 
land before committing some of it to irreversible use for recreation 
development and timber harvest. Landsliding (slope stability) is a 
major hazard of development in mountain terrain. Engineering slope 
stability analyses are too sophisticated for use in broad level land 
systems reconnaissance, so the land manager needs a simple and rapid 
method to evaluate slope stability.

Environmental features of fifty-five landslides in the Gallatin 
Canyon area of southwestern Montana are described. ' The study area is 
typical of much of the Rocky Mountains in terms of geology, vegetation, 
hydrology and climate. The landslides are classified by bedrock type 
and size. Failures"occur with decreasing frequency on terrain of 
Cretaceous, Tertiary volcanic, other Mesozoic and Paleozoic, and 
Precambrian bedrock.

Larger landslides involve failed incompetent bedrock on gentle 
slopes with free water and vegetative indicators of free water. They 
are often relics of glacial and immediately post-glacial time. Smaller 
landslides involve colluvium on steep slopes without bedrock control and 
are often associated with roadcuts.

The descriptive term "bedrock control" is proposed to describe 
influence of bedrock on colluvial hillslope stability. The term 
"threshold basin" describes relic pre-Tertiary volcanic terrain now 
being exhumed by landslides and other mass wasting. The ratio of per
cent of clay to percent coarse fragments indicates surficial material 
stability. Landslides and highly erodible pinpoint sources account for 
high Gallatin River sediment turbidity from summer and. fall storms.

A reconnaissance slope stability analysis system is developed.- 
Presence of features such as critical slope angle, bedrock type, geolo
gic structure, bedrock control, old landslide terrain, free water, 
vegetative indicators of moisture, roadcut, oversteepening, till, water 
impermeable layer, and bedrock weathering or alteration are added to 
obtain a total score indicative of stability hazard. The multidisci
plinary approach to joint land inventory and stability analysis is 
demonstrated at various scales and levels of intensity.

Gallatin Canyon slope stability hazard and other multidisciplinary 
information are combined in an Ecological Land Unit map and a Unique and 
Critical Areas map for communication and general planning.



INTRODUCTION

This report examines slope stability in the Northern Rocky 

Mountains in the context of environmentally sound land planning and use. 

The introductory section details the background of the need for such a 

study.

Emergence of an Environmental Land Use Ethic in America

In America, land ownership has been a sacred thing. The' frontier 

ethic gave man absolute dominion over the use of his property.

From the time of the first settlers man viewed the- land and its 
elements as factors which he must conquer and control in order to 
survive in the new world. Furthermore, it became more and more 
important to the individual that he be allowed to own his own 
piece of land. This feeling combined with the government's need 
to have land developed for its productive capacity reinforced the 
concept of private land ownership. In addition, once an individual 
owned his land he could use it as he wanted. The ethic that evolved 
in the United States is one that has viewed the ownership and use of 
a parcel of land as a private matter. (Redding and Parry, 1973)

During the l800's and early 1900's , formative years of America's 

environmental consciousness, land was used more or less as individual 

owners desired. Great tracts of public land became private, and much of 

the remaining public land was utilized for resource extraction.

Patterns of ownership and use were established emphasizing maximum short 

term economic return. Individual rights to exclusive use of public or 

private land were held inviolate.

As man populated the continent, some realized the finite size of 

the natural system and man's dependence qn it. The writings and work of
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individuals such as Thomas Jefferson, George Perkins Marsh, Henry David 

Thoreau, J. W. Powell, John Muir and Aldo Leopold reminded man of his 

dependence upon the natural world. George Perkins Marsh, in his classic 

Man and Nature (l864), expressed the philosophy that scientific know

ledge and a land consciousness should guide land use. In the following 

century, Aldo Leopold approached land use and conservation from the 

viewpoint of a forester, game manager, and philosopher.

By the I9601s, land use in the United States had reached the 

threshold of saturation. Urban and agricultural land was being used at 

a high level of intensity. Remaining land was being used or considered 

for resource extraction and production or recreation. Partly because of 

the near totality of land use, urban environmental problems of air and 

water pollution and waste disposal became more serious. These problems, 

coupled with higher levels of general affluence, leisure time, and 

citizen awareness, initiated new concern for the environment. This led 

to changes in land use policy and decision making which, reflect the 

beginning emergence of a new land ethic. The requirements of consid

ering short and long term socio-economic and bio-physical environmental 

effects of land use, the increased level of citizen involvement in' the 

evaluation and decision making processes, and realization of the irre

versibility of many land uses are new realities with regard to land 

utilization. Rapid allocation of undeveloped land is being questioned 

and the tradition of inviolate private exploitive rights is becoming

outmoded.
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Ian McHarg, a landscape architect, speaker and writer, is a 

proponent of "The Ecological View" (McHarg, 1969). With a philosophy 

similar to Leopold's, McHarg advocates that man's activities and works 

fit as much as possible with the "real world." He writes that ecolo

gists or natural scientists know the most about the capabilities of the 

natural system and that maximum long-term benefits and long-term minimum 

costs are achieved when man's activities "fit" with the ecosystem.

McHarg's books. Design With Nature (McHarg, 1969), explains his philoso
phy and shows examples of applications in which the many facets of a 

natural ecosystem are combined through the use of transparent overlays 

to produce an expression of integrated general capability. Design With 

Nature calls for elaborate ecological inventories and a determination' of 

"ecological carrying capacity" to accompany land planning and allocation.

With the current popularity of the McHargian philosophy and the 

environmental movement, the meaning of the word "ecology" is becoming 

increasingly unclear. As the Institute of Ecology (1972) put it;

Ecology has become a catchword of the seventies representing 
the movement to clean up qur environment.‘ In the process the 
meaning of the word ecology has become broadened and confused 
to a point where the study of ecology is often considered synon
ymous with environmental science. But there is a distinction.
Ecology is concerned not only with the environment, but also 
with the organisms in that environment and their relationships to 
each other and to their surroundings.

In this report, the words ecology and ecosystem refer to the natural

land system and the associated living communities.



Diethelm (197b) defined carrying capacity as:

...an evolving cultural model for describing limits for human 
interaction with natural systems. These limits are empirical'and 
best approximations of landscape resilience. In its simplest form, 
carrying capacity is an expression of a functional limit between a ' 
user and a resource in order to maintain a continually available 
and healthy supply. More complexly it is a measure of the probable 
limits of interaction of a group of users in a place or area.

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) helped 
establish policy and guidelines for "ecological'' planning. It directs . 

agencies to adopt a systematic multidisciplinary approach to planning, 

consider the unquantifiable values, and, with impact statements, con

sider tradeoffs and irreversible commitments (Andrews, 1973). In 

response to NEPA, the Ui S. Environmental Protection Agency recommended 

a National Land Use Policy with an "ecologically valid land use classi

fication system based on the carrying capacity of the land for certain 

uses," and implementation of planning by natural ecosystem units (in 

addition to geographical and political units) (Hansen, 1973).

Concepts and practices of land planning and use continue to grow 

in the 1970's. The marriage of planning and ecology has produced new 

concepts such as ecological irreversibility of certain land uses, desig

nation of areas of critical environmental concern (Cooper and Vlasin, 

1973)» and the realization of limited rather than unlimited carrying 

capacities of land in America (House and Gerba, 1975). These new 

developments and technological advances have made new tools available to 

the land planner, Twiss (1975) lists "...nine approaches to environ

mental planning." They are all variations of the general theme of
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multidisciplinary integration of ecological information to obtain the 

best "fit" between man's needs and the capabilities of the ecosystem.

In America, a'changing land use and ownership ethic demands that 

environmental impacts of irreversible land uses be identified and 

evaluated. This requires (l) knowledge of the natural and socioeconomic 

systems, (2) methods for predicting impacts and their tradeoffs,

(3) successful communication of information and methodology to the 

public and decision makers, (h) and methods for implementing environ

mentally sound land use.

Status of Mountain Lands

Land use. During settlement and development of the West, both 

mountain lands and the driest, most unproductive, lowland regions were 

the last to be claimed and exploited. Being isolated, inaccessible, and . 

with few marketable resources other than minerals, mountain lands 

remained predominately in public ownership. Today, private land con

sists primarily of mountain valley and meadow land claimed under the 

Homestead Act (Udall, 1963) and remnants of large land grants to trans

continental railroads. The most "developable" acreage, that in valleys 

and flat areas, is often owned by individuals because it was the only 

potentially arable land in the area.

In the Northern Rockies, most mountain land has remained in a 

near pristine condition. Other than some mining, timber harvest, and 

grazing, these areas have been used for dispersed "wilderness"
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recreation. Recently, undeveloped land in the Northern Rockies and the ■ 

rest of the United States has come under pressure for development. New 

resource extraction technology (for logging) and a new concept of 

leisure time has made new land uses popular in mountainous land. In the 

West, prime sites are being used for developed recreation and second 

home construction, while large land managing and owning agencies concen

trate on developing timber and other resource providing capacities on 

the rest, Topography restricts most intensive recreation and second 

home development to valleys and surrounding mountain, slopes, but timber 

production is feasible on a variety of sites. In the multiple use 

tradition, other land uses such as grazing, water production, wildlife 

preservation, scientific study, and dispersed "high quality" recreation 

are also possible uses of land.

Pressure for second home destination resort facilities has led to

development in pristine or near-pristine areas such a Lake Tahoe,

California; Vail, Colorado; Big Sky of Montana; Steamboat Springs,
..

Colorado; Alta, Utah; Aspen, Colorado; Park City, Utah; .Jackson Hole, 

Wyoming; and proposed developments at Vail-Beaver Creek, Colorado; Ski■ 

Yellowstone, Montana; Mineral King, California; and Early Winter, 

Washington.

Demand for wood products and availability of construction equip

ment and technology enabling automated timber harvest in rough, remote 

terrains has made logging feasible in previously untouched areas.
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Construction. Historically, the most successful mountain inhabi

tants have been those who could fit into a delicate and often severe 

environment. Mountain ecosystems are particularly susceptible to uses 

and impacts causing danger or loss of environmental quality. Man lives 

in the mountains at varying habitation densities dependent upon the 

available level of technology. Many natural systems have been altered 

by man's ignorant and irresponsible use and have become uninhabitable. • 

Mountain inhabitants of the Alps have developed the land to a high 

degree while retaining and perhaps enhancing the environmental quality. 

This is done successfully through a "stewardship" land ownership ethic, 

governmental control, static density of habitation, and productive non

extractive land usages. Even then, there are natural dangers such as 

snow avalanches, landslides and floods. In the 1963 Vaiont Dam 

(Italian Alps) disaster, a landslide was initiated by high reservoir 

water level. This predictable and avoidable landslide filled the dam 

causing a flood which killed 2600 people (Kiersch, 1965). In Kansu 

Province, China, earthquake-triggered landslides in loess killed over 

100,000 people (Morton and Streitz, 1972).

Early mountain mining towns in North America suffered snow 

avalanche, landslide, and flood devastation because of lack of awareness 

of natural dangers. The mining town of Frank, Alberta, was obliterated 

in 1903 by a landslide and seventy people were killed (Sharpe, 1938). 

Gold dredging operation sites are still eyesores and sources of pollu

tion.
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The current popularity of recreational and residential mountain'. 

land development has focused attention on the environmental problems of 

•mountain land use. Vermont, with interstate highways and ski areas 

attracting development, enacted an Environmental Control Law listing 

minimum general environmental standards (Croke, et al., 1972). Other 

states have since enacted environmental siting legislation.which' 

addresses effects of mountain land development.

' The Lake Tahoe, California, region was one of the first 

recreation-residential areas in the mountainous West to be highly 

developed. As severe bio-physical natural system deterioration set in, 

the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency was formed to regulate land use.

Based on knowledge of the region’s environmental systems, the Planning 

Agency is attempting to preserve minimum environmental standards through 

enactment of protective ordinances.

In the San Francisco Bay area, residential use of landslide and 

flood prone land resulted in $25 to $35 million dollars property damage 
during the winter of 1968-69 (Taylor and Brabb, 1972). The San Francisco 

Bay Conservation and Development Commission, formed in 1965 to regulate 
land use, was apparently too late in this instance.

In Colorado, the proposed Marble Ski Area and destination, resort 

will not be constructed. The site was in an area susceptible to land

slides, mudflows and floods. The proposed Vail-Beaver Creek Ski Area is 

undergoing intense scrutiny because of possible bio-physical and socio

economic impacts. In these instances conflicts arise between public
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interest and private'exploitative land rights which may degrade the 

environment and the quality of surrounding land. Evaluation of the 

land's carrying capacity and the potential environmental impacts of land 

use are becoming a necessary and acceptable part of the decision pro

cess. This means that land developers and managers (especially of unique 

and critical land) are being forced to change their attitudes toward 

unalienable private rights-of land use. It is becoming apparent that, 

in the long run, environmentally sound land use is most■economical and 

in the best interests of the public. This is often hot apparent until 

the natural land system's carrying capacity and its relations to other 

parts of the system are evaluated.

In compliance with.recent legislation and policy, land owning and 

managing agencies must inventory the bio-physical features of their land 

and relate them to land use potential so that demands for the wide 

spectrum of possible uses can be weighed against uses most compatible 

with the natural environment. A mix of land uses meeting social and 

economic demands of society which is in harmony with the natural land 

system is the desired result.

The land owning and managing agencies are faced with the task of 

performing evaluations of land potential over vast areas in a short 

time. Usually, the agencies have scarce resources in terms of money and 

scientific personnel. In addition, while inventories and planning are 

carried out, "on the line" land managers such as District Forest Rangers
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must keep up with scheduled timber harvest activities and rdad construc

tion while also evaluating currently proposed irreversible land uses 

such as recreation developments.
• .

Those faced'with the task of evaluating the Northern Rocky 

Mountain ecosystem need scientific help. The better the knowledge of 

the makeup and interrelationships of the various parts of the natural 

system, the better the inventory, planning, and management will be. 

Answers to "ecological" questions are often lacking; or else the 

detailed studies'are not available to analyze such questions. In this 

framework, scientific investigation and problem solving may benefit from 

an interdisciplinary approach to help understand complex interworkings 

of the natural systems'.

Slope Stability in the Mountain Ecosystem

Because of steep terrain and water availability, landslide or 

slope stability hazard is usually greatest in the mountains. On a 

national scale, the Northern and Southern Rocky Mountains have "severe" 

ratings for landslide hazard (Baker and Chieruzzi, 1955). Landslides 

are among the most catastrophic and- destructive natural events common to 

mountainous terrain. As more of this terrain is utilized, man's expo

sure to the hazard becomes greater. Landslides in California will cost 

an estimated ten billion dollars in the next thirty years if present 

policies continue (Sorensen, Ericksen, and Mileti, 1975).
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This report addresses the need for both stability assessment and 

methods of multidisciplinary land inventory in the Northern Rocky 

Mountains. Among seven pressing national landslide research needs 

listed by the National Science Foundation sponsored Assessment of 

Research, on Natural Hazards Staff are landslide prediction and land use 

management in hazard areas (Sorensen, Ericksen, and Mileti, 1975). It 

follows that a slope stability predictive system which can be integrated 

into natural system land inventory and planning techniques' will be 

useful in the Northern Rocky Mountains.

Factors of Slope Stability and Current Analysis Methods

The following is a general review of landslide and mass movement 

classification, natural features of landslide prone areas, causes of 

landslides, and engineering stability analysis.

Classification. There are many classifications for slope mass- 

movement features. As with most natural phenomena,'mass movement 

classifications can not be rigidly adhered to. A particular landslide 

is often a combination of specific types shown in classification tables. 

The landslide classification of Varnes (1958) is widely accepted and 

used. It resembles the earlier classification of Sharpe (1938). The 

Varnes classification considers two main variables: .material type and 

method of movement (Table I ).

Under method of movement, Varnes considered three main cate

gories: falls, slides, and flows. Falls involve rock or soil which
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Table I

A Simplified Diagram, of the Varnes Classification (from Varnes, 1958)

TYPE OF 
MOVEMENT

TYPE. OF MATERIAL
BEDROCK SOILS

FALLS ROCKFALL SOILFALL

Few units 

SLIDES-

Rotational 
- - SLUMP

Planar 
BLOCK GLIDE'

Planar Rotational
BLOCK GLIDE BLOCK SLUMP ■'

DEBRIS FAILURE BY
SLIDE LATERAL SPREADINGMany units ROCKSLIDE -

Dry

FLOWS

Wet

R0CK ALL UNCONSOLIDATED
FRAGMENTS SAND OR SILT MIXED MOSTLY PLASTIC

ROCK FRAGMENT SAND LOESS 
RUN FLOW

RAPID. DEBRIS SLOW
EARTHFLOW AVALANCHE EARTHFLOW

" " F L O W 3™  SSBBIS FLOW

COMPLEX COMBINATIONS OF MATERIALS OR TYPE OF MOVEMENT
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travels through free air with little or no interaction between particles 

Rock falls are caused by joint weakness, frost wedging, exploiting of 

joints, resistant rock over non-resistant, and undercutting. Soil fall 

is often associated with bank undercutting. In the Gallatin Canyon area 

rockfall is common from cliffs and high glaciated peaks.

Varnes divided the second category, slides, into those involving 

undeformed blocks and those with material broken up and deformed by the 

sliding action. Under the category of undeformed, Varnes defined slumps 

and block glides. Slumps involve failure of a block of material along 

internal arcuate shear planes with a downward rotation about an axis 

parallel to the contour of the slope which restores gravitational 

equilibrium. The total length of downslope movement is small. The 

"Wedge Landslide" in a roadcut on the road to Big Sky’s Mountain Village 

is an example (Figure I ).

Slump Block
Originol Surface

Roadbed

* " %
0 meters IO
Located On Rood To Big Sky Mountain Village

Figure I

Cross Section Diagram of Wedge Landslide 
Located on Road to Big Sky Mountain Village



A block glide occurs when the undeformed mass or block slides 

downslope on a planar surface. Sliding or gliding is dominant over 

rotation and the block may move long distances downslope. The 

"Porcupine Ranger Station Landslide" (Sl6, T7S, RUE) started as a block 

glide in which blocks of sandstone and welded tuff moved downslope on a 

lubricated shale glide plane. As it progressed, the blocks broke up to 

form a debris flow (Figure 2).

Glide Blocks

Lobote Debris Flow Into 
Gollotin River

Sondstones And Shales

•00 meters

Cross Section of Porcupine Ranger Station Landslide

Rockslides and debris slides are listed under Varnes' classifi

cation for material which is deformed by movement. The Taylor Fork 

rockslide described by Hall (1960b) is a good example. It slid as a

mass of broken up welded tuff.
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Flows are Varnes' third major classification breakdown. Dry- 

flows include rock fragment flows such as the 1959 Madison Canyon 

Landslide. The rock fragments flowed' up the opposite side of the 

■canyon like a viscous fluid. Hsii (1975) believes that dispersed fine 

debris and pulverized rock dust provides a bouyant uplift causing the 

mass of broken up rock to flow like a low viscosity liquid. Wet flows 

are classed as debris flows and mud flows (50% sand, silt and clay). In 

the Gallatin Canyon area, as in Varnes' description, flows often start 

as slump blocks. The "Porcupine Lower Basin Lobe" (S9, T7S, RUE) is an 

example of a Pleistocene feature of this type.

Varnes recognized that most landslides are complex and fall 

within several'categories of a classification system. This is also 

true of landslides in the Gallatin Canyon area.

Soil creep is another form of mass movement. Sharpe (1938) 

defined soil creep as any downslope soil movement imperceptible except 

over time. It generally occurs on slopes of 9 degrees or more in the 

surface meter of soil (Carson and Kirkby, 1972). Soil creep can be 

seasonal or continuous. Seasonal creep is due to gravity and shear 

influences on soil which, expands and contracts in a direction normal to 

the slope surface due to changes in soil moisture or temperature. 

Continuous, or rheological creep is due to gravitational shear in clay 

materials, Clay and water bonds break and reform, adjusting to shear 

pressure. Coarse fragments may migrate to the shear plane, producing
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sheet zones. Progressive failures (landslides) are not considered soil

creep. Solifluction is a form of creep in periglacial environments

involving saturated flow of regolith material in lohes or sheets. ■

Surface indicators of creep are often inconclusive or not

apparent. Measurement methods in use include an auger hole filled with 
■ ' \particles, a surveyed horizontal line of stakes, the Young pit, and the

\ ■
T-peg. (.Carson and Kirkhy, 197̂ 2). In Scotland, field measurements 

indicated 2,40 cm/cm yr of volumetric movement (l-2 mm/yr downsiope 

movement) (Kirkby, 1967). Biological causes of creep were less signi

ficant than changes in soil moisture, temperature and freeze-thaw 

pressures.

In California coast ranges, Kojan (1967) measured creep at depths 
up to 9 meters. Surface movements of 5-10' cm/yr were also common.

Here, creep contributes greatly to stream sediment source.

A summary view of measured creep rates suggests measurements of 

1-2 mm/yr as being average. Soil creep will not be considered further 

in this report.

Geological factors. Many geological and other natural features 

and conditions are indicative of slope stability hazard. In general, 

stability hazard is found in areas with high relief, incompetent bedrock 

or surficial materials (especially shale or clay), periods of abundant 

soil and groundwater- availability, and seismic activity.
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Often, folding and faulting weakens bedrock and places it in 

vulnerable positions. Joints and other weaknesses are then more 

susceptible to failure.

The.Turtle Mountain slide at Frank, Alberta occurred where lime

stone was thrust over younger sandstones and shales. Slide movement 

exploited weak joints dipping at 40 degrees toward the valley (Sharpe, 

1938). ■ High angle dip slopes and alternate layering of sandstone and 

shale were responsible for the massive Gros Ventre landslide in Jackson 

Hole, Wyoming (Bailey, 1971). Of all bedrock types, shales may be most 

susceptible to failure because of inherent weakness and hydrologic 

characteristics. Nelson and Thompson (1974) point out that shale and/or 

clay have almost no strength over geologic time. They do have a higher 

value short term strength which weakens with stress. These materials 

often creep over a period of time before failing. Krinitzsky and Kolb

(1969) cited work by Skempton showing that clay shear strength changed
2 2 from 2500 lbs per ft at time of excavation to 700 lbs per ft 35 years

later. Swelling montmorillonitic clay is particularly unstable. This

material, formed from volcanic ash, is prevalent in Cretaceous rocks of

Rocky Mountain basins and mountain flanks. Shales are often aquacludes

which trap gound water and cause saturation of the shale surface and

overlying beds. In the Rocky Mountain region, shales of Triassic,

Jurassic and Cretaceous age formations are particularly known for their

instability. Glacial lake and marine clays often fail by spontaneous
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liquification after undergoing magnesium saturation, (causing floccula

tion), and then being subject to seismic shaking, as in the Anchorage, 

Alaska 1964 earthquake and on the California Coast (Aune, 1964).

Unconsolidated surface mantle materials are often involved in 

sliding. Near Boise, Idaho, disintegration of Idaho batholith granitic 

bedrock produces clay ■ (kaolinite) rich soil mantles which may fail on 

water saturated slopes steeper than I4 degrees (Holenbaugh, 1973). 

Logging roadcuts on steep slopes of the Idaho batholith create similar 

soil mantle slide conditions (Gonsior and Gardner, 1971). In the Marble 

area, Gunnison County, Colorado, massive mudflows in soils derived from 

Cretaceous shale have created dangerous conditions on the site of a 

proposed ski resort (Rogers and Rold, 1972). These shale dominated 

soils are extremely hard to revegetate for stabilization. Swanston 

(1971) writes that "soil mass movements are the dominant natural 
processes of erosion and slope reduction" In mountains of North America.

In the Rocky Mountains, stream incision (by superposition and/or 

antecedence) and glaciation have caused slope oversteepening and land

slide potential. These conditions are particularly prevalent in areas 

of post-Tertiary uplift or alpine glaciation.

Seismic shaking often triggers failure of unstable slopes, The 

1969 Hebgen Earthquake initiated and reactivated numerous landslides in 

the Gallatin-Madison area. Earthquakes in California and Alaska have 

recently initiated many destructive landslides. Holenbaugh (1973)
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states that "in the western United States, the majority of slope 

failures are related either directly or indirectly to seismic shock."

Geomorphological research. Geomorphology has recently adapted 

the systems approach to study processes of mass wasting and slope 

profile development (Chorley, 1962). Strahler (1952) classified slope 

development processes based on gravitational or molecular (cooling and 

heating, ice or salt crystal growth, shrink-swell) stress acting on 

rigid or elastic solids, plastic solids, or fluids to produce various 

kinds of strain movements. He further proposed that statistical analy

sis of hillslope movement data would lead to interrelationships defining 

"quantitative natural laws" for slopes. Caine (1971) used the systems 

approach to explain processes of slope shape development. Emphasis on 

quantitative analysis of slope systems will help bridge the gap between 

qualitative observational geology (and geomorphology) and quantitative 

engineering approaches to slope stability.

Hydrology. Excess water initiates most landsliding. Subsurface 

water accentuates slope movement by decreasing the internal friction of 

cohesive soils, increasing unit weight, increasing pore water pressure, 

dissolving cementing, materials, and seepage pressure. In Italy, the 

Vaiont Dam landslide was initiated by a combination of reservoir water 

and rainfall causing dissolution, hydrostatic uplift and increase in 

unit weight in a glacially oversteepened valley with steeply dipping 

jointed limestone and interbedded clay (Kiersch, 1965). Pre-landslide
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creep of this hillslope varied with changes in reservoir water level.

In the Clearwater National Forest in Idaho, heavy rain and snow in 

January 1974 initiated .214 known landslides (Day and Megahan, 1975).

Of these, seventy-five percent were associated with roads. Thirty-two 

percent of the slides placed 104,000 tons of debris in active stream 

channels. The Forest Service spent $125,000 on road repair but 

estimated that it would cost $1,000,000 to stabilize all of these 
landslides,

Vegetation. .Vegetation has a stabilizing effect on slope mass 

movement. Patric and Swanstbn (1968) noted that tree roots "added 
greatly to soil stability on steep forest land'1 and left channels for

i

water movement in the soil. Bailey (1971), in the Teton National Forest 

in Wyoming, mentioned L̂n addition that trees intercept and hold storm 

moisture, transpire significant amounts of water and reduce spring melt 

peaks.

Pleistocene to recent activity. There are many active and 

inactive landslides in the Rocky Mountains dating to Pleistocene glacial 

periods. They probably became active because of more abundant water, 

lower timberline (less vegetative stability), glacial oversteepening 

and the mantling of slopes with glacial debris.

Engineering. The engineering approach to slope stability attempts 

quantitative description and solution of geologic, pedologic,•and hydro- 

logic conditions. Terzaghi (1950) and Legget (1962) have led in the
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dual application of both engineering and descriptive natural science to 

these problems. Analysis revolves around the ratio of shear resistance 

to shear stress. This ratio, the ."factor of safety", must be less than 

one for failure. The shear stress generally consists of the tangential 

component of weight on a slope. , Shear resistance generally consists of 

a slope material's cohesion and frictional resistance to movement. 

Resistance is usually decreased by increase in pore water pressure, 

support removal, physical or chemical alteration, added weight, sponta

neous liquefaction, or geological tilting.

The classical approach for soils materials assumes a circular 

arc zone of failure (unless simple block-glide) in material with known 

angle of internal friction, unit weight, and cohesion values. If the 

failure arc location is designated, and the ground water conditions, 

slope configuration,. and, internal material distributions are known, the 

"factor of safety" can be calculated. The Swedish Method of Slices 

(Terzaghi, 1950) divides the failure arc into slices which are solved 
individually and summed to give an overall "factor of safety."

Use of this method assumes knowledge of internal slope material 

distribution and its properties of cohesion, weight, apd internal 

friction, and ground water distribution. This information is usually 

costly and time consuming to obtain. Often, simplifying assumptions 

about a complex natural system reduce the accuracy of the prediction. 

Engineering analyses are most applicable for soil mechanics problems not
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involving bedrock. The engineering approach is vital for evaluation and 

design on specific sites. However, restrictions due to simplifying 

assumptions and time, expertise and money requirements, preclude its 

extensive use in reconaissance level land inventories.

In California, where stability hazard exists in areas of high 

urban use  ̂ regional qualitative-quantitative stability prediction 

studies utilizing geology, plant distribution, and hydrology are being 

completed and coordinated with land use planning at costs of $38 to 
$1000 per square mile depending on the level of study (Sorensen, 

Ericksen, and Mileti, 1975)• In the Rocky Mountains, Hendrickson and 

Lund (197*0 have predicted highway cut and fill design based on 

engineering properties of the involved soils and rocks. In the Forest 

Service's Northern Region, where 1200 miles of road are constructed 

yearly in severe terrain, Prellwitz (197*0 has developed some simple 

engineering slope stability solutions usable in the field. One of 

Bailey's (1971) recommendations for further research, after assessment 

of slope stability hazard on the Teton National Forest in Wyoming where 

650,930 of 1,134,68*1 acres are mapped as unstable, is the need to 
develop criteria for recognition of unstable slopes on an area basis.



PROBLEM STATEMENT AND HYPOTHESES „ ■

Problem

This study represents part of an effort to evaluate the impacts 

of the Big Sky, Inc. recreation complex on the Gallatin Canyon and 

surrounding area (Montana State University - National Science 

Foundation, Gallatin Canyon Study) (Stuart, 1974). The Gallatin Canyon 

Study became a' large multi and interdisciplinary effort investigating 

a broad spectrum of interrelated problems dealing with impacts upon bio

physical and socio-economic systems in the Northern Rocky Mountains. 

This study deals with specific problems of slope stability evaluation 

in the real life context of land potential evaluation, planning, and . 

prediction of carrying capacities and impacts.

The following specific problems are considered:

1. Determine "ecological" factors of mountain slope stability.

2. Evolve a usable slope stability analysis method for 

reconnaissance level land potential evaluation.

3. Show how the multidisciplinary stability approach fits with 

current and developing methodology and philosophy of land use and 

resource allocation.

4. Utilize slope stability and natural (bio-physical) system 

information to help determine carrying capacities and impacts.
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Hypotheses

The foregoing problem statements lead to the following hypotheses 

concerning slope stability, its evaluation, and the planning process.

The hypotheses help define methods and goals for field and library 

research and data compilation.

1. Many easily observed natural features are environmental 

indicators of slope stability. They can be used in a non-engineering 

stability evaluation method to predict slope stability on a reconnais

sance level.

2. In the Northern Rocky Mountains, many flow type landslides 

depend on a source of water. Post glacial to present slides were 

initiated during periods of hydrologic oversupply. Similar hydrologic 

conditions may result from clear cutting, some road building practices, 

and recent climatic trends.

3. The multidisciplinary approach to slope stability and natural 

system inventory can be used to map and evaluate land systems. This 

information is useful for predicting carrying capacities and impacts.

4. The stability evaluation and natural system inventory methods 

described in this report are useful for predicting carrying=capacities

and impacts.



METHODS

To formulate a slope stability evaluation method for land 

capability reconnaissance, the writer mapped landslide hazard areas and 

examined individual failures in the Gallatin Canyon area of southwestern 

Montana. Figure 3 shows the location of the Gallatin Canyon area.

Figure 4 shows locations of specific landslide study sites.

The landslide description data were grouped according to.four 

major types of bedrock terrain (Cretaceous, Tertiary volcanic, Mesozoic- 

Paleozoic, and Precambrian) and size (area), and then recorded on a 

Stability Checklist. For each type of bedrock terrain, the descriptive 

landslide data were analyzed to find characteristics common to those 

landslide sites. This information was used to form a Stability Rating 

Key in which tabulation of the number of stability hazard indicator 

.features present gives a. score which indicates presence of absence of

stability hazard.



STUDY AREA

Description of Gallatin Canyon Study Area

Location. The Gallatin Canyon lies in southwestern Montana just 

north of Yellowstone National Park and the northwest corner of Wyoming. 

The northward flowing Gallatin River bisects an uplifted mountainous 

area and forms the boundary between the Gallatin and Madison Ranges.

The two ranges, together, are about 700,000 hectares in area. With 

Yellowstone Park and the Wind River, Absaroka, and Beartooth Ranges, 

they form a semi-primitive contiguous mountainous area of about 5 

million hectares (Figure 3). Figure h shows locations of specific 

landslide study sites in each of four types of bedrock terrain.

Figure 3

Location of Gallatin and Madison Ranges
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Figure h

Locations of Landslide Study Sites in 
Various Types of Bedrock Terrain
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Physiography. The Gallatin and Madison ranges form the southern 

boundary of the Northern Rocky Mountain Section of the Rocky Mountain 

System (Fenneman, 1931). The appropriateness of this classification and 

relationships of the study area to the Rocky Mountain System are 

discussed in the next section.

Geology. Geological investigations of this area began in the 

l800's with exploration of Yellowstone National Park. Early workers 

such as Weed (1893), Hayden (1872), and Peale (1896) did work that 
remains useful today. More detailed major geologic mapping was done by 

Swanson (1950), Hall (1961), McMannis and Chadwick (1964), Witkind 
(i960, 1964), and Spencer and Kozak (1975). Other geologic work in the 

area includes U. S. Geological Survey mapping in the Gallatin portion of 

Yellowstone Park (U. S. Geological Survey, 1972) and theses completed at 

Montana State University as part of the Gallatin Canyon Study (Kehew, 

1971; Montague, 1971; Sollid, 1973; Walsh, 1971)• The mapping of W. B. 

Hall (1961) remains the most widespread and useful reference on Gallatin 
Canyon geology.■ The Gallatin Canyon Study (Stuart, 1974) interprets 

some canyon geology for land use suitability. Figure 5 lists presently 

accepted time and rock statigraphic units for the Gallatin Range area.

The Gallatin and Madison ranges are a broad anticlinal uplift 

faulted along the edges. ' Faulting and folding within the uplifted block 

caused differences in relief and geologic structure within the uplift 

itself. Some of the higher uplifted areas have exposed Precambrian
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crystalline rock that is often mantled with steeply .dipping Mesozoic and 

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Gentle to steep folds or Mesozoic and 

Paleozoic sediments form other portions of the range. These rocks are 

further described in the landslide description section of this report.

A thick sequence 1372 meters (4500 feet, McMannis and Chadwick, 

1964) of Tertiary volcanic and voleanict-sedimantery rocks cover much of 

the Gallatin Range. They are contemporaneous in age with volcanics of 

the Washburn and Absaroka Ranges in and east of Yellowstone Park. The 

rocks are described in more detail in the Results section of this 

report.

The volcanics were emplaced upon a Tertiary topography somewhat 

gentler and lower than today's. ■ Subsequent uplift caused streams to be 

incised into resistant rocks where•downcutting then created some of the 

spectacular canyons in the region.

Glaciation played a major role in shaping the topography. .Weed's 

(1893) report on the Yellowstone glacier was a major early step in 

assessing its importance. Alden1s (1953) reconnaissance showed the 

existence of various sorts and sizes of glacial deposits in the Gallatin 

and Madison Ranges. Hall (i960, 1961) described glaciation in the 
southern end of the Gallatin Canyon and Taylor Fork and attributed some 

landsliding to glacial oversteepening. Beck (i960) wrote that in the 
Sphinx Mountain area, all valley floors above.6400 feet appear to have 

been glaciated. The most recent major glaciers extend, from cirque
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sources partway down streamways. They were up to several miles in 

length but rarely reached the lower valleys. Hall (i960), Walsh (1975), 
Montagne (l97l), and other workers found evidence for earlier more 

extensive glaciation of the small icecap type.1 This ice, which filled 

major valleys such as Taylor Fork, did considerable valley steepening 

and widening.

Physiographic comparisons. Fenneman (l93l) mapped the Gallatin 

and Madison Ranges as part of the Northern.Rocky. Mountain Section of the 

Rocky Mountain System. He divided the Northern Rocky Mountain Section 

into the following four provinces;

I. Southwest Montana mountains and basins. The mountains of 

this province are uplifted faulted blocks with Precambrian crystalline 

cores and.Mesozoic and Paleozoic sediments draped along the.sides. The 

Spanish Peaks are typical examples.

2.. Belt Mountains. These mountains are anticlinal uplifts with 

Precambrian batholithic cores and flanking sedimentary rocks.

3. Northwest Montana-Northern Idaho. This province consists of 

steeply dipping Precambrian sedimentary rocks of the Belt Supergroup.

4. Idaho Batholith. This province has homogeneous mountain 

terrain developed on the Idaho batholith, a crystalline intrusion of 

granitic composition.

Mountains of the Southern and Middle Rocky Mountain Sections are 

anticlinal uplifts with Precambrian cores. Their rock types and
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structures are similar to those of the Gallatin and Madison Ranges. The 

San Juan Range in Colorado has volcanic rocks like those of the Gallatin 

Range. So, the Gallatin and Madison Ranges have geologic conditions 

typical of much of the Rocky Mountain system. However, they are unlike 

the Idaho batholith and Belt Supergroup rocks of the Northern Rocky 

Mountain Section.

Climate and hydrology. Climate of the Gallatin Canyon is typical 

of the Rocky Mountains. Winters are cold and summers short and cool. 

Weather records from the Fred Pessel ranch on Beaver Cpeek at 2042 

meters (6700 feet) elevation (S8, TJS, R4e ) show January mean maximum i 

and minimum temperatures of -1.7 and -13,6 degrees C (29.0 and 7*5 

degrees F ) and July means of 25.8 and 3.3 degrees C (78.4 and 37,9 

degrees F) (U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 1963-1971)• At 

Hehgen Dam, the January mean maximum and minimum temperatures are -5.6 

and -15.0 degrees. C (22 and 5 degrees F) while the July means are 25.6 

and 7.8 degrees C (78 and 46 degrees F) (Ski Yellowstone, 1973).

Precipitation is high at higher elevations, Months of highest 

precipitation are Octoher-March and May-June. Two-thirds of the 

mountain precipitation comes in the form of snow (Fames and Shafer, 

1972). Much of the snow is stored until the spring period of rapid melt 

and high precipitation. A majority of stream runoff occurs in May and 

June concurrently with maximum precipitation and runoff periods.

A Soil Conservation Service average annual precipitation map for 

Montana (USDA, SCS, 1972). shows values of 51.8 to 152.4 centimeters
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(20 to 60 inches) of water per year for the Gallatin River drainage 

south of Gallatin Gateway. The Fred Pessel Ranch '1963 to 1971 yearly 
average is 50.8 centimeters (20 inches) (U. S. Dept, of Commerce,

Weather Bureau, 1963-1971). At Hebgen Dam, the 1931-1970 average is 

69.6 centimeters (27.4 inches) (Ski Yellowstone, 1973). Mitchell (1973) 

calculated (Thornwaite method) potential evapotranspiration at Hehgen 

Dam to he 48.3 centimeters (19 inches) annually. He corrected this to 

76.2 centimeters (30 inches). Van Voast (1973) gave figures for preci

pitation, runoff,, and potential evapotranspiration for the West Fork 

Basin. Using his figures * given in acre feet for the total area, the 

following annual averages are calculated.

Precipitation - 91 centimeters (36 inches)
Runoff - 36 centimeters (l4 inches)

Potential Evapotranspiration - 55 centimeters (22 inches)

There are indications that recent precipitation amounts are 

increasing.. At Hebgen Dam, the 1961-1970 precipitation average is 

greater than for the preceding 30 years. SCS data show the 1972 five- 

year April I snowpack values to be highest ;since the early 1900's. This 

is reflected in the 1971 five-year average for annual streamflow of the 
Gallatin River near Gallatin Gateway, which is the highest since around 

1900 (USDA, SOS, 1972).

Gallatin Canyon soils. Most existing soil mapping and charac

terization in the Gallatin Canyon was done as part of the Gallatin



Canyon Study. Olsen, Leesoni and Nielsen (1971) mapped soil associa

tions in the canyon north of the Yellowstone Park boundary. Aasheim 

(1973),' with the help of Leeson, mapped soil .associations in the 

Porcupine drainage. The writer (C. Montagne, 1973) mapped soil- 

surficial geologic units at Ski Yellowstone (mentioned later in this 

report). U. S.'Forest Service personnel described soil profiles 

associated with Ecological Land Unit Mapping in the Porcupine Buffalo 

Horn Planning Unit (USDA, Forest Service, 1973).

Mountain soils in the Gallatin Canyon strongly reflect relief 

and geologic parent material. Severe climatic conditions and steep 

slopes often restrict pedogenic soil development to low and gentle 

terrain of the valleys■and less steep side slopes.

Soils developed on bedrock are often very clayey or very sandy 

depending on the bedrock texture. Other soils are on mantles of glacial 

till, colluvium or alluvium surficial materials. They can be fine to 

coarse (clayey to sandy ) textured. Nearly all these soils have.high 

percentages of rock fragments (gravelly, cobbly, stony).

The soil mapping completed by Olsen, Leeson,. and Nielsen (1971) 

and Aasheim (1973) describes a number of soil series and soil associa

tions. In Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey, Soil Conservation Service, 1976), 

these soil series are classified as Typic, Argic, Calcic, Lithic, Pachic 

and Vertic Cryoborolls, Typic and Argic Cryoboralfs, Typic Cryochrepts 

and Typic Cryorthents.
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Here are brief explanations of these terms:

Cryoborolls - Cool (mean annual soil temperature at 50 cm depth 

<8°C (1*7°F) and >0°C) climate Mollisols of the western mountains in 
forest or (usually) grassland with relatively thin profile, argillic 

horizon is. within 60 cm of surface
Typic - freely drained, noncalcareous, mollic epipedon over cambic 

horizon

Calcic CaCO^ accumulation in or beneath mollic epipedon 

Argic - accumulation of illuvial clay 

Lithic - lithic (hard rock) contact 

Pachic - thick mollic epipedon

■ Vertic - clayey with cracks, shale or siltstone parent material

Cryoboralfs - Cool (mean annual soil temperature >0°C, <8°C)
moist (not dry for 90 consecutive days) mountain soils developed under 
coniferous vegetation with an ochric epipedon, an argillic horizon 

within 60 cm of surface, high base saturation, often with tonguing of 
albic material into the argillic horizon 

Typic - no tonguing, deep to bedrock 

Argic - accumulation of illuvial clay

Cryochrept - Cold (mean annual soil temperature >0°C, <8°C)
soils of high mountains, developed under conifers with thin brownish 

' ochric epipedons and brownish cambic horizons, often■within I meter of

bedrock
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Cryorthent - Cool (mean annual soil temperature >0°C, <8°C)
soils on recent erosional surfaces, under conifers with ochric epipedons 

hut no diagnostic horizons (A-C horizonation) and a regolith of >_50 cm 

thickness

Vegetation. Following are scientific and common names of species 

mentioned in this report. Nomenclature is from Hitchcock (1955-̂ 6̂ ).

Aspen

Douglas fir 

Lodgepole pine 

Spruce

Suhalpine fir (or fir) 

Willow

Populus tremuloides 

Pseudotsuga menziesii 

Pinus contorta 

Picea engelmanni 

Abies lasiocarpa 

Salix spp. -

Many workers have studied Rocky Mountain vegetation patterns. 

Dauhenmire (.1943) described zones of climax vegetation controlled by 

temperature, precipitation, wind, soils, topography, and other environ

mental factors. The zones occupy around 600 meters (2000 feet) in 

altitude and are primarily dependent on climate. Indicator species are 

often "telescoped" into other zones by variation in environment. Other 

work by Daubenmire (1968) states that much mountain vegetation distri
bution is determined by drouth, and that climax vegetation types are 

very reliable soil moisture predictors.

Daubenmire and Daubenmire (1968) developed the concept of 
"habitat type" as a basic ecologic unit of a landscape. "Habitat types"
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may be recognized by indicator associations of overstory and understory 

species. Pfister, et al., (1972, 197^) are developing habitat types 

for Forest Service use in the Northern Rocky Mountains.

Gallatin Canyon vegetation is partly typical of the Rocky 

Mountains. It would have (Table 2) the following estimated abundance 

and distribution (Gallatin Canyon Case Study, Dale and Weavery, 1974) if 

undisturbed (i.e. no fire, disease, clearcutting, wind or snow avalanche 

devastation). Fire has been the major disturbance. Because of distur

bance, 50$ of the existing .forest area is primarily lodgepple pine.

Table 2

Distribution of Gallatin Canyon Vegetation

Vegetation Type Area Elevation

grassland and sage lk% less than l800 meters (6000 feet)
Douglas fir . 37$ . 1800-2300 meters (6000-7500 feet)

Spruce fir 26$ 2300-2700 meters (7500-9000 feet)

Alpine meadows and barrens 23$ greater than 2700 meters (9000 feet)

Haglund (1973) mapped the following general vegetation types on 

Mount Hebgen for the Ski Yellowstone Environmental Study: coniferous

forest with overstories of Douglas fir, subalpine fir and Engelmann 

spruce; deciduous forest (aspen);, shrub; shrub grassland; grassland;
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forb and rush-sedge. He further subdivided these types based on under

story plants. Patten (1963) mapped nine vegetation types in the Madison 

Range. They, are scree and rock slide, grassland, sage, lodgepole pine., 

Iodgepole spruce fir, spruce fir, Douglas fir, limber or vh'itebark pine, 

and aspen, Statistical correlation indicated vegetation distribution 

was most related to 15 atmosphere soil water and percent clay in soil.

In summary, the Gallatin Canyon area has vegetational zones 

typical of the Northern Rocky Mountains. The zonation is climatically 

controlled by changes in microclimate due to topography. Anomalies 

occur due to variation in environmental factors such as amount of 

available soil moisture. Occurrence of particular indicator species 

may relate to an abundance of soil moisture. These species include 

aspen, spruce, fir, and willow. Their presence in drier vegetative 

zones or habitat types may indicate free water.

Why Area was Used for Study

The Gallatin Canyon area, with bio-physical and socio-economic 

features typical of much of the Rocky Mountains, is an ideal location 

for slope stability and land evaluation, research.

Bedrock types and structures are similar to the Rocky Mountains 

in general except for rocks of the Idaho batholith and Belt Supergroup. 

Surficial mantles of colluvium, alluvium, residuum, and glacial and 

landslide debris and their causative slope processes are also found

elsewhere.
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The Gallatin Canyon climate of severe high snowfall winters, 

short cool summers, and high spring soil moisture and runoff levels is 

like other Rocky Mountain regions.

The Gallatin Canyon is an area of high recreation and esthetic 

value. Recreation and second home development has become a major land 

use. These aspects conflict with timber harvest and land development.

Land management finds itself amidst controversy compounded by a 

checkerboard ownership pattern, shortage of expertise and inadequate 

methodology to evaluate land and. assign uses to it.



PROCEDURES

Stability Mapping Program

As the Gallatin Canyon Study developed, it became apparent that 

slope stability was an important facet of the bio-physical system which 

should influence decisions -regarding commitment of land to construction 

for recreational development, power line emplacement and logging. 

Concurrently, there were several opportunities to inventory stability 

hazard as a portion of bio^physical land evaluation studies of specific 

areas,

To attack the problems and test the hypotheses mentioned, stabi

lity observation and prediction field work and subsequent participation 

in the land evaluation and planning processes were undertaken in the 

following areas:

I. West Fork Basin. Specific landslides in the Big Sky area 

(West Fork Basin) described in this writer's M.S. Thesis (C. Montagne, 

1971) were studied in more detail. Specific examples of stability 

related impacts were observed.

' 2. Porcupine Buffalo Horn Planning Unit. The Porcupine Buffalo 

Horn Planning Unit is an area of predominately Forest Service and 

Burlington .Northern Railroad ownership southeast of Big Sky. As a 

member of the Forest Service planning team, the writer mapped stability 

hazards in the Porcupine drainage (Plate II, page l60)and-participated 

in the post field season interdisciplinary integration and planning

process.
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3. Ski Yellowstone Study. Ski Yellowstone is a proposed ski 

area and year round destination resort being planned on the shores of 

Hehgen Lake (southern end of Madison Range). The writer mapped stabil

ity hazards as a part of a soils-surficial geology evaluation and parti

cipated in the planning process as a member of the bio-physical study 

team.

4. Individual Sites. Individual landslide sites in the Gallatin 

and Madison Ranges were examined. Many were suggested by District 

Rangers of the .Squaw Creek, Bozeman, and Hebgen Lake Ranger Districts 

(Gallatin National Forest) and staff of the Burlington Northern Rail

road's Timber and Land.office in Bozeman, The sites were chosen to 

obtain more data, to include terrain developed on the four major bedrock 

types of the Gallatin-Madison Ranges, and to evaluate areas of special 

concern to land managers. Field techniques emphasized a rapid recon

naissance approach. Hence, detailed field descriptive work was not 

undertaken because it would not be done in reconnaissance type stability 

hazard surveys.

Landslide data in this report have been taken from the fore- 

mentioned field studies.

Definitions for Stability Check List and Stability Analysis Method

The landslide description data were compiled on field sheets 

(example enclosed) and transferred to the Stability Check List. Defi

nitions of terms used for the Stability Check List and Stability Analy

sis Method follow.



Field observation indicates that many of the following Stability 

Check List features are significant indicators of landslide potential.

As a group, they describe the "land ecology" of a site or area. Parti

cular combinations of features, as described in following sections, 

indicate slope stability hazard.

Terrain.

Slide area: area (square meters) of landslide surface,

including scarps and flow lobes

Slide depth: average depth (meters) of landslide movement

Slide volume: product of area times average depth (cubic

meters). The values may be high because scarp areas are included in 

this calculation.

Slope angle: average inclination of landslide slope (degrees)

before failure. Commonly the large landslides have- steeper source areas 

and shallower runout zones. Average values were recorded.

Slope aspect: dominant direction slope faces (N,S,E,W)

Median elevation: average elevation of landslide slope

Geology.

Bedrock Province: predominant general bedrock type on site

or in area. This information can be obtained from a State Geologic Map 

(i.e., Montana) or by simple field investigation. The four bedrock pro

vinces considered in the Stability Analysis Method are described in

Results.



Oversteep: slopes at angles above the expected angle of

repose for the material involved; usually from glacial erosion, rapid 

stream downcutting, or rapid uplift. U-shaped glacial valleys commonly 

have oversteepened slopes (usually greater than 25 degrees).
Precambrian: crystalline basement rocks of Precambrian age

(>600 million years old)
Mesozoic-Paleozoic: Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks

which are primarily limestones, sandstones and interbedded shales. 

Cretaceous rock formations, which are Mesozoic age, are considered 

separately because of their great extent.

Cretaceous: sedimentary rocks of Cretaceous age, primarily

alternating layers of shales, sandstones, siltstones and mudstones.

Tertiary Volcanics; flat lying layers of generally crumbly 

extrusive volcanic and sedimentary rock (conglomerates and breccias) of 

Tertiary age

Structure. (Geometric arrangement of underlying bedrock)

Dip slope: slope surface parallel to attitude or angle of

bedrock beneath, slope angle is controlled by (same as) bedrock angle 

Scarp slope: slope surface nearly perpendicular to (cuts

across) bedrock dip and often developed along joints perpendicular to 

the dip. Figure 6 shows a dip slope and scarp slope.



Folds: sedimentary or metamorphic bedrock which has been subject

to extreme deformation, i.e. sharp anticlinal noses or overturned beds, 

not gentle inclination folds

Figure 6
Cross Section Showing Dip and Scarp Slopes

Bedrock control: Bedrock allows mountain hillslopes to maintain

steeper angles than the natural angle of repose of colluvial materials 

mantling the slopes. A slope supported by bedrock may be very steep, as 

in the extreme case of cliffs or overhangs. Slopes with thick colluvial 

mantles (>2-3 meters) tend to seek the angle of repose of the colluvium. 
The percentage of exposed (or nearly exposed) bedrock on a slope may 

indicate the stability of the colluvial mantle, especially if cut by a

road.
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A trial field definition of bedrock control is "...percent area 

of exposed or nearly exposed bedrock on a slope." This is estimated by 

visual inspection. If visual bedrock control is less than 20$, the 

colluvial, mantle should be examined to determine slide potential.

Slopes with more than 20% exposed bedrock are listed as having bedrock 

control. A slope with bedrock control may have incompetent bedrock 

which makes it more dangerous than a slope without bedrock control. A 

slope with bedrock control may still have unstable colluvium especially 

where furthest from the control.

Threshold basin: cirque shaped basin or hanging valley perched

high above the local base level. Threshold basins are usually.the 

result of the exhumation of Tertiary volcanics from the pre-Tertiary 

volcanic terrain they cover.

Bedrock Type: Important bedrock types in sedimentary rocks

shale: thinly bedded fine grained sedimentary rock composed

of compacted silt and clay. For this report, shale includes siltstones, 

mudstone and claystone.

sandstone: sedimentary rock composed of cemented sand

particles

Surficial Geology:

till: unconsolidated and unsorted glacial debris with many

coarse fragments and sandy and clayey fine earth materials
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colluvium: steep slope mantle of angular coarse fragments and

fine material accumulated from above by gravity movement

old landslide: ancient inactive to modern active landslide

terrain with lumpy flow and slide topography, scarps, cracks and flow 

lobes

Slope Shape: shape of slope profile (straight line, convex,

concave) before failure. Shape may be altered by slope movement

Bedrock Formation: list of key bedrock units most often involved

in slope failures. These units may be shown on detailed geologic maps

Soils.

Depth to Bedrock: depth of soil and surficial mantle, estimated

by degree of bedrock control and thickness of soil or surficial mantle

Profile development: normal "stable" soil landscape surfaces may

be expected to develop ABC (or ABCca) soil horizons in the Gallatin 

Canyon area. B horizon development requires surface stability (absence 

of excessive erosion, deposition or mixing) over time. Soils with only 

A-C horizons have not had the surface equilibrium necessary for B hori

zon development. A-C horizon soils may indicate active or unstable 

slopes

Coarse Fragments (%): estimated percent by volume of solum or

surficial mantle material greater than 2 mm in size
Clay (%):■ estimated weight percent of soil material smaller than

0.002 mm
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Clay/Coarse Fragment (%) ratio: soils with values greater than

0.75 may have high water absorbing and holding capacities, low permea

bility and low wet cohesive strength

Hydrology.

. Free water: presence or absence of free water in the form of

streams, springs, seeps or ponds. Observations of free water were made 

during the driest season (mostly August and September 1974). The summer 

of 1974 was particularly dry.

Water saturation during year:. estimation of possibility (yes or 

no) of water saturation of slide mass and/or glide plane sometime during 

year, based on precipitation and ground water regime, nature of surfi- 

cial mantle (water retention capability, pore space, infiltration) and 

depth of potential failure

Impermeable layer: presence of shale, clay, impermeable soil

horizons, or other barrier to water movement

,Vegetation.

Presence of particular vegetation types as determined by visual 

inspection (aspen, spruce, fir, sagebrush, etc.)

Wetness indicator: presence of species individuals indicating

abnormal wetness (i.e. spruce, fir, aspen, willow)



, .General.

Date of last movement: from Pleistocene to Recent (year of last

movement is given if known, otherwise estimated)

Roadcut: presence- of roadcut which may have initiated slope

failure

Landslide Hazard Severity Ratings: (Degree of Instability on

Check List) applies to condition before or during failure

Low: unstable but manageable, small sluffs with destruction not

significantly damaging, little or no .sediment pollution

Moderate: moderate destruction but not spectacular, no signifi

cant contribution to- stream sediment

High: (severe on check list) current or recent destruction,

spectacular, catastrophically dangerous to life and property, sediment 

contribution to major streams

In addition to size and geologic terrain, the mode of landslide 

movement is a useful characteristic for classification. Landslides in 

this report can be classified according to the following criteria. Most 

slides have combinations of these characteristics.

Saturated turbulent flow; highest water content', lowest viscos

ity, nearly no cohesion, high velocity

Non-saturated turbulent: flow as small individual particles

Wet plastic flow: water content among fine earth materials is

near or at saturation, but material retains enough plasticity and 

cohesion to flow as a coherent but deformable mass with a slow to



moderate velocity and high viscosity.

Block glide: blocks (often bedrock) which slide as single

competent units within a larger mass of blocks. A'slide may consist of

a.single block (similar to Varnes, 1958)

Slump block: rotation of block about an internal arcuate failure

surface, relatively little downslope movement (similar to Varnes, 1958)
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RESULTS

Stability Check Lists

The landslide description data are grouped on the Stability 

Check List (Tables 3-6) according to landslide size and location in one 

of four bedrock terrain types [in order of importance in the Gallatin 

Canyon study area: Cretaceous, Tertiary volcanic, Mesozoic-Paleozoic

(excluding Cretaceous), and Precambrian]. These seemed to be the two 

most significant initial groupings of data. In this section, the 

bedrock terrain types and the landslides occurring on them are 

described and the appropriate data interpreted for derivation of the 

Stability Analysis Method.

Landslides in Quaternary age surficial deposits are described 

according to their location within a particular bedrock terrain unit.
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Stability Checklist - Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain

Table 3

Bedrock
Province

'Terrain
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I. Porcupine Potholes 2,000,000 10 20,000,000 20 W 7200 2195
2. Porcupine Ranger Station 1,000,000.10 10,000,000 18 N 6400 1951
3. Red Scarp 640,000 10 6,400,000 12 W 74oo 2 2 5 6
4. Porcupine 2nd Crossing 340,000 10 3 ,4 0 0 ,0 0 0 30 N 6 5 0 0 1981

5. Taylor 1946 Landslide 40,000 20 800,000 20 S 7 6 0 0 2371
6. Twinn Cabin Creek 4 o ,o o o 2 80,000 13 E 7200 2195
T- Porcupine Lower Basin Lobe 30,000 4 . 120,000 20 W 64oo 1951

8. Y.P.#1 S.Fk.W.Fk. 6,000 I 6 ,o o o - 40 N 6800 2073
9. Cinnamon 4,500 5 22,500 23 S 6800 2073

10. Big Sky Road Landslide 3 ,2 0 0 2 6,400 30 s 1 680 0 2073
11, Big Sky Road 1971 Landslide 3,000 3 9,000 33 S 7300
12. Wapiti Ranger Station 2,100 3 6 ,3 0 0 37 E 7200' 2195
13. Wedge Landslide 2,100 10 21,000 27 S 7300 2225
l4. Jack Creek Landslide 1,500 3 4 ,5 0 0 16 S 580 0 1768

15. Y.P.#3 S.Fk.W.Fk. 450 I 450 20 S 7100 2164
16. Wapiti Ck. Rd. .#2 3 0 0 I 300 28 E 7 6 0 0 2371
17. Y.P.#2 S.Fk.W.Fk. 300 I 3 0 0 20 N 7000 2134
18. Wapiti Ck. Rd. #1 ' 300 2 600 25 E 7600 2371
19* Cache Ck. Rd. . 200 I 200 25 S 7 6 0 0 2371
20. Wapiti Elk Exclosure 100 I 100 27 W 6 9 0 0 2103
21. Trappers. Cabin 6 0 I 6 0 33 E 7800 2377
22. Willow Bush Slump 20 I 20 15 E 6 8 0 0 2073
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■ gray
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X 2 0.6 ABC 30 40 " X X shale
X 5 1.7 A-C 50 25 X X shale

X X . I 0.3 A-C 35 4o X X shale
X X X 3 1.0 ABC 20 45 X X shale
X I 0.3 A-C 35 30 X X shale
X X I 0.3 ABC 40 60 yellow X X shale

black
green

X 5 1.7 ABC 50 50 X X shale
X I 0.3 ABC 30 40 X X shale
X l6 5.1 A-C ' 4o '25 X X shale
X I 0.3 ABC 50 20 X . X shale

X '3 1.0 ABC' 20 4o X X shale
X 3 1.0 A-C 30 30 X X

X 2 0.6 A-C 45 20 X X
X I 0.3 A-C 35 30 X X shale
X 2 0.6 A-C 45 20 X X shale

X 5 1.7 A-C . 50 30 X X
X 3 1.0 ABC 20 30 X X shale

' 13 4.3 A-C 6o 25 X X
X 7 2.3 A-C 4o 35 X X shale
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Table 3 (continued)
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X X X X A 5S5F P-Active X . •.7/9

X X X swamp A 5S5F 1947 . X 6/9
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grass
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X S 5 X X 6/9

X X X A ' 10 X 5/9
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X X swamp S5F5 . '74 X X 8/9

grass swamp-
grass

X '74 X X 4/7
X X X X A 5S5F5 5 X X 5/9
X X S5F 4 X X 5/9
X X S5F5 5 X X 7/9
X X S5F 5 4 X X 6/9

X 3 X X 6/9
X 10 X 4/9

X X S5F 5 X 4/9
X willow willow 10 X 4/7



Table It

.Stability Check List - Tertiary Volcanics Bedrock Terrain

2012
2195

U Tamphery Creek T 3,000 2 6,000 38 H 2195
5 Bat Lake Road 'T 2,400 2 4,800 30 N
6 Specimen Creek T 2,000 3 6,000 20 W

7 Buffalo Horn Creek 1,500 5

8 Squaw-Swan Ridge 1,500 I 1,500 30 N 2134
9 Golden Staircase T 600 2 1,200 38 S 1981

10 Garnet Mtn. Rd. 600 2 - 1,200 26 N 2103
11 Portal Creek Traverse T 600 2 1,200 25 S 2438

12 Garnet Mtn. Rd,____  600 I 600 26

7200
6600
7200

7,500 13 R 2195 7200

7000
6500
6900
8000

6800

x
X
X
X

H 2073 
2073

Pal.
T.V.
T.V.
T̂ V.
Pal.

Cret.

T.V.
T.V.
T.V.
P-S
T.V.

13 Greek Creek Road 500 I
14 Moose Ck Rd (W. of Meagher)450 2
15 Moose Ck Main Road 400 I
16 Little Bear Station 300 I
17 Rock Creek 60 I

2556
500 38 
900 23
400 25 N 1920 
300 27 N 2556 
60 37 S 2195

6800
7400
6300
7400
7200

x
x
X

T.V.
T.V.
T.V.
.T.V.
T.V.
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clay

X X X X X  X 0.3 I A-C 30 35
X T.V. X T.V. X ' X •1.3 4 A-C 20 50
X T.V. X flow X X 1.3 4 A-C 60 25

X T.V. X X X X 0.3 I ABC 40 50
X T.V. X X X 1.3 4 ABC 20 50

X X X X X 1.3 4 ABC 25 40 gray
clay

X T.V. X X X 1.3 4 A-C 30 20
X T.V. X X X X 0.3 I A-C 50 20

X T.V. X X X 1.3 4 ABC 6o 40
debris

X T.V. X X X X 2.3 .7 A-C 40 10
X T.V. ' X X X 3-3 10 A-C 40 10

surficial
material

X T.V. X X X 1.6 5 A-C 20 10
X T.V. X X X 1.6 5 A-C 30 20
X T. V.. X X X 4.3 13 ABC 50 30

X T.V. X X X 0.3 I A-C 30 35
X T.V. X X X 0.3 I A-C 65 25
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Table 5

Stability Check List - Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain
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Province
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2 Fox Creek 20,000 3 60,000 20 N 2317 7600 X X X
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Table 6

Stability Check List - Precambrian Bedrock Terrain

3 South Fork Swan Creek 

U Portal Creek Rd 3011D

5 Mica Creek-Upper Road
6 Moser Creek
7 Mica Creek Road

It, 800 2 9,600 33 N 2195 7200 x

1 ,8 0 0 2 3,600 35 N 2317 7600 x

I, ItOO 2 2,800 32 S 2317 7600 x
1,200 3 ' 3,600 15 W 1859 6100 x

300 2 600 U8 S 2317 7600

T.V.
p-e
T.V.
P-G
PG
PG
PG
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Hydrology Vegetation General Stability Rating 
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Landslides in Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain

)Introduction. Bocks of Cretaceous age are particularly landslide 

prone throughout the Rocky Mountain west. This is partly due to wide

spread deposition of montmorillonite clay formed by seawater deposition 

of muds rich in volcanic ash. This material is common in surface and 

near surface outcrops of Cretaceous age materials in the Rocky Mountain 

area (Lamb, 19lb). Being relatively young and non-resistant, Cretaceous ■ 

rocks are often preserved in downwarps, synclihes and troughs.

Cretaceous bedrock terrain in Gallatin Canyon. Cretaceous 

terrain in the Gallatin Canyon flanks the higher uplift areas such as 

the Spanish Peaks. Broad folds of Cretaceous rocks often form the more 

open and gentle terrain of the Canyon. There are many dip slopes over a 

mile in length. Mapping by various workers such as Swanson (1950), Hall 

(l96l), Kehew (l97l), and others show the Cretaceous as a thick sequence 

of alternating sandstone, shale, and siltstone. In the Gallatin Canyon, 

the following list of Cretaceous formations: are important., The descrip-• 

tions are derived from Hall, 196l.

Kootenai Formation - 400 feet thick sequence consisting of a lower 

marine salt and pepper sandstone, a middle red claystone and fossili- 

ferous limestone, and an upper resistant quartz sandstone

Thermopolis Shale - 150 feet of dark fissile shale and siltstone 

Muddy Sandstone - 50-200 feet of thin to medium bedded dirty gray

sandstone
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Albino Formation - 300 feet of volcanic clastic sediments with 

cIaystone bentonite, shale, ash, and tuff

Upper Cretaceous' Undifferentiated - Up to, 8,000 .feet of: marine 

and non-marine elastics

Some Cretaceous rocks are.mantled with volcanic materials (Absaroka or 

Tertiary Volcanics and Yellowstone tuff) or glacial till. These buried 

slopes are particularly susceptible to failure.

Stream erosion and glaciation have cut some very steep slopes 

(40-60 degrees). Glacial oversteepening is common in canyons where 

Cretaceous sediments lap up on older uplifted rocks (Taylor Fork).

Stream entrenchment of some higher second order streams (Middle Fork of 

West Fork) may be a reaction to increased elevation brought about by 

normal faulting, (uplifting and down dropping) .■ Cretaceous bedrock is 

often weakly cemented and particularly incompetent. Where intact, it is 

usually jointed. These bedrock units are apparently less resistant to 

failure than most other rocks in the Gallatin.

The sandstones, shales, siltstones and mudstones are easily 

weathered to sand, silt and clay. The clay has high cohesive strength 

when dry and almost none when saturated .with water. Colluvial slope 

mantles high in clay are particularly susceptible to mass wasting when 

saturated, as they often are in the spring season.

Landscapes. Cretaceous bedrock terrain in the Gallatin Canyon is 

fairly open with wide valleys compared to terrain in older and harder 

sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. The average relief extends from the
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local base level of the Gallatin River or its second order tributaries 

(2000 meters, 6500 feet) to tops of high foothills (2300 to 2500 meters, 
7500 to 8000 feet). Cretaceous-materials usually do not extend to the 

higher peaks.

Hillslopes in this terrain strongly reflect the bedrock structure. 

Dipslopes are common at angles of 10 to 20 degrees. Steeper scarp 

slopes have been cut by glaciation, stream downcutting, and mass wasting 

to average angles of 20 to 30 degrees. Hill slopes in scarp and dip 

slopes tend to be originally smooth or straight in configuration, but 

are modified toward concavity by mass wasting. Many hillslopes, espe

cially steep scarp slopes, are subject to active mass wasting involving 

clay rich colluvium and exposed bedrock.

• Soils. Soils and surficial debris on Cretaceous terrain strongly 

reflect the character of the underlying bedrock. Soil textures' alter

nate between high clay or high sand contents, but often have a predomi

nance of clay. These soils support grassland meadow and forest vege

tation. In terrain which has been stable since the Wisconsin glacia

tions, soils may have argillic B and Cca horizons. In Taylor Fork,

CaCO^ from limestone rich glacial till has suppressed soil clay movement 

and argillic horizon formation (Hall and Walsh, personal communication, 

197^) • Soils on steep active colluvial slopes commonly have developed 

only an A-C horizonation as compared to ABCca horizonated soil on less 

steep and less active slopes.
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Vegetation. A meadow-forest vegetative pattern is common to

Cretaceous terrain in the Gallatin. Douglas fir and lddgepole pine

stands are often restricted to more sandy and rocky soils of the ridges

and steep slopes. The grass and sagebrush vegetation may be partially

remnant of former drier climates, as hypothesized by Patten (1963). The

Cretaceous terrain occupies a low elevation rain shadow position within

the Gallatin and Madison ranges which would enhance preservation of more

drought tolerant grass-sagebrush communities. Also, the clay rich soils

may hold more available water within reach of grass than sandier soils,

allowing grass and sagebrush to dominate over conifers. Vegetative

cover is sparse in some grass and sagebrush areas. This may be due to

restrictions of high clay content soils to seedling emergence and root

penetration. High erosion rates also limit vegetation establishment.

Water seeking vegetation such as aspen, swampgrasses, basin wild rye and

spruce are common in wet areas. They are often associated with free

water during the dry part of the summer.

Landslides in Cretaceous bedrock terrain. Landslides described

in the field were divided into four groups based on area. The groups
2 2are (l) 100,000 to 2,000,000 m , (2) 100,000 to 10,000 m , (3) 10,000 to 

2 21,000 m , and (4) less than 1000 m . Measured and observed details of 

these landslides are shown in the Stability Check List, Table 8, Creta
ceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes 

(page 89), shows some of the more significant observations which are 
verbally described as follows:
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I. Group I consists of large Pleistocene to Recent landslides. 

The largest one described, "Porcupine Potholes" (S23, TJS, Ri+E), involves 

an estimated 20,000,000 m of earth material (Photograph I ). These slides

Photograph I

Oblique Air Photo Showing Lobate Toe of Porcupine Second Crossing Land
slide. Note lumpy flow topography and incision of 

Porcupine Creek against left-hand bank.

cover entire slope profiles from the top to the bottom, which is usually 

the local base level and the site of a second order stream. The slides
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often start on steep (b0° to vertical) slopes but end in gentle valley 

bottom areas (5 to 10°). The average slope is around 20° midway on the 

slide path. Main movement, which occurred during Wisconsin Pleistocene 

glaciations, started with massive bedrock slump blocks (Varnes, 1958). 
The semi-coherent blocks degenerated into flow lobes which have moved 

into the valley bottoms.. The landslides are usually on dip slopes of 

alternating sandstones and shales, As in the 1925 Gros Ventre slide in 

Jackson Hole, Wyoming, water penetrated the sandstone and reached the 

sandstone-shale contact surface, The competent sandstone failed as 

large slump blocks, which changed to plastic flow lobes as the bedrock 

fragments mixed with water saturated shales and clays, Water must have 

been more abundant than at present to initiate movement. This, coupled 

with other morphologic, soils and vegetative evidence, suggests that the 

main period of movement was during glacial or immediately post-glacial 

periods. This reasoning follows that of Bailey (1971) in Jackson Hole, 

Hall (i960), and Walsh (1971) in the Gallatin Canyon.
All active landslides of this size have free water associated 

with them, even during the driest part of a dry summer (August - 

September 197^). Thus, free water is evidently necessary for activity. 

With slide development, these and other slump block landslides become 

their own water collectors. Depressions and cracks below the headward 

scarp trap snow and guide water to the glide plane and to the lower 

lobe. Many of these slides have seemingly inactive lobes but are active

in the steeper headward sections.
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The four landslides described are all located in Porcupine Creek 

drainage. Most of the landslides extend to the top of the high foothill 

slopes. Vegetation on the landslides range from sagebrush and grass 

meadowland in the lower portions to Douglas fir and lodgepole pine 

forests on the higher slopes. Aspen stands are often found near water- 

filled potholes, springs, and streams midway up the landslide slopes. 

Spruce and subalpine fir and communities may indicate abundant water, 

especially on south slopes and at lower elevations.

Soils are extremely variable with high amount of sand, clay and/ 

or coarse fragments. In scarp areas especially, soils tend to be bare, 

high in clay and coarse fragments., and very erodible. Soil development 

on landslide surfaces may have been suppressed by movement. On some 

slump blocks and relatively stable flow lobes, normal ABCca profiles may 

be found. Variations.in parent material make soil development or age 

determination difficult.

There are. Gallatin area landslides in this slide size class other 

than the four described for this study. Hall (1961), Walsh (1971)» and 
Kehew (1971) mapped similar slides in Taylor Fork, West Fork and Beaver 

Creek. These landslides may be recognized on air photos or in the field 

by arcuate scarps, active cracks, and lumpy and lobate topography. They 

usually are associated with the occurrence of free water and water 

seeking vegetation such as aspen or spruce.

2. Group II landslides are naturally occurring slides of inter-
2mediate size (10,OOOt-IOO,000 m area). They are very similar to
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landslides of Group I. The Taylor Fork 19^6 Landslide (S17, T9S, R3E) ' 

is described because it is one of the larger recent' slides'.in the 

Gallatin (Figure 7)• Current logging operations may trigger another 

landslide on the same hillslope. This landslide is located along 

Taylor Fork where it emerges from a high uplifted hydrologic source area 

in Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks. Glaciation has oyersteepened the 

narrow sides of this relatively narrow valley. The landslide occurs on 

a 20° (average) scarp slope of Cretaceous sandstones and shales capped 

on top by several meters of glacial till. The hillslope has Cretaceous 

bedrock control which failed,. It is.hypothesized that glacial over

steepening reduced underlying bedrock support while the till mantle 

provided additional overburden weight and funneled water to the bedrock. 

These factors caused failure in both bedrock and the overlying surficial 

mantle and till. Free water in a pond beneath the scarp indicates that 

water led to a failure condition. Spruce and aspen are present on the 

slide, while other non-slide portions of. the hillslope have grass

sagebrush and'Douglas fir-lodgepole pine vegetation.. The landslide, 

like those of Group I,- extends from the hill crest all the way to the 

local base level. It started as a rotational steep slope slump block 

and ended as a plastic flow lobe.

3. Group III landslides are recent small landslides (area 1,000
pto 10,000 m ) often associated with roadcuts. These landslides are 

located on moderately steep (30 degrees average, range l6 to 40°) scarp
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slopes (6 of 7 sites) predominately covered with thick mantles of collu
vial debris. The failures often occur on slope segments without signi

ficant bedrock control. Hence, most slides are in relatively shallow 

(less than 5 meters) colluvial debris of incompetent bedrock. Five of 

seven of the Group III slides sampled had free water and the occurrence 

of aspen or spruce. Also, five of seven were associated with roadcuts. 

Therefore, most of these failures may be partly due to roadcuts on 

otherwise stable slopes. Environmental factors of steep slope, lack of 

bedrock control and available water were critical in initiating failure. 

The two non-rpadcut landslides of the group have characteristics similar 

to landslides in Groups I and II.
24. Group IV landslides are small (up to 1000 m area) features 

often associated with roadcuts (5 of 8 sites). Local forest rangers 

call them "pooch outs". These shallow (l-2 meters deep) slides occur in 

colluvium on moderately steep sideslopes (24 degree average) without 

obvious bedrock control (7 of 8 sites). Unlike the other Cretaceous 

landslide groups, these slides don't necessarily have free water during 

the dry season (6 of 8 sites). Failure mechanisms involve reductions in 

angle of repose and internal cohesion (versus gravitational stress) when 

the clay rich colluvial material becomes saturated in the spring. These 

landslides often have spruce and fir vegetation ($ of 8 sites) indica
tive of wet sites. The steep colluvial slopes show little evidence of 

pedogenic'soil development. They are too active to form more than A-C

horizons.
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The Y.P. #3 South Fork of West Fork landslide (S9, T7S, R3E) is 

a typical example. It is on a south facing scarp slope about 150 meters 

above the South Fork of the West Fork of the West Gallatin River. The 

slide is located in and above a logging road cut on a 20 degree slope 
mantled with 10 feet of shale derived colluvium. It occurs in old 

landslide terrain which directs overland melt water into the slide area. 

There are no obvious bedrock control features or vegetative indicators 

of excess water. The sliding obviously occurred during a wet spring 

after road construction.

Cretaceous landslides in general. As a group, all Cretaceous 

bedrock terrain landslides sampled show the following general charac

teristics (from Table 3, page 52). They are found on 20 to 30 degree 

hillslopes (12-60 degree range) on all aspects at 2000 to 2300 meters 
(65OO to 7500 feet) elevation. The larger slides cover an entire slope 

profile from head to the local base level, Smaller slides are often 

restricted to roadcut areas. Nearly all the slides are associated with 

outcrops of shale. The larger ones (and many others) have alternating 

layers of shale and sandstone. The large slide slopes have bedrock 

control which has failed. Smaller slide slopes often have no bedrock 

control, are steeper, and are on scarp slopes.

Scarp slopes are often steeper than dip slopes. Commonly, dip . 

slopes average 20 degrees while scarp slopes, which may have been stream 
and glacier cut, are near or above an angle of repose for Cretaceous
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materials. Soils on steep colluvial slopes often have only A-C horizons 

Soils on Cretaceous materials have extremes of clay, sand and coarse 

fragments and are highly erodible.' In an area typified by sage-grass 

and Douglas fir-lodgepole pine vegetation, l8 of 21 slide sites were 
occupied by aspen or spruce. Eighteen of twenty-one of the slides 

sampled apparently were roadcut caused.

Estimation of depths of water saturation on landslide site 

hillslopes. Most Cretaceous terrain Group III and Group IV landslides 

occur as saturated flows of mixed soil and rock debris. For flow to- 

occur, at least part of the soil mantle must be saturated with water.

At soil moisture tensions less than 1/3 bar, free water becomes avail

able. At .this tension, presumably, free water could collect somewhere 

in the regolith, such as above a less permeable soil horizon or bedrock 

barrier. The resultant saturation could lead to failure and flowage. 

Hence, one would predict failure at a regolith water content between O 

and 1/3 bar. Many of these failures are in locations where water is 

supplied by ground or overland flow. However, some may be due entirely 

to water from on-site snowmelt and precipitation, as is assumed in this 

analysis.

The following predicts the depths of penetration of water at 1/3 

and O bar tensions from an assumed amount of on-site precipitation and 

snowmelt.' Landslide Groups III and IV average 31% clay and 39% coarse 

.fragments in the regolith. From this, the volume of water needed to
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increase the moisture content from the wilting point (driest it would 

get) to 1/3 and 0 bar tensions can be estimated. Then, one can estimate 

the depths of penetration of water at.1/3 and 0 bar tensions' for a given 
amount of precipitation and snowmelt.

Assumptions used

- soil is initially at wilting point (15 bar)
- bulk density equals 1.5 gm/cc*
- organic matter equals 2%
- soil regolith has 31% clay, 39% coarse fragments (from

above)

T 1/3 bar water content is twice 15 bar water content*
- 0 bar water content is twice 1/3 bar water content
- 15 bar water percent = 2.1 + 0.29 (% clay) + 0.58 (% organic

matter)*

- assume 36 centimeters (lU inches) of water are available

from snowmelt and precipitation (precipitation minus 

evapotranspiration in West Fork Basin 

Procedure to determine depth of 1/3 bar water penetration.

I.. % water at 15 bar = 2.1 + 0.29 (31% clay) + 0.58 (2%
organic matter) = 12.25% water by weight at 15 bar

2. % water at 15 bar x 2 = % water by weight at 1/3 bar
12.25% x 2 = 24,5% water by weight at 1/3 bar • 

^Relationships derived by Decker (1972) by analyzing 186 Montana soil 

pedon descriptions.
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3. Amount of water to raise content from 15 bar to 1/3 bar
equals 1/3 bar % - 15 bar % = 2b.5% - 12.25% = 12.25% 
water by weight

4. % water by volume = % by weight x bulk density = 12.25% x
1.5 = 18.4% by volume

5. Coarse fragment correction

If soil regolith has 39% coarse fragments, then the 

other 6l% is fine earth, which most readily holds water.- 
Since the coarse fragments contribute little to water 

holding' capacity, the fine earth fraction only is 

considered, l8.4% water holding capacity x 6l% fine 
earth equals 11% water holding capacity (volume).

6. 11% water by volume equals 11 cm/m, 1.3 in/ft
7. 36 centimeters (l4 inches) of snowmelt and precipitation

water will .raise water content from 15 bar to 1/3 bar 

• to a depth of = 10 ft or 3 m (approximately)
Procedure to determine depth of 0 bar water penetration (or, more 

likely, accumulation of free water above impermeable layer).

1. % water at 0 bar = 2 x 1 / 3  bar water % = 2 x 24.5% = 49%
by wt.

2. Amount of water necessary to raise 15 bar moisture to 0

bar equals 0 bar % - 15 bar % = 49-12 = 37% water by wt.
3. % water by wt x bulk density = % water by volume 37% x 1.5

= 56% by volume
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1K Coarse fragment correction = % water x % fine earth = 56% 
x 6l% = by volume

5. 3 W  water by volume = h in/ft or 34 cm/m 

.6. 36 centimeters (l4 inches) of snowmelt and precipitation

water will raise water content from 15 bar to 0 bar to 

a depth of ny^_ = 3.5 ft or I m (approximately).

If the average West Fork Basin runoff volume (30 centimeters or 

12 inches) entered the soil, it'would penetrate at 1/3 bar tension 

(field capacity) to a depth of 10 ft or 3 m. It could penetrate at 0 

bar tension to a depth of 35 ft or I m. These depths are similar to the 

depths of failures listed in Groups III and IV landslides, which are 

shallow failures on steep colluvial slopes. If failures occur at soil 

moisture conditions somewhere between buildup of a thin layer of free 

water above an impermeable boundary and complete saturation, then the 

failure depths may be related to the depth of penetration of water at 

tensions less than 1/3 bar (field capacity).

Percent clay and percent clay / percent coarse fragment, ratio. 

Mountain slope soils usually have high percentages of coarse fragments. 

In addition, Gallatin Canyon area landslide.soils have high amounts of 

clay. This is evidenced by frequently occurring red, white, black, 

purple or green clayey soils with shale fragments. The regoliths of 

landslide sites usually have more than 25% clay.
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High clay content soils with abundant coarse fragments may be 

less failure prone than high clay content soils with fewer coarse 

fragments. For example, intuitively, a soil with 30% clay and 60% 

coarse fragments would hold less water, be more permeable and more 

stable than a soil with 30% clay and 30% coarse fragments. Hence, the 

% clay/% coarse fragment ratio may be more meaningful in predicting. 

stability hazard than % clay only. A ratio of % clay/% coarse fragment 

2  0.50 is proposed to be a significant factor in slope stability 
evaluation.

The' clay/coarse fragment ratio may be especially important for 

evaluating small steep slope failures associated with roadcuts. Table 

T shows % clay/% coarse fragments values for landslides in Cretaceous 

bedrock terrain. Nearly all ratios are greater than 0.50,

General observations. The following are general field observa

tions of slopes in Cretaceous terrain that may be helpful in formulating 

stability prediction systems.

1. Pleistocene earthflows often have upper surfaces at 5 to 10 

degrees slope. Thus, they can be unstable at very low slope angles.

2. Slopes >40 degrees in steepness are unstable unless they have 

competent bedrock control.

3. Unconsolidated Cretaceous material has a natural angle of 

repose of about 20 degrees.

4. Scarp slopes are stable at 15 degree angles. ■ Dip slopes are 

stable at 5-10 degree angles.
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Table 7

Percent Clay, % Coarse Fragments (C.F.) and Clay/Coarse. Fragment Ratio 
for Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides

% C.F. % Clay % Clay/% C.F.

I 4o 30 0.75
2 40 35 0.88
3 30 4o 0.75
4 30 4o 0.75
5 50 25 0.50
6 35 4o 0.l4
7 20 ' 45 2.25
8 35 30 0.85
9 40 60 1.50
10 50 50 1.00
11 30 40 0.75
12 4o 25 0.63
13 50 20 0.40
l4 20 4o 2.00
15 30 30 . 1.00
1 6 45 20 0.44
17 ■ 35 , 30 0.85
1 8 45 20 0.44
19 50 30 0.60
20 20 30 1.50
21 6o 25 0.42
22 4o 35 0.88
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5. Particular combinations of material, water and roadcuts are 

stable, on 10 to 15 degree slopes, but unstable on slopes steeper than 
20 degrees.

Formation of stability rating system.

I. Available information. Investigation of the "ecological 

setting" of landslides in Cretaceous terrain shows the features common 

to most sites. Particular combinations most often found on slide slopes 

may indicate failure potential. Following are some arrangements of this 

data useful in depicting features associated with instability potential.

Figure 8. Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Area Versus

Slope Angle, This graph may indicate decreasing landslide size with 

increasing slope angle.

Figure 9* Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslide Size Classes 

Found at Various Slope Angles, and Association with Roadcuts. This 

graph indicates that most large natural failures (Group I, Tl) occur on

19 degrees). Smallerslopes that average 19 degrees (x - 7
slides have an average slope of 27 degrees (x 399

1-5 27 degrees) and
.264roadcut initiated slide slopes average 26 degrees (vj-̂ - = 26 degrees 

x).

Figure 10. Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Frequency of

Dip Slopes and Scarp Slopes at Particular Slope Angles. This graph 

shows that slides on dip slopes occur on less steep slopes than slides 

on scarp slopes (21 degrees for dip slope vs. 30 degrees for scarp 

slope).
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Figure 11. Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Frequency of

Bedrock Control at Particular Slope Angles for Various Landslide Size 

Classes. This graph shows that landslides without Bedrock control are 

smaller and on steeper slopes than larger landslides with Bedrock 

control.

. 2. Stability rating key. To formulate a staBility rating key, 

significant oBservatipns of landslide site features from the Stability 

Check List were compiled on Table 8, Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain 
Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes.

The following key for staBility hazard prediction was formulated 

from the preceding table and other previously presented information.

I. Slope 0 to 9 degrees ~ staBility hazard unlikely 

II. Slope 10 to 19 degrees. Presence of each of the following 

features is worth one point;

a. Slope 10 to 19 degrees

B. Shale bedrock

c. Old landslide terrain

d. Free water

e. Vegetation indicator of water

f. Roadcut

g. Coarse mantle over impermeable material

A total score (by adding one point for each feature present). of 

>_ 4 of 7 indicates a potential for slope failure.
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Conclusions: oo
- Steep slope failures occur where there is no bedrock control
- Factors other than bedrock control influence stability on shallower slopes
- Group I and 2 landslides have bedrock control
- Group 3 and U landslides do not have bedrock control

O  Group I 2>100,000m area
O Group 2 10-100,OOOrn area
» Group 3 1,000-10,OOOm2 area
• Group U 2<1,000m area

Figure 11

Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Frequency of Bedrock Control At
Particular Slope Angles for Various Size Classes of Landslides
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III. Slopes 20 to 39 degrees. Presence of each of the following 

features is worth one point.

a-. Slope 20 to 39 degrees

b. Shale

■ c. Dip slope, tight folds or oversteepening

d. No bedrock control

e. Old landslide terrain

f. Free water

g. Vegetation indicator of water

h. Coarse mantle over impermeable material

i. Roadcut

A total score of >_ 5 of 9 indicates a potential for slope 

failure.

IV. Slopes' greater than hO degrees - must have competent 

bedrock control and no free water to be rated as stable.

3. Stability rating scores, The minimum scores necessary to 

indicate stability hazard were derived by analyzing all the described 

landslide sites using the stability analysis key. This tabulation is 

presented in Table 9, Stability Rating Scores.

Table 10, Landslide Hazard Severity and Flow Classification, was 

compiled in an attempt to find relationships between landslide severity, 

flow classification and stability rating score. No relations were

apparent.



Table 8

Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes

Group I
area 100,OOOgto 
1,000,000 m 
k total

Group 2 
area 10,000 to 

100,000 m2 
3 total

Group 3 
area 1,000 to 

10,000 m2 
7 total

Group U
area less than 

1,000 m2 
8 total

General Features of All 
Groups 
22 total

Terrain
slope
angle
aspect

shape

depth . 
elevation

20° average 
north (4 of 4)

I8° average '

concave (3 of 3)

8 m 
2133 m 
7000 ft

30° average 
south (5 of 7)

24° average 
north (l of 8)

convex (4 of 8) 
concave (3 of 8) 
<2 m 
2230 m 
7300 ft

24°average
north (7 of 21);south (8 of 21) 
east (5 of 12j;west (2 of 21) 
convex (7 of 21) 
concave (10 of 21)
4.6 m 
2149 m 
7050 ft

10 m 
2100 m 
6900 ft

<5 HL 
2100 m 
6900 ft

Geology
structure

bedrock
control
bedrock
type
movement
date

dip slope (h of It)

bedrock control 
(it of it)
snadstone & shale 
(2 of it) 
Pleistocene to 
recent (it of it)

bedrock control 
(2 of 3)
sandstone & shale 
(2 of 3) 
recent

scarp slope 
(6 of 7) 
no bedrock 
control(5 of 7) 
shale only 
.(5 of 7) 
recent

scarp slope 
(4 of 8) 
no bedrock 
control (7 of 8) 
sandstone & shale 
(5 of 8) 
recent

dip slope (8 of 21) 
scarp slope (10 of 21) 
bedrock control (9 of 21)

sandstone (12 of 21)

recent (17 of 22)
Pleistocene to recent (5 of 22)

Hydrology
free water (3 of 9)

shale layer 
(it of it)

free water 
(3 of 3) 

shale (l of 3)

free water 
(5 of 7) 
shale (6 of 7)

no free water 
(6 of 8) 
shale (6 of 7)

free water (13 of 21) 

shale layer (15 of 21)

Vegetation
spruce-fir (it of it) 
aspen (3 of 4)

spruce-fir (2 of 3) spruce (3 of 7) 
aspen (2 of 3) aspen (2 of 7)

spruce-fir (5 of 7) aspen (8 of 21) spruce
(l4 of 21)

Soils **
ABC (3 of 4) A-C (2 of 3) 

ABC (I of 3)
ABC (5 of 7) A-C (7 of 8) ABC (10 of 22) 

A-C (12 of 22)
Roadcut

no no yes (5 of 7) yes (5 of 8) (10 of 21) with roadcut

*dash indicates observation was inconclusive 
**soil horizons present



Table 9

Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Stability Bating Scores

Characteristics

Landslide Name old free vegetation mantle of
and Number slope shale landslide water moisture geologic

indicator material roadcut other score
Slope 100-19°
2 Porcupine Banger Sta 18° X X ASF* U/7
3 Red Scarp 12° X X X SF 5/7
6 Twinn Cabin Creek 13° X X SF b/1

lV Jack Creek X X X b/1
22 Willow Bush Slump 15° X willow gravel 4/7

mantle
no vegetation mantle of

dip bedrock old free moisture geologic road-If CD S i-C °c slope shale slope control landslide water indicator material cut other score
I Porcupine Potholes 20° X X X X ASF sandstone 7/9

over shale
k Porcupine 2nd Cross- 30° X X X X ASF sandstone 7/9
ing over shale

5 Taylor ITlandslide 8C X X ASF ' till over- 6/9
mantle steep

7 Porcupine Lower 20° X X X X A 6/9
Basin Lobe

8 Y.F.ffl S.F.,W.Fk. Uo° X X X S X 6/9
9 Cinnamon 23° X X A fold 5/9

10 Big Sky Road 30° X X X X S till X 8/9
mantle

11 Big Sky Road 1971 X X X X 5/9
12 Wapiti Ranger Station 37 X X A till 5/9

mantle
13 Wedge Landslide 27° X X X X SF till X 8/9

mantle
15 Y.P.#3,S.Fk.W.Fk. 20° X X ASF X 5/9
16 Wapiti Ck. Rd#2 28° X X SF X 5/9
17 Y.P.#2,S.Fk.W.Fk. 20° X X X X SF X 7/9
18 Wapiti Ck. Rd.#l 25° X X X SF X 6/9
19 Cache Ck. Rd 25 X X X colluvium X 6/9

shale
20 Wapiti Elk Enclosure 27° X X colluvium 4/9

shale
21 Trappers' Cabin 33° X till mantle 4/9
*A=aspen, S=spruce, F=fir



Table 10

Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain: Landslide Hazard Severity and Flow Classification

Slide Number and 
Name

Severity (most 
severe portion)

Flow Classification Stability 
Rating Score

2 Porcupine Ranger 
Station

moderate■ block glide high, wet plastic flow low 4/7

3 Red Scarp high saturated turbulent flow 5/7
6 Twinn Cabin Ck moderate block glide ■ 4/7

14 Jack Creek high slump block high, wet plastic flow low 4/7
22 Willow Bush Slump low saturated turbulent flow 4/7
I Porcupine Potholes high rockfall slump block and block glide high, 

wet plastic low
7/9

U Porcupine 2nd 
Crossing

high rockfall slump block and block glide high, 
wet plastic low

7/9

5 Taylor 1947 Land
slide

high rockfall slump block and block glide high, 
wet plastic low

6/9

T Porcupine Lower 
Basin Lobe

low wet plastic flow 6/9

8 Y. P. #1,S.Fk.W.Fk. moderate saturated turbulent flow 6/9
9 Cinnamon high slump block high, wet plastic low 5/9
10 Big Sky Road moderate block glide, wet plastic 8/9
11 Big Sky Road 1971 moderate block glide 5/9
12 Wapiti Ranger 

Station
moderate non-saturated turbulent 5/9

13 Wedge Landslide moderate slump block 8/9
15 Y.P-. #3 S.Fk.W.Fk. ' low wet plastic 5/9
16 Wapiti Ck Rd #2 low block glide to wet plastic 5/9
IT Y.P.#2 S.Fk.W.Fk. low saturated turbulent flow 7/9
18 Wapiti Creek Rd #1 moderate block glide 6/9
19 Cache Ck Rd low saturated turbulent flow 6/9
20 Wapiti Elk Enclosure moderate slump block 4/9
21 Trappers Cabin low non-saturated turbulent 4/9
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Landslides in Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain

Distribution of Tertiary Volcanics. Tertiary volcanics and 

related sedimentary rocks form a 900 to 1200 meter (3000 to UOOO feet) 

thick cap on the crest of the Gallatin-Range. They have been locally 

described by Chadwick (1969), McMannis and Chadwick (1964), and Hall 
(1961). '

The Gallatin Range volcanics are the northwestern portion of a 

sequence of Eocene (40 to 60 million years ago) deposits called the 

Absaroka Volcanics. They are distributed south and east from the 

northern part of the Gallatin Range along the eastern border of 

Yellowstone National -Park where they are described in detail by Smedes 

and Protska (1972).

In the Gallatin Canyon' area, the Tertiary volcanics spread as a 

flat surface over a mountainous topography developed in crystalline 

Precambrian and sedimentary Mesozoic and Paleozoic rocks. The Crown 

Butte extrusives, described by Hall (1961), flowed onto a pre-existing 
valley system with 600 meters (2000 feet) of relief. McMannis and 

Chadwick (1964) have shown that the pre-Tertiary volcanic Gallatin 

River drained eastward into the Yellowstone River rather than through 

the north end of the present Gallatin Canyon. The Tertiary volcanics 

.diverted the Gallatin River towards its present course where super

position and antecedence trapped it. in resistant Precambrian rticks.

The gorge-like north end of the Gallatin Canyon was cut since Tertiary, 

time. The Gallatin River forms a general boundary between predominently
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Precambrian rock exposures on the west side of the Gallatin Canyon and 

Tertiary volcanics and Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks on the east side.

Properties of Tertiary volcanics. The Tertiary volcanics 

sequences include lava flows, sills, tuffs, and associated sedimentary 

deposits. In the Garnet Mountain Quadrangle, McMannis and Chadwick 

(1964) described a basal conglomerate, andesite lava flows, lahar-like 

(volcanic mudflow) stratified breccias, and clayey tuffaceous lenses. 

Hall (1961) mentions andesitic, welded, and lapilli tuff; volcanic 
breccias; agglomerates; sills; and tuffaceous sandstone and claystone 

in the late Cretaceous to Paleocene Livingston Group of the Buffalo . 

Horn Creek area. He also named the Specimen Creek Formation (Eocene to 

Oligocene), which has 4000 feet of volcanic sediments, tuffs and 

tuffaceous sediments and felsite igneous rock. Other workers have 

described similar sequences southeast of Yellowstone Park.

There is an extreme variety of.surface materials present on 

these hillslopes, which generally have coarse crumbly surfaces with 

fine matrices. Tuff lenses make portions of the surface mantle very 

clayey. Some portions are cobbley or bbuldery and sandy. Horizontal 

bedrock outcrops are common, forming vertical cliffs. These deposits 

are nearly flay lying, having been only slightly tilted since deposi

tion.

Slope1 processes. Slope development and geomorphology in the 

Tertiary volcanics differ from that found in other rock types. In
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Precambrian bedrock, and especially sedimentary bedrock terrain of the 

Gallatin area, geologic structure influences slope steepness, shape and 

processes. Hence, a dip slope may differ significantly from a scarp 

slope. The Tertiary volcanics erode similarly to a homogeneous mass of 

sand which was dumped on the pre-existing topography. Except for 

variations in structure of underlying rocks and more resistant layers 

within the nearly horizontal volcanic sequence, erosion proceeds, evenly 

without being subject to the complexities of geologic structure. 

Geologic structure of the volcanic deposits is not important, but the 

variations in the horizontal layering' are.

Because of their high topographic position and poorly cemented 

matrices, these materials are highly erodible and especially subject to 

mass wasting. They are generally less resistant than the metamorphic 

and sedimentary rocks beneath. Super-position and consequent down- 

cutting of the Gallatin River in the northern Gallatin Canyon com

pounded the situation by creating a steep gradient, from volcanic 

debris lying at elevations up to 3000 meters (10,000 feet), down to the 
river at 1500 to l800 meters (5000 to 6000 feet). The situation is 

further compounded by glaciation and periglacial [ "rigorous cold- 

climate conditions" (Flint, 1971)] mass wasting processes such as 

solifluction ["sheetlike or lobelike movements of saturated regolith 

down slopes, mainly by fluid flow" (Flint, 1971)], which have over

steepened many canyon walls. Thus, the Tertiary volcanics in this area
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are subject to a higher than usual potential for erosion and mass 

movement.

Stream downcutting and glaciation have lowered the local base 

level below most of the former surface. Because most of the underlying 

Precambrian and Paleozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary rocks are more resis

tant, the Tertiary volcanics tend to be eroded down to the levels of 

the pre-existing topography. The result is erosion that often is 

partially controlled by the Precambrian and Mesozoic-Paleozoic surface 

and subsurface rocks. Cirque type perched basins at the head of large 

masses of gently sloping landslide debris are common (referred to as 

"threshold basins" in this report). They formed during glacial and. 

post-glacial wetter periods when huge saturated masses of volcanic 

material flowed from high areas, much like fast moving glaciers. These 

flow blocks and lobes have stabilized at angles of 10 to 15 degrees. 
Slope movement continues in some of these large slide masses.

Steeper slopes in the Tertiary volcanics are located near the 

Gallatin Range summits or just above contacts with underlying PreCam

brian or Mesozoic-Paleozoic bedrock (where volcanics are structurally 

supported by more resistant rock). Most of the slopes have a high 

degree of bedrock control by more resistant units. On these slopes, 

colluvial mantles are rapidly developed. Hunt (1972) defines colluvium 

as a "mantle of loose debris that works its way down hillsides by 

creep." Because of the abundant large fragments and loose
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unconsolidated nature of the materials, it is often difficult to 

distinguish colluvium from bedrock. Mass movements on these slopes 

include surficial slumping and saturated flow, rockfall, soil wash and 

colluvial creep and rolling. Many of these slopes are developed at 

angles of 25 to 30 degrees versus 30 to 40 degrees in slopes of 
Precambrian materials. Some resistant units of the Tertiary volcanics 

stand as vertical cliffs. Most hillslopes in Tertiary volcanics have 

Douglas fir and lodgepole pine vegetation. Subalpine fir arid spruce 

•occupy the higher and/or more moist sites.

Descriptions of landslides in Tertiary volcanics. The landslides 

described in this report are divided into three groups based oh size.

The larger ones are of the slump block and- flow lobe variety, occurring 

mostly in relic threshold basins with steep headwalls and flat floors. 

The smaller landslides occur oh steeper colluvial slopes as saturated 

flows or washes.
2I. Group I landslides have an area greater than 10,000 m . They 

occur on relatively gentle slopes and often are relic features from the 

Pleistocene glacial period. Some remain active. Many are developed in 

the threshold basins- already mentioned. Most occur near a contact with 

underlying Precambrian and Paleozoic-Mesozoic formations. The geologic 

maps of Hall (1961) and McMannis and Chadwick (1964) show at least 2b 
landslides of this type occurring at.the border between Tertiary 

volcanics and other bedrock. Other major landslides in this report,
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such as the Hyalite Creek Window Rock slide, occur at this boundary hut

are described with other bedrock terrain-types. Slopes are often

convex due to the resistance of these older rocks. These sites have

deep soils which commonly develop ABC horizons. Free water is nearly

always found with these landslides. ' Excess water during deglaciation

initiated most of these movements. Bedrock control is usually lacking,

except on a gross scale by the underlying.-more resistant rock. •

The Porcupine Neck landslide is an example of this size class

(Photograph 2). It occurred in Section 29 in the lower part of Onion '

Basin in the head of Porcupine Creek, Onion Basin is a cirque type

relic basin of. Tertiary volcanics supported structurally by basaltic

igneous intrusive (Porcupine necks of Hall, 1961) and Precambrian rock.
Glaciation may have initiated cirque formation, but landslides have

certainly.aided the process. Hall (1961.) mapped a large 5 square

kilometers (two square miles) area of surficial debris flowing from

Onion Basin as mixed glacial debris and landslide deposits. Active

mudflow and slump activity currently occurs in the cirque or basin

headwalls. The main landslide originated in the lower floor (8 degree
slope) of the basin and spewed a mass of water-saturated .clayey and

cobbly bouldery debris over the basin threshold (15 degree slope) and
$ ■down a tributary.of Porcupine Creek. In the breakaway zone at and 

above the threshold are numerous large slump cracks and scarps indi

cating that further movement is inevitable. The slide debris has 

become one of the primary sources of sediment in Porcupine Creek.
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Most slides in this size class are only partly active, with 

movement restricted to slow cracking and slumping. The Porcupine Neck 

landslide and one involving an area immediately above some summer homes 

in Greek Creek are some of the few extremely active large size land

slides in Tertiary volcanics.

Photograph 2

Flow Debris From Porcupine Neck Landslide
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22. Group II landslides have areas from 1,000 to 10,000. m . They 

are essentially a mixture of Group I and III slides. They occur as 

failures on the thresholds of basins, near contacts with other bedrock 

(similar to Group I), as slumps in steep hillslopes or as old land

slides.

These are on steeper slopes than Group I slides and are not as 

deep. Most occur in a threshold basin setting, on smooth or concave 

slopes, in old landslide terrain near contacts with other bedrock.

Free water and ABC soil profile development are common, and spruce and 

subalpine fir predominate. The threshold basins supply excess water by 

virtue of topographic drainage.

A typical example of Group II is the Bacon Rind Bridge landslide

(Photograph 3, Figure 12). It can be partially.observed from Highway

191 just east of the Gallatin River bridge north of Bacon Rind Creek

in Yellowstone National Park. Here the Gallatin River flows beneath

60 meter (200 foot) high limestone ledges capped by Tertiary volcanics.
In a typical "threshold basin" situation, the volcanic debris flows

over the underlying limestone and down to the base level of the Gallatin‘
River. Movement originates above the limestone in an old landslide.

Here large slump blocks and cracks indicate potential for large volumes 

of movement if the retaining limestone was removed. The slump block 

material is saturated by a small stream and the resultant debris 

flows over the limestone bedrock as a saturated mudflow. Major
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activity was noted from the highway during the summer of 1964 and has 

occurred sporadically since.

Photograph 3

Alluvial Fans Below Limestone Cliffs, Bacon Rind Bridge Landslide

3. Group III landslides are medium to small shallow (l-2 meters)
2

"pooch outs" less than 1000 m in area. They are found on steep smooth 

or convex slopes (29 degrees average) usually without bedrock control. 
Many are in old landslide terrain and involve steep flow lobes. These
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steeper more active slopes generally have A-C soil profile development. 

Just over half of the observed slides have free water. All are 

associated with roadcuts. Most are not in the "threshold basins" of 

Group I and II.

Tertiary Volconics In Threshold Basin '

«— Active Crocks and Slump Blocks

Saturated Flow

Alluvial Fan

Gallatin 
< River/  , /  Limestone

meters Figure 12

Profile Sketch of Bacon Rind Bridge Landslide

The Golden Staircase landslide (S30, T5S, RUE) is typical of 

Group III. It occurs on the north side of the Swan Creek canyon on a 

logging road switchback. The canyon is cut in Precambrian bedrock 

capped by Tertiary volcanics. The south facing slide slope is smoothly 

shaped. The lower Precambrian bedrock terrain slope is oversteepened 

by incision of the Gallatin River and Swan Creek but is stable because
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of competent bedrock control and good surface water drainage through 

the coarse colluvial mantle. The capping Tertiary volcanic slope has 

bedrock control by weathered incompetent basalt. Also, clayey material 

restricts water permeability. Old landslide terrain indicates prior 

activity. The roadcut, with free water flowing out onto the road 

surface, has reactivated this old landslide. This south facing slope 

(elevation 19Si meters or 6500 feet) has Douglas fir vegetation. There 

are no vegetative indicators of the excess water found in the roadcut.

Tertiary volcanic landslides in general. Tertiary volcanic 

materials are particularly susceptible to slope mass movement due to 

their crumbly texture, concentrations.of tuff and clay, high topo

graphic position above incised and often glaciated canyons, and 

relation to pre-Tertiary topography. The slopes are often smooth or 

convex (12 of IT) rather than concave, with bedrock control of the 
smaller sideslopes.

Most failures occur in or near old landslide (Pleistocene) 

terrain. A majority have free water (10 of IT) and occurrence of 
spruce and/or subalpine fir (ll of IT) within Douglas fir-lodgepole 
communities (15 of IT). Aspen can indicate excess wetness, but it is 

not as common as in Cretaceous terrain. Most of the slide sites 

described were roadcut locations (12 of IT), but there any many other 
inactive to semi-active large "threshold basin" slides dating from the

Pleistocene glaciation.
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Formation of stability rating system.

I. Available information. Consideration of the following 

features helped in formation of a stability rating system for slopes in 

Tertiary volcanic terrain.

Figure 13. Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Slope

Angles, Size Classes and Association with Roadcuts. This graph indi

cates that landslides in the smaller size class and landslides 

associated with roadcuts occur at higher slope angles.

Key: ■X Roadcut x (All) = 468/17 = 28°
2O  Group I, 2 >1,000 m area x (Group 1,2) = 25°
2• Group 3 <1,000 m area x (Group 3,4) = 29°

x (Roadcuts) = 30°

* •
*. *• 0

o o  O *• *0 O
13 lb 15 16 IT 18 19 20 21 22 23 2b 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Slope Angles in Degrees

-x- * 0

Figure 13

Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Slope Angles,
Size Classes and Association with Roadcuts
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General observations:

- Old landslides at 10-15 degrees seem to be stable

- Bedrock control is very important for slide prevention on

slopes

- For sluffs especially, the local bedrock competence is

important. It should be examined because of its high 

variability.

- Surficial material is often hard to distinguish from

bedrock.

- Many Tertiary volcanic, terrain slopes are at 25 degree

slope angles.

2. Stability rating key. To formulate a stability rating system

significant observations of landslide site features from the Stability

Check List were compiled on Table 11, Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain

Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes.

The following key for stability hazard prediction was formulated
. < ■

from Table II and other previously presented information.

I. Presence of active movement cracks or "drunken forest" trees 

are automatic high stability hazard indicators.

II, Count one point for the presence of each of the following:

a. Slope greater than or equal to 20 degrees

b. Smooth or convex slope

c. "threshold basin" position



Table 11

Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslide: Properties of Particular Size Classes

Group I 
10,000 area

Group 2
1,000 D2-IO,000 D2

Group 3 
<1000 General Features of All Groups

Terrain
slide -depth 10 m (I of I) 3 m
slope angle 15° (I of I) 27°
elevation 2730 meters 2333 meters
(median) 8200 ft 7000 ft

elevation

I m 
• 30°

2333 meters 
7000 ft

2.5 m 
28°

2333 meters 
7000 ft

slope shape convex (l of l)

threshold yes (I of l) 
basin

smooth or convex 
(5 of 7) 
yes (5 of 7)

smooth or convex 
(6 of 9)
yes (3 of 9) no (6 of 9)

smooth or convex (12 of 17) 

yes (9 of 17) no (8 of 17)

Geology
structure —

'bedrock (l of l) yes
control
colluvium — —
old landslide yes (I of I)

(U of 7) Tertiary 
voicanics over other 
formation
yes (.h .of 7) no (3of &)

(3 of 7) yes 
(5 of 7) yes

no (7 of 9)

(3 of 9) yes 
(8 of 9) yes

yes (7 of 17) no (10 of 17)

(6 of 17) yes 
(13 of 17) yes

Soils
depth to I m 3 m 5 m b m
bedrock
profile ABC (I of. I) (3 of 7) ABC (7 of 9) A-C (11 of 17) A-C (6 of 17) ABC
development (It of 7) A-C
% coarse !.OS 32?. . 45? 38?
fragments
% clay 25% 39? 22? 29?

Hydrology
free water (I of l) yes (1J of 7) yes (5 of 9) yes (10 of 17) yes
" water yes yes yes yes (17 of 17)
saturation

Vegetation
Douglas-fir yes (I of l) yes (7 of 7) yes (7 of 9) yes (15 of 17)
lodgepole
Spruce-fir yes (I of I) yes (k of 7) yes (6 of 9) yes (11 of 17)
wetness spruce (I of I) spruce (U of 7) spruce (6 of 9) spruce-fir (ll of 17)
indicator fir . fir fir aspen (2 of 17)
General
date of last .
movement
roadcut (.3 of 7) 
degree of severe (I of I) 
instability

(h Of 7)
moderate (6 of 7)

(9 of 9) 
low (6 of 9)

all active recently 

(13 of 17)
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d. Proximity of Tertiary volcanics to other rock types

(100 meters)
e. No bedrock control (especially indicative of small

sluff potential on steep slopes )

f. Old landslide

g. Free water

h. Wetness indicator vegetation

i. Roadcut

Additional items might include presence of A-C soil horizonation, 

% clay/% coarse fragment ratios greater than 0.50, of % clay greater 
than 25.

To use the rating system, add one point for each feature present 

on the site and total. A score of 5 of 9 or greater indicates insta

bility potential.

3. Stability rating scores. The minimum scores necessary to 

indicate stability hazard were derived by analyzing all the described 

landslide sites using the Stability Rating Key. This tabulation is 

presented in Table 12, Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: 

Stability Rating Scores.

Table 13, Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides:

Landslide Hazard Severity and Flow Classification, was compiled in an 

attempt to find relationships between landslide severity, flow 

classification, and stability rating score. No relationships were

apparent.



Table 12

Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Stability Rating Scores

Slide & Number Slope
Angle
>20°

Slope
Shape

Thres
hold 

■ Basin

Other
Rock
Type

Nearby

No
Bed
rock
Con
trol

■ Old 
Land
slide

Free
Water

Vege
tation
Indi
cator*

Road-
cut

Score
(of'9
possi
ble

I Porcupine Neck convex X SF. 5
2 Mystic Lake Rd smooth X X X X A X 8
3 Bacon Rind Br 32o convex X X X X 6
4 Tamphery Creek 38° X X X X SF X 6
5 Rat Lake Rd 30 convex X X X X X 7
6 Specimen Ck 20 smooth X X X X X SF 8
7 Buffalo Horn Ck X X SF 3
8 Squaw-Swan 30° smooth X SF X 5
Ridge "

9 Golden Stair- 38° smooth X X  • X X X 7 ■
case

10 Garnet Mtn Rd 26° X X SF X 5
11 Portal Ck 25° smooth X X X X X SF X 9

Traverse
12 Garnet Mtn Rd 26° smooth X X X SF X 7
13 Greek Ck Rd • 38« convex X ■ X SF X 6
I4 Moose Ck Rd 23 X X SF X 5

(w. of Meagher)
15 Moose Ck' Main 25°. convex X X X X X  , 7

Rd
16 Little Bear 27° X X SF X 5

Station
17 Rock Creek 37° smooth X A X 5 .
xS=spruce; A=aspen; F=subalpine fir
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Table 13

Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Landslide
Hazard Severity and Flow Classification

Slide Humber- and 
Hame

Severity Flow Classification Stability 
Rating Score, 

(of 9 possible)

I Porcupine Heck high block glide to saturated turbulent flow 5
2 Mystic Lake Rd high saturated turbulent flow 8'
3 Bacon Rind Ridge high block glide to saturated turbulent flow 6
4 Tamphery Creek low saturated flow 6
5 Rat Lake Road moderate block glide 7
6 Specimen Ck low block glide 8
7 Buffalo Horn Ck moderate slump block and block glide 3
8 Squaw-Swan Ridge moderate saturated flow ■ 5

9 Golden Staircase . moderate saturated flow 7
10 Garnet Mtn. Road low block glide to saturated flow ■ 5
11 Portal Ck Traverse moderate block glide to saturated flow 9
12 Garnet Mtn. Road moderate block glide to saturated flow 7
13 Greek Ck Road low slump block to saturated flow - 6
I4 Moose Ck Road low slump block to saturated flow 5

(w. of Meagher) -
15 Moose Ck Main low slump block to saturated flow 7

Road
l6 Little Bear low block glide 5

Station
17 Rock Creek low saturated flow 5
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Landslides in Mesozoic (Triassic, Jurassic) Bedrock Terrain

Distribution of Mesozoic-Paleozoic rocks. Mesozoic-Paleozoic 

age formations in the Gallatin Canyon area consist of about 1200 meters ■ 

(4000 feet) (excluding Cretaceous) of limestone, sandstone and shale 

(Hall, 196l). Limestone is the predominate rock type in many of these 

formations.

Since formation, these rocks have been uplifted, and tilted or 

folded. In many instances, erosion has reduced these rocks to remnants 

encircling the higher peaks, such as the flanks of the Spanish Peaks.

The southern portion of the Gallatin Canyon has large areas of 

Mesozoic-Paleozoic sediment. Much of it is Cretaceous, which is 

considered separately, in this report. In the northern part of the 

Gallatin Canyon these formations often flank or lie above Precambrian 

rock. Much' of this rock remains buried by Tertiary volcanic deposits.

The Mesozoic-Paleozoic formations seldom occupy the highest 

topographic position, but are more often exposed near the local base 

level. A large portion of the pre-Tertiary volcanic topography 

postulated by McMannis and Chadwick (1964) was developed on these 

rocks. Since that time, normal faulting and glacial activity have 

caused the drainage systems to be superimposed over and incised into 

Mesozoic-Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks. They are often in the most 

exposed low elevation areas, such as the lower canyon walls from the 

West Fork and in the Squaw Creek vicinity.
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Properties of Mesozoic-Paleozoic formations. The sandstones and 

limestones of these formations are fairly competent. Jointing makes 

small to large fragments of bedrock susceptible to block glide and 

slump movement. It also makes them more permeable to water. As in 

Cretaceous formations, layers of shale intercept and trap ground water. 

When wet, the shales are especially prone to failure. Many .failures 

occur when shale beneath a limestone or sandstone becomes saturated 

with water. These slope failures are similar to slump block failures- 

in Cretaceous materials. They involve either a shale and overlying 

competent bedrock (as a rotational slump block) or, less frequently, 

the shale itself (often as saturated flow). Perhaps because there is 

actually and proportionally much less shale than in the Cretaceous, 

hillslopes in Mesozoic-Paleozoic rocks are more stable, less erodible 

and slightly steeper.

Descriptions of landslides. Observed failures in Mesozoic- 

Paleozoic formations have been classed in three groups based on area:
2 2 2>10,000 m , 1,000 - 10,000 m and <1,000 m . The following describes 

typical features of the groups.
2I. Group I landslides have an area greater than 10,000 m . . Two 

large size failures were described. They occur on moderately steep 

slopes where Mesozoic-Paleozoic rocks are covered with Tertiary 

volcanics. Since covering of the Pre-Tertiary volcanic erosion surface 

by volcanic debris, erosion to a new base level has exposed the
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sediments in failure prone positions. The slides occur at the volcanic- 

sediment ary contact point. These are more examples of the "threshold 

"basin" concept discussed in the section on landslides in Tertiary 

volcanic terrain.

These slopes often have complex shapes. They tend to be concave 

in the upper slump block portion (basin part), convex where the hanging 

basin is cut off by a steep headwall in resistant rock, and smooth on 

the lower portion of the' headwall. The slides occur on scarp rather 

than dip slopes, usually with bedrock control. • They are found as part 

of old landslide terrain, indicating adjustment to slope disequilibrium 

since the Pleistocene glaciation. The Amsden Formation and Park Shale 

created the water barrier for the two failures described.

These sites usually have ABC soil profile development. The soils 

are variable with high amounts of clay and coarse fragments. Free 

water associated with these sites is indicated by aspen, spruce, fir 

and other plants.

The Garnet Mountain landslide (S10, T5S-, RtE) is a good example
I

(Figure it) of Group I. It lies on the southwest flank of Garnet 

Mountain at the typical "threshold basin" elevation (2200 meters or 

7200 feet). This approximates a middle elevation surface midway 

between the river base level and the general summit. Terrain at that 

level is predominant in the lower reaches of Squaw, Swan .and Moose 

Creeks. The slide starts in Park Shale, which outcrops on a scarp
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r IOO

Profile Sketch of Garnet Mountain Landslide



slope above the Meagher Limestone. A tree covered mantle of Tertiary- 

volcanic debris borders on the south and contributed some material to 

the slide. The active movement starts on the 25 degree slopes of a 

swale representing the Park Shale. When the slide changes to a debris 

wash over the Meagher Limestone headwall, it steepens to 60 degrees.

Old landslide terrain indicates that this feature was once much more 

active.

The grass-sage community developed on the shale source area is 

similar to vegetation on Cretaceous shale. Excess water from ponds and. 

a small stream supports aspen and willow. The moisture is probably 

concentrated by the impermeable Park Shale.

This landslide is naturally active with no roadcut influence.

It will probably continue slow block by block movement which will be 

accentuated during wet periods.

2. Group II landslides. The three intermediate size (.1,000 to 
210,000 m area) failures described are all roadcut influenced. They 

are shallower and steeper than Group I, but in 2 or 3 cases occur in 

old landslide terrain. Two-thirds have bedrock control. They all'are 

associated with shale (Park Shale and Morrison Formation), . Soils on 

these steeper slopes have A-C horizon!zation and abundant signs of 

shale and clay expressed by atypical soil colors such as green and red. 

All these examples have free water, which probably means the shales are
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acting as imperme'ab'le layers. Vegetation is Douglas fir-lodgepole with 

spruce and fir wetness indicators in 2 or 3 sites. Two of the slides 

had major activity in the spring of 197  ̂while the other continued slow 

movement. The Window Rock- landslide in Hyalite Creek Canyon is an 

example of this size class.
23. Group III landslides. These slides are less than 1000 m in 

area. They are small shallow features which are usually on scarp 

slopes without bedrock control. Shale is always present and 2 or 4 are . 

in old landslide terrain. Park Shale and Morrison Formation shales are 

involved in at least two of these slides. Half have free water.

Spruce, fir, aspen, willow and alder are moisture indicators on these 

sites. Three of four slide areas have roadcuts. Half had major 

activity in 1974.

Mesozoic-Paleozoic terrain landslides in general. Landslides in 

Mesozoic-Paleozoic bedrock terrain are less frequent and smaller than 

in Cretaceous or Tertiary volcanic terrain. They are often related to 

Tertiary volcanic failures occuring on a "basin threshold" site, but 

are classified with Mesozoic-Paleozoic bedrock terrain landslides 

because of the role the shales play in failure. The larger slides are 

remnants of large scale mass wasting during and after Pleistocene 

glaciation. Slope angles average 27 degrees, but range from 20 to 33 

degrees. Elevations range from 2000 to 2400 meters (6600 to 8000 feet) 

and average 2200 meters (7070 feet).
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Most of the landslides occur on scarp slopes or are associated ■ 

with folded or faulted bedrock and are topographically between the pre- 

Tertiary volcanic base level and the present incised base level. The 

smaller ones generally do not have bedrock control. Key landslide 

formations include Amsden. Park Shale, Morrison Formation and associated 

Tertiary volcanics.

Soils are deep- to shallow with wide variations in % clay and % , 

coarse fragments. Failure slopes usually have high clay contents. 

Spruce-fir and other vegetation (aspen, willow) indicate free water 

forced to the surface by impermeable shale in 6 of 9 investigated 
landslides. Roadcuts have aggravated instability on 6 of 9 sites. All 

landslides have been active during the past ten years.

Formation of stability rating system,

I. Available information. A relatively small number of 

landslide observations in Mesozoic-Paleozoic terrain makes the data 

less reliable and less conclusive than that for Cretaceous and Tertiary 

volcanic terrain landslide. This is partly .because there are fewer 

landslides to be described in this more stable terrain. The following 

information was used to help formulate a Stability Rating Key.

Table l4. Landslides in Mesozoic (Jurassic-Triassic) and 

Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain: Properties of Particular Size Classes.

Figure 15. Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: 

Frequency of Slope Angles of Particular Size Classes. This shows, as
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with other bedrock types, that small slides are usually on steeper 

slopes and often associated with roadcuts.

Figure l6. Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: 

Presence or Absence of Bedrock Control for Particular Slope. Angles and • 

Landslide Size Classes.

2. Stability rating key. To formulate a stability rating key, 

significant observations of landslide site features from the Stability 

Check List were compiled on Table l4. The following key for stability 

hazard prediction was formulated from Table I4 and other previously 

presented information.

Count one point for presence of each of the following features.

A total score of 4 or greater indicates instability potential.

a. Slope greater than or equal to 20 degrees

b. Oversteepened slope

c. Shale

d. Old landslide terrain

e. Park Shale, Morrison Formation, Amsden Formation, Tertiary

volcanics and/or clayey soil

f. Free water

g. Vegetative indicators of water

h. Roadcut

More than 25% clay or % clay/% coarse fragments ratio >0.5 may 

also be significant, pending further evaluation.



Table IU

Landslides in Mesozoic (Jurassic-Triassic) and Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain: 
Properties of Particular Size Classes

Group I
10,000 nr area

Group 2
1,000 m to 10,000 m

Group 3 
1,000 m2 General Features of ,All Groups

Terrain
slide
slope
slope

depth
angle
shape compound shape

2 m 
x = 29

1.8 m 
x = 28°

2.2 m
x = 27°

Geology
dip slope -----  ----
scarp slope ----  ----

folds ----  ----
bedrock ----  -----
control
shale (2 of 2) yes (3 of 3) yes
colluvium
old landslide (2 of 2) yes (2 of 3) yes
Amsden s----  ----
Park ----  -----
Morrison :----  ----
Tertiary (2 of 2) .-----
volcanics

(3 of it) no 
bedrock control 
(h of 4) yes

(2 of 4) yes

(2 of 9)
(6 of 9) scarp slope . 
or folds 
(2 of 9)

(4 of 9) yes 
(5 of 9) no 
(9 of 9) have shale 
(2 of 9) colluvium 
(6 of 9) yes 
(I of 9)
(4 of 9)
(2 of 9)
(3 of 9)

Soils
depth to 
bedrock

U m 1.3 m 3.5 m 3.0 m

% coarse 
fragments

k2% 38% 36% 38%

• % clay 3 # h0% 33% 36%
Hydrology

free H^O (I of 2) (3 of 3) (2 of 4) (6 of 9)
saturation (I of 2) (3 of 3) (4 of 4) (8 of 9)
impermeable
layer

(I of 2) (3 of 3) (2 of 4) (6 of 9)

Vegetation
Spruce-fir (I of 2) (2 of 3) (3 of 4) (6 of 9)

General
roadcut (0 of 2) (3 of 3) (3 of 4) (6 of 9)
date all active within last'10 vrs
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Key: *  Roadcut X All = 27
O  Group I ?10,000 m area X Group I = 23°
° Group 2 21,Q00-10,000 m area X Group 2,3

O£Ii

• Group 3 21,000 m area X Roadcut Ii 8 O

x No Roadcut = 25°

*o
Q  *• O  *0 -*0*0
20 21 22 23 2k 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3^ 35

Figure 15

Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Frequency of
Slope Angles for Particular Size Classes and Roadcuts



Key: Q  Group I 

O  Group 2 

• Group 3
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With Bedrock Control

O
‘________O ______________________O______________x = 26°

20 21 22 23 2b 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

Without Bedrock Control

O __________________________*__________ O ______________ ;_____ X = 28°
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 

Slope Angles in Degrees Q
Note: The difference in these degrees (2 ) may not be significant.

Figure l6
Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Presence or

Absence of Bedrock Control for Particular Slope 
Angles and Landslide Size Groups



3. Stability rating scores. The minimum scores necessary to 

indicate stability hazard were derived by analyzing all the described 

landslide sites using the stability analysis key. This tabulation is 

presented in Table 15. Table l6 shows the landslide hazard severity, 
flow classification and stability rating scores.
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Table 15

Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain Landslides: Stability Rating Scores

Characteristics

Name and Number slope
over-

steepening. shale

old
landslide 
terrain ,

key
formation

free
water

vege- road- 
tation* cut

score
(out
Of 9)

I Garnet Mtn 25° X X Park X A,willow 6
2 Fox Ck 20° X X Amsden X SF ' 5
3 Window Rock 30° over- X x ■ T. Volcanic x SF X 8 '

steepened
U Hebgen Lake Shore ^ o X Park X X 5
5 Mt. Hebgen Rd 33° X X Park X SF X 76 Bear Ck Rd 34° X Willow, X 4

SF,alder
T 320 Barn pasture 30° X X S.F.A. 4
8 N. Fk. Swan Ck 22 X Park X SF X 6
9 Taylor Fk. Rd 27° X X X X 5
Slump

* A=aspen 
S=spruce 
F=fir
SF=spruce-fir
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Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain: Landslide Hazard
Severity and Flow Classification

Table l6

Slide Humber 
and Name

Severity Flow
Classification

Stability 
'Rating .
Score 

(out of 8 
possible)

I Garnet Mtn high block glide to 
saturated flow

6

2 Fox Creek moderate block glide to 
wet plastic flow

5 '

3 Window 
Rock

high slump block to 
block glide to 
wet plastic flow 
to saturated flow '

8

h Hebgen Lake 
Shore

high slump block to 
block glide to 
wet plastic flow

5 .

5 Mt Hebgen 
Rd

moderate slump block to 
block glide to 
saturated flow

7

6 Bear Ck Rd low block glide k

7 320 Ranch
barn pasture

low block glide b

8 N. Fork Swan 
Creek

moderate block glide to 
saturated flow

6

9 Taylor Fk 
road slump

low wet plastic flow 5
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Landslides in Frecambrian Bedrock Terrain

Distribution of Precambrian reeks. The crystalline basement 

rocks of the Gallatin Canyon are Precambrian gneisses, schists, 

amphibolites and pegmatites which have not been studied in detail.

They are more prevalent by volume than any other rock type. These 

rocks comprise the high parts of the Madison Range (especially the 

Spanish Peaks) and occur in the Gallatin Range north of West Fork 

where they often lie beneath sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Streams 

such as the Gallatin River and Hyalite Creek, flowing north into the 

Gallatin Valley, are incised into deep canyons south of the Gallatin 

Range front fault. Precambrian rocks often form the foundations for 

"threshold basins" occupied by Tertiary volcanics.

Properties of Precambrian rocks. Most Precambrian rocks are 

hard and coarsely crystalline. Adjustment to metamorphic temperatures 

and pressures, and their relative homogeneity, has made them more 

resistant to chemical and physical erosion than Gallatin Canyon 

sedimentary and volcanic material. Obvious ongoing erosion consists 

of frost action physically breaking bedrock into smaller fragments by 

exploiting joints and bedding planes. In places, the Precambrian rock 

appears to have been subject to chemical weathering which has altered 

feldspar and mica minerals to montmorillonite clay. Physical and 

chemical alternation has also occurred along fault zones. Precambrian 

rock generally forms a coarse regolith with high percentages of coarse
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fragments and sand. Clay rich soils are unusual and their occurrence 

may indicate stability hazard. Alteration of bedrock feldspar and mica 

to clay is often hard to detect by soil profile examination.

Processes in Pfecambrian material hillslopes. Most steep canyon 

slopes appear to be water-cut by incised streams. After initial stream 

downcutting the slopes gradually retreat back by mass wasting due to 

frost action, colluvial movement and creep. These slopes, at 30-35 

degrees, are in equilibrium and have little stability hazard except for 

possible falling or rolling rocks and slow creep.

Other mass movement processes (landslides) occur in particular 

situations where there has been alteration to clay or there is a mantle 

of Tertiary volcanics. These rocks, or the associated processes of 

their emplacement, may have contributed to the chemical alteration 

process. The presence of intrusive as well as extrusive rocks 

indicates the likelihood of hydrothermal alteration in some of the 

Precambrian bedrock. "Threshold basin" settings are likely locations 

for failures in altered material.

Description of landslides in Precambrian rocks. In the Gallatin 

area landslides are least common in Precambrian materials, which are 

more resistant than most sedimentary rock. Seven slope failures were 

investigated and described. They are divided into two groups based on

area.
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1. Group I (>100,000 m area) is a single large "threshold 

basin" failure in a tributary on the north side of Porcupine Creek. 

Tertiary volcanic tuff mantles this slide, which occurs on a relatively 

gentle (10 degrees) concave slope without bedrock control. Spruce, fir 

and free water are prevalent on the site which is surrounded by Douglas' 

fir and lodgepole vegetation. This landslide could also be classed 

with the ones in Tertiary volcanic materials. .

2. Group II landslides includes six .of the seven described,
2 gTheir areas range from 10,000 m to 300 m .. • The slides are developed 

on concave (5 of 6) 15 to 48 degree (32 degree average) slopes which , 
are generally without bedrock control (5 of 6). They are located in the 

"threshold basin" zone at elevations of i860 to 2300 meters (6l00 to 
7600 feet). The slide scarps and debris usually (4 of 6) show signs of 
parent rock feldspar and mica alteration to clay, detected by high . , 

estimated clay content. These failures involve surficial materials 

such as old landslide debris (2 of 6), glacial till (l of 6) or • 
colluvium (3 of 6). Half of the described landslide sites are 

associated with a mantle of Tertiary volcanic.rock.

Soils or surficial mantles are deep (5-8 meters or 19 feet 

average) and usually very coarse. High clay contents of regolith 

materials are found on these unstable slopes.

Four of six landslide slopes had free water on them. Five of 

six sites had spruce or fir as water indicators. Aspen and chokecherry

2
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were present on some failure slopes. All six slides were in roadcut 

slopes and have been active within the past five years.

A typical example is the Upper Mica Creek Road slump. (Figure 17). 

It is located on a steep colluvial slope (32 degrees) above Mica Creek, 

a tributary to Squaw Creek. The slope is formed in thick colluvium 

held up by Precambrian rocks outcropping on the crest. The slump 

landslide is in and above a roadcut with seepage water emerging from it 

(August 21, 1974). There are no apparent vegetative indicators of 

excess water.

The colluvial material is clay rich (20% estimated) for 

Precambrian material. When wet, the clay, along with small mica . 

fragments, becomes a soupy mass with high water holding capacity. It 

tends to load up with water, become heavier and lose its internal 

cohesion. With oversteepened slope and ground water interception of the 

roadcut, the conditions have caused a slump and flowage failure.

Although slope failures in Precambrian materials are relatively 

rare in the Gallatin area, they are significant, espeically since most 

of them are roadcut caused.
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Formation of stability rating system.

1. Available information. To formulate a stability rating key,

significant observations of landslide site features from the Stability 

Check List were compiled on Table 17, Precambrian Bedrock Terrain 

Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes.

2. Stability rating key. The following key for stability 

hazard prediction was formulated from the preceding table and other 

previously presented information.

The presence of the following criteria each count as one point. 

A total score of 5 of 9 or greater indicates instability potential.

a. Slope greater than 25 degrees

b , No (or incomplete) bedrock control '

c. High mica content or evidence of bedrock alteration to

clay

d, Old landslide terrain

e, More than 3 meters depth to bedrock

f. Free water

'g. Vegetative indicators of water

h. Roadcut

i. Glacially oversteepened

In addition, greater than 25% clay or % clay/% coarse fragment ratio 

greater than 0.50 may be significant. This is pending further work.



Table 17

Precambrian Bedrock. Terrain Landslides: Properties of Particular Size Classes

Group I g
area 100,000 m

Group 2 g
area 10,000 m General Features of All Groups

Terrain
slide depth 2 m 2 m 2 m
slope angle 20° 33° 29°
slope shape 

Geology
(2 of 2) concave (4 of 5) concave (6 of 7) concave

bedrock control 
old landslide 
till
colluvium

no (2 of 2) 
yes (2 of 2)

no (4 of 5)
yes (l of 6) 
(3 of 5)

no (6 of 7) 
yes (3 of 7) 
(I of 7)
(3 of 7)

Tertiary
volcanic
association

yes (l of 2) (2 of 5) (3 of 7)

Soils
depth to 
bedrock

11 m - 5 m 7 m

Hydrology
free water yes (2 of 2) ( 3 . o f  5) (5 o f  7)

Vegetation
Douglas-fir yes (I of. 2) (4 of 5) (5 of 7)
wetness spruce-fir (2 of 2) spruce-fir (3 of 5) aspen (l of 7)
indicators aspen (l of 5) ■ spruce-fir (5 of 7)

General
roadcut 
last movement

yes (l of 2) (5 o f  5) (6 o f  9 ) .
within 10 years
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Stability rating scores. The minimum scores necessary to 

indicate stability hazard were derived by analysing all the described 

landslide sites using the stability analysis key. This tabulation is 

presented in Table 18.

Table l8‘
Precambrian Bedrock Terrain Landslide: Stability Rating Scores'

Landslide 
Name & No. Sl
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ay
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Porcupine

O O I—I no X IOm X spruce-fir X 52nd Ck

Mica-Ck O no mi.ca . X 13m X chokecherry X 8
Semi-active spruce-fir

S. Fork 33° no 3m X spruce-fir X over- 7
Swan Ck steepening

Portal Ck 35° no IOm spruce-fir X 5Rd 2011D

Mica Ck ft O no mica Tm X X 6
-Upper Rd

Moser Ck 15° no mica X 3m X spruce-fir X 7
clay aspen

Mica' Ck Rd

OCO mica X 3
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Precambrian Bedrock Terrain Landslides:■ Stability Hazard 
Severity Rating and Flow Classification

Table 19

Slide .Name Severity Flow
Classification

Stability 
Rating 
Score 

(out of 
possible)

Porcupine 2nd 
creek

high block glide to 
wet plastic flow

5

Mica Ck Semi- 
Active

low block glide 8

S Fk Swan Ck high saturated flow 7

Portal Ck Rd 
301 ID

moderate block glide 5

Mica Ck - Upper 
Rd

low wet plastic flow 6

Moser Ck moderate ■ slump block to 
block glide to 
wet plastic flow ■

7

Mica Ck Road moderate saturated flow 3
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Stability Rating System Guide

Introduction. In the Northern Rocky Mountains, slope stability 

is a major constraint to land use. Land managers, with the job of 

quickly .inventorying capabilities and potentials of vast areas, must 

consider slope stability, hazard when committing land to use.

Engineering techniques available to evaluate and mitigate 

stability hazard on specific sites are too expensive and time consuming 

for rapid inventory work.

Study of natural features of slope failure sites in the Gallatin 

and Madison ranges of southwestern Montana led to formulation of a rapid 

and simple slope stability prediction method. It is designed to be 

used by the land manager or scientific staff to make a first estimate 

regarding stability hazard. Then, either the stability decision can be 

made, or further professional evaluation can be requested.

The rating system is based on natural features of the landscape 

which are inherent parts of natural land system inventory methods in 

common use. Hence, the stability analysis can be performed concurrently 

with broad land potential evaluations.

The evaluation system applies to climatic conditions and four 

types of bedrock tarrain (Cretaceous sediments, Paleozoic and Mesozoic 

sediments, Precambrian crystallines (not batholith type), and volcanics, 

typical of the !Northern Rocky Mountains. It has applicability in areas 

outside of the' study area and, if necessary, can be calibrated to fit 

particular conditions of an area.
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Methods.' Use of the stability rating system requires recognition• 

and tabulation of aspects of terrain, geology, soils, vegetation, hydro

logy and land use found on the Stability Check List.

The Stability Rating Key and accompanying Tabulation Tables 

(Tables 20-24) are designed tp indicate existence or non-existence of 

slope stability hazard. They can be used to examine a point location, 

to map terrain in stability hazard units, or in conjunction with land 

unit mapping. It is best if land unit features coincide with those 

noted on the Stability Check List. Otherwise, the land unit may have to 

be divided into stability hazard subunits to reflect changes in check ■ 

list features within a particular land unit.

Uote that, on Tabulation Tables, "other" may be used for any 

significant stability hazard features not listed on the tables. All 

notations in the "other" columns may be counted for the total score.
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Table 20

Stability Rating Key and Tabulation Tables: Cretaceous
Bedrock Terrain (10-19 degrees)

Tabulation Table "A" (10-19 degrees)
Stability Indicator Features ■

Site Name & Location
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Cretaceous Bedrock Terrain
Slope: 0 to 9 degrees - stability hazard unlikely

10 to 19 degrees - use tabulation table "A"
20 to 39 degrees -use tabulation table "B"
Uo degrees or more - stable if they have competent

bedrock control and no free water

Directions: score one point for presence of each Stability Indicator
feature and add to obtain a total score.
A total score > U of 7 indicates stability hazard.
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Table 21

Stability Rating Key and Tabulation Tables: Cretaceous
Bedrock Terrain (20-39 Degrees)

Tabulation Table (20 - 39 Degrees)

Stability Indicator Features.

Site Name & Location sl
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Directions: score one point for presence of each Stability Indicator
Feature and add to obtain a total score.
A total score >_ 5 of 9 indicates stability hazard
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Table 22

Stability Rating Key and Tabulation Tables:
Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock Terrain

Tabulation Table (all slope angles)

Site Katne & Location

Stab Llity Indicator Features
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Directions: score one point for presence of each Stability Indicator
Feature and add to obtain a total score,
A total score >_ 5 of 9 indicates stability hazard.



Table 23

Stability Rating Key and Tabulation Tables:
Mesozoic-Paleozoic Bedrock Terrain

Tabulation Table (all slope angles)

' Stability Indicator Features

Site Name & Location
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Directions: score one point for presence of each Stability Indicator
Feature and add to obtain a total score,
A. total score of > 4 of 8 indicates stability hazard.
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Table 2b

Stability Rating Key and Tabulation Tables:
Precambrian•Bedrock Terrain

Tabulation Table (all slope angles)

Stability Indicator Features

Site Name & Location
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Directions: score one point for presence of each Stability Indicator
Feature and add to obtain a total score.
A total score of > 5 of 9 indicates stability hazard.



Landslide Areas and Stream Sediment

Background. Sediment caused turbidity is a major cause of 

stream pollution worldwide. In the Rocky Mountains it is common during 

the spring snow melt and high runoff season. Besides being aestheti

cally unpleasing, high turbidity is undesirable for municipal water 

supplies and detrimental to fish habitat.

Stream sediment is derived by water erosion and transport 

processes from upstream sources during periods of high runoff. In the 

West, studies in Washington, Oregon, California and Idaho have 

attempted to identify natural or man-caused levels■ and reasons for 

erosion and sediment turbidity. ■ In Oregon, H. W. Anderson (195*0 was 

among the first to quantify sediment source relationships. Working in 

the mountains of western Oregon, he identified natural system compo

nents favorable to sediment production by regression analysis, noted 

that soils on Tertiary volcanic bedrock materials had the highest 

erodability, and measured a threefold increase in sediment levels 

related to logging (primarily the roads associated with logging).

J. W. Lund (1974) studied sediment turbidity in the Ashland, Oregon • 

municipal watershed. There, removal of twenty-seven million board feet 

of timber and construction of forty-seven miles of logging roads • 

initiated high turbidity stream flow'into the municipal water storage 

reservoir before logging was discontinued. In'that area of steep 

granitic hillslopes, clearcuts generated increased surface runoff, soil



saturation and debris flows. These failures were responsible for much

of the sediment pollution. In an Idaho forest watershed study, W. F.

Megahan and W. J. Kidd (1972) measured a sediment catch dam increase of

750 times over a six-year period following logging. In the Willamette

Basin in western Oregon, high turbidity of the Hills Creek Reservoir

was due to smectites and amorphous materials from slumps, landslides

and road failures in the source watershed (Youngberg, et al., 1971).
The rate of erosional lowering of the land surface reflects

sediment turbidity levels of rivers. Particular kinds of land use

accelerate these rates. Hudson (1968) writes that the annual river to
9 9ocean global sediment load has increased from 9-3 x 10 to 24 x 10 

metric tons in the short (geologic) time man has occupied the earth.

The rate of land surface lowering of 6 cm/1.000 yrs in the United States 
compares to 20 cm/1000 yrs in Italy (up from 203 cm/1000 yrs). However, 

the peri-glacial freeze-thaw climate of Greenland has a rate of 9-37 

meters/1000 yrs.
Sediment studies in the Gallatin. Like other Northern Rocky . 

Mountain streams., the West Gallatin River and some of its tributaries 

have seasonally high turbidity. During normally clear summer and 

autumn flow periods, the river often becomes turbid for short periods 

following storms. Abnormally high turbidity of water flowing in to 

Hyalite dam, part of the Bozeman, Montana municipal watershed, caused 

concern among Montana public health officials in 197^. These
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situations, plus designation of the Gallatin River as a blue ribbon 

trout stream, lend importance to the need to identify natural or man- 

induced sediment sources in the Gallatin.

M. G. Klages,. his students and Leon Logan, hydrologist with the 

Gallatin National Forest, have pioneered the technique of identifying 

major sediment producing tributaries by matching mineralogical patterns 

of sediment (especially clays and silts) found in the main river with 

patterns of particular tributaries (Klages, Logan and Hsieh, 1973; 

Hsieh, 1971; Klages and Hsieh, 1975). They found the upper portion of 

Taylor Fork to the the largest sediment contributor. Besides having 

high ppm turbidity measurements, 8 of 10 samplings from both Taylor 
Fork and the Gallatin River 40 miles downstream from Taylor Fork had 

similar clay and silt mineralogy (smectite dominant clays and quartz 

dominant silts).

Besides demonstrating which tributaries were the main sediment 

contributors, they concluded that bank erosion of the main Gallatin 

River (in the Gallatin Canyon) was not significant. Bank failure in 

Teepee Creek and a landslide in Greek Creek were noted as major sources 

at particular times. Sediments of relatively low level March-April 

runoff had poorly crystallized smectite, indicating erosion from 

surface soils. High runoff level sediments during May and June'[53% of 

annual runoff occurs during April, May and June (SCS, Hydrology of 

Gallatin River)], had well crystallized smectite which indicates
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erosion from non-surface regolith or bedrock materials.

Aasheim (1973) estimated that natural soil erosion rates in the 

Porcupine drainage are lowering the land by 13cm/1000 yr and that 

sediment is being carried out of the drainage at a rate which would 

remove 4 cm of surface depth per 1000 yr.. He projected that logging 

would raise the rates to 19cm/l000 yr (land lowering) and 6cm/1000 yr 
(sediment removal). Aasheim concluded that logging 15$ of the 

Porcupine drainage would result in a 47% increase in stream sediment, 

which would still be a small increase compared to the general level.

He predicted that resultant landslides would cause the greatest sedi

ment increase,

This information may be used to infer the magnitude of sediment 

contribution by landslide debris. Sollid (1973) and Prinkki (1972) 

have estimated that 30% of the Porcupine drainage is in landslide. 

These have occurred within the past 10,000 to 15,000 years. If one 

assumes an average landslide depth of 4 m (conservative for the large 

Pleistocene to recent landslides), then the average surface area has 

been lowered by 1.2 meters. This 1.2 meter lowering per 10,000 yr is 

a rate of 12 cm per 1000 yr, which is the same as the erosion rate 
estimated by Aasheim (1973). Thus, landslides may be lowering the 

landscape as fast as other erosion processes and hence may be respon

sible for just as much sediment contribution.



Sediment and erosion observation and sampling in the Gallatin

River. The work of Klages, his students, and Logan (Klages, Logan and 

Hsieh, 1973; Hsieh, 1971; Klages and Hsieh, 1975) and Aasheim (1973) 

has shown that Taylor Fork and other tributaries in primarily 

Cretaceous bedrock terrain contributed the. most sediment to the upper 

Gallatin River.

Generally, Klages and his students did not pinpoint sediment 

sources within the particular tributaries. Also, their work was 

conducted during spring and early summer high runoff periods. Mid

summer and fall storms cause frequent turbid periods during low flow 

level periods which may have more impact on the aesthetic and fishery- 

resource than spring turbidity. Knowledge of exactly what the sediment 

sources are would be helpful to the land manager.

During the 1972 field season, the writer and Aasheim observed 

turbidity levels of the■upper Gallatin and its tributaries with 

emphasis on Porcupine Creek. Samples of suspended stream sediment. 

were collected by filling plastic bottles in the upper portion of the- 

midstream current. A Jackson Turbidity Meter was used to determine 

Jackson Candle Unit values (JCU) of the samples. The Jackson Candle 

Units were converted to ppm suspended solids by the following 

regression equations developed by Hsieh (l97l) and published by Klages, 

Logan, and Hsieh (1973). The relationships are based upon gravimetric 

and Jackson Turbidity measurements done concurrently on Gallatin River

water samples.



Total suspended sediment (ppm) = I.94 JCU + 15.6 

r = 0.89 (significant at 1% level) .
Silt plus clay (ppm) = 1.26 JCU + 10.4 

r = 0.95 (significant at 1% level) .

Measurements and observations.

1. June I, 1972. Figure l8, suspended sediment concentrations 
in Porcupine Creek and Gallatin River, June I, 1972, shows highest 

Porcupine Creek turbidity in First Creek and above North Fork Junction. 

Both of these streams pass through landslides. The clear tributaries, 

North Fork and Third Creek, drain stable Precambrian bedrock terrain.

On this date both. Beaver Creek and the main Gallatin River were more 

turbid than Porcupine Creek. However, Porcupine Creek did have two 

tributaries with higher concentrations of sediment than either Beaver 

Creek or the Gallatin River.

2. June 12, 1972. On this date most tributaries of Porcupine 

Creek were fairly clear except for the one draining Onion Basin. ' By 

following the most turbid tributaries, the writer found the source:

the Porcupine Neck landslide (829, T7S, R5E) at the edge of Onion Basin 

(Photograph .2, page 98). The stream flowed through the middle of this 

recent landslide. Water below the slide had 598 ppm total suspended • 
solids and 388 ppm silt and clay. The stream above the slide had 76 
ppm total suspended solids and 49 ppm silt and clay.
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Suspended Sediment Concetrations in Porcupine Creek and Gallatin River



3. June 15 and 17, 1972. On these dates, Taylor Fork and Sage 

Creek had the highest Gallatin River tributary turbidity levels. 

Porcupine Creek was not sampled. '

During the summer months, turbidity was noticed in the usually 

clear Gallatin River after rain storms.' It cam primarily from Taylor 

Fork. The following measurements demonstrate the source of that 

turbidity.

4. September 29, 1972. On this day, following a fall snow and 

rain storm, the writer visited the Second Crossing.landslide (S22, T7S, 

Rl+E) in the Porcupine drainage .■ This landslide is developed in Upper 

Cretaceous (and Albino Fm.) materials similar to those found in Taylor 

Fork. The source head of the landslide is an area of bare soil and 

bedrock material amid active cracks and scarps. New snow meltwater and 

rain runoff originating in this landslide scarp area had turbidity 

readings of 2700 to 9700 ppm total suspended solids and l800 to 6300 
ppm silt and clay. These were the highest sediment concentrations 

found to date. This landslide was not a major sediment source for the 

Gallatin River because of the small amount of surface water passing 

over it.

5. October l6, 1972. After three inches of precipitation were 

recorded at West Yellowstone in the previous 60 hours, Taylor Fork 

muddied the entire West Gallatin River. The tributaries to the ■ 

Gallatin were clear, as was Wapiti Creek. Six miles above its



confluence with the Gallatin, Taylor Fork had Jd ppm total suspended 

solids and 51 ppm silt and clay. In upper Taylor Fork, a tributary to 

Lightning Creek had turbidity values up to i860 ppm total suspended 

solids and 1200 ppm silt and clay. This stream flows through a denuded 

eroding hillslope in Upper Cretaceous (Albino Formation) bedrock 

(S21, T9S, R3E), shown in Photograph 4.

Photograph 4

Oblique Air Photo of Stream Sediment Source in 
Lightning Creek Drainage of Taylor Fork



The Albino Formation is high in bentonite, thus sediment from it 

should be high in smectite clay (other term for bentonite or montmoril- 

lonite). This fits with high smectite clay contents in sediments 

measured by Klages and his students.,. It appears that much summer and 

fall turbidity in the Gallatin River is from this pinpoint source.

Conclusions. Some conclusions supportive of and in addition to 

those of Klages, Logan and Hsieh, (1973); Hsieh (1973); Hsieh (1971); 

and Klages and Hsieh (1971) can be drawn.

1. Active landslides or denuded eroding areas are pinpoint 

sources of practically all Gallatin River turbidity during summer and 

fall low flow periods. During May-June spring runoff, their effects 

are partially masked by higher general levels of erosion. The Albino 

Formation is often involved as a pinpoint sediment source.

2, In Porcupine, land surface lowering and sediment contribu

tion by landslides and other surface erosion processes may be about 

equal.

These conclusions imply that l) some turbidity sources may be 

reduced by management, and 2) that landslides are a major source of 
turbidity. The land manager should prevent situations conducive to . 

landslide formation or reactivation in order to minimize danger of new

turbidity sources.
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Conclusions About Natural’ Slope Stability, in Gallatin County Area

Descriptions of landslide characteristics in various bedrock 

terrains lead to conclusions about landslide sites and their environ

mental features. Following are conclusions about natural environments 

of slope stability based on detailed observations previously described.

Geologic setting. In the Gallatin Canyon area, landslides occur 

most often in Cretaceous bedrock terrain. They occur with less

frequency in Tertiary volcanic, other Mesozoic and Paleozoic, and 

Precambrian bedrock terrain, respectively. Failures are most common on 

steep scarp slopes, but are found on dip slopes as well. In Tertiary 

volcanics, landslides are often on the edges of "threshold basins" or 

near contacts with other bedrock types. Failures in Precambriari 

materials involve surficial material or highly weathered or altered 

bedrock.

Geomorphology. Geomorphic processes of stream incision and 

downcutting and glaciation have helped shape oversteepened slopes with 

potential for slope failure. Slope mantling by ice and debris and 

availability of excess water contributed to widespread glacial and post 

glacial landsIiding. Some of this activity continues today. Slope 

mantles of permeable glacial till on shale are particularly failure 

prone.

Soils. Much of the regolith mantle is a product of glacial and 

post glacial mass wasting. The regolith materials have varying, but•
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often high, contents of clay, sand, and coarse fragments. Excess 

water, roadcuts, high % clay/% coarse fragment ratios, and impermeable 

layers contribute to failure potential of these materials.

Vegetation. Presence of water indicator species such as 

spruce, aspen, subalpine fir, and willow often is associated with 

failure locations.

Hydrology. Most landslide sites have free water during the dry 

season. As landslides progress, their upper scarp and tension crack 

areas become more efficient water gatherers, and movement may 

accelerate. Failures of colluvial mantle material occur at depths 

close to the theoretical depths of saturation by maximum spring 

snowmelt' and precipitation. Slope failure activity may be more 

intense during years or periods with abnormally high precipitation and 

runoff. . - ■ .

These relationships, described in. more detail in previous ■ 

portions of this text, are non-engineering indicators of slope 

disequilibrium. Being generally easily observable, they can be used 

in the first approximation of a slope stability analysis.



. CASE STUDIES M D  APPLICATIONS

Examples of Slope Stability Evaluation at. Different Study Intensities

Slope stability analysis and land capability evaluation are 

performed at various levels of detail depending on information needs 

and time, budget and personnel restrictions. The following section 

shows examples of the multidisciplinary approach to slope stability 

prediction and land capability evaluation.

Power line corridor.

I. Slope stability, hazard evaluation on statewide basis.

Proposed construction of an electric power transmission line traversing 

a major portion of Montana required a general stability analysis to 

help determine the optimum route. The following summarizes stability 

analysis work completed by this writer for inclusion in the power 

transmission line environmental study (Montana Power Co., et al., 1973). 

As stability was only one of many considerations, a rapid small scale 

inventory was needed. More detailed work could be done later where 

necessary. The approach taken was to combine geological information 

from the Geologic Map of Montana ('Ross, Andrews and Witkind, 1955) at 

I:500,000 scale with topographic information from a 1:1,000,000 scale 
map of Montana (U. S. Geological Survey, 1966).

The eastern section of the study corridor is in the Great Plains 

Physiographic Province. The only topographically unstable areas are
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riverbanks or scarps and cuestas in the gently dipping sedimentary 

rocks. Since much of the bedrock consists of alternating sandstones 

and shales of Cretaceous age, the geologic setting is conducive to 

sliding if water is available from excess precipitation .or existing 

aquifers. In a study of landslides associated with highways in 

Montana (Williams and Clark, 1964), seven occurred in the following 

geologic formations of Cretaceous age; ■ Kootenai Formation, Bearpaw 

Shale and Colorado Shale. Excess water was a major causative factor 

for all of these.landslides, either because of abnormal precipitation 

or by modification of hydraulic drainage by roadcuts and fills. The 

swelling clay, montmorillonite (bentonite), is particularly susceptible 

to water. It is found in the Cretaceous formations and in some 

Tertiary volcanic sediments.

The western part of the corridor area lies in the Northern Rocky 

Mountain Physiographic Province. Baker and Chieruzzi (1958) assigned 

it a landslide hazard rating of "major severity".

The greater relief in western Montana provides for a wide 

variety of unstable situations. Besides the Cretaceous rock formations, 

the Jurassic Morrison Formation and other shales occur as major causes 

of landslides. Most major slump-earthflow landslides are related to 

these shales. Rockslides and rockfalls can occur in the older more 

competent formations which have been subject to oversteepening or have 

weak jointing planes,
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Western Montana has an abundance of surficial deposits resulting 

partially from glacial activity. Some of the unconsolidated material 

is unstable (glacial lake deposits). Other surficial material may 

cause loading of the bedrock beneath, causing unstable conditions.. In 

both situations, excessive water is often the triggering mechanism.

Slope equilibrium is particularly precarious on high elevation 

oversteepened mountain slopes. Availability of snow and rock debris 

and presence of avalanche paths are indicators of nearly continuous 

and often uncontrollable states of slope instability.

In summary, most unstable slopes in Montana (at angles less 

than 30 degrees) are found in areas where shale and sandstone beds 

(Cretaceous and.Jurassic) are lubricated by water. Stability in 

competent rocks may be weakened by planes of jointing or foliation, or 

slope oversteepening. High elevation steep mountain slopes often have 

continual downslope movement of debris. Initial stability predictions 

should be based on topography, geological setting and history, soils, 

hydrology and vegetation.

2. Landslide hazard rating. The accompanying map (Plate I)
.

shows general landslide hazard ratings along the proposed transmission 

routes. The ratings, are based on general geology (Geological Map of 

Montana, Ross, Andrews and. Witkind, 1955), and topography (U. S. 

Geological Survey, 1966).
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Landslide hazards range from massive rockslides or debris 

avalanches in the high mountains to slump-earthflows or soil slips in 

the foothills and plains. The slope movements may be nearly instan

taneous (unusual) or slow (more unusual). Many slides move over a 

period of weeks or years rather than minutes.

The following landslide hazard rating is used on the map:

Slight (Si) - Within areas rated as having a "slight" landslide 

hazard, there will be a few sites where shales on steep terrain contain 

enough water that serious hazards exist. These sites should be 

examined prior to construction by someone proficient in slope stability 

evaluation.

Slight - Moderate (Sl-M) - These are similar to the areas rated 

slight but have steeper terrain. Individual transmission line sites 

and construction roads should be examined in areas of steep (>20°) 
terrain.

Moderate (M) - These are areas of steep terrain where slide 

prone geologic formations are prominent. Stability hazard in these 

areas is high enough to warrant a stability reconnaissance of each 

tower and road location. Routes passing through Moderate hazard areas 

may likely encounter unstable areas. However, proper planning and 

engineering should easily overcome most restrictions.

Moderate-Severe (Ms) - No areas were mapped with this category.
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Severe (Se) - No areas were mapped in this category. Where 

found, a Severe hazard indicates active slopes where power line 

installation would not be advisable. Road building and tree removal 

could trigger large landslides.

3. Precautions to minimize landslide hazards. All construction 

sites and road locations on steep terrain the Slight-Moderate or 

Moderate hazard areas should be examined. Usually, the examination 

can be rapidly conducted using aerial photos and ground inspection.

Such examinations may expose some unstable slopes. Transmission line 

towers would not be expected to initiate instability. However,' road 

building could initiate sliding on steep terrain where shale and water 

or other slide inducting factors are present. Most unstable areas are 

not large in size and could be avoided by slight rerouting. Earth 

movement should be avoided on some old landslides and other unstable 

sites. Both cuts and fills place slopes in disequilibrium - cuts, by 

removing supportive material below a potential landslide and fills, by • 

overloading it. Any disturbance should be avoided which could divert 

additional water to the unstable area. Even vehicle trails could 

effect such a water diversion. Conversely, trails or other distur

bances of the surface could be located and designed to beneficially 

divert water away from unstable areas.

Trees should not be removed from unstable areas. The probability 

of landslides increases as roots decompose. Tree removal can
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increase the soil water content and mobilize landslides by reducing 

evapotranspiration losses and in some instances by increasing the 

amount of snow trapped in the area.

Porcupine drainage. The Porcupine Creek drainage (10 square- 

kilometers or 27 square miles) lies midway along Gallatin Canyon from 

"the crest of the Gallatin Range to the Gallatin River. Porcupine 

Creek'is locally known for its slowly active landslides, which are 

■primarily due to Cretaceous shale and Tertiary volcanics. Besides 

having landslides. Porcupine Creek and all the.drainages south to 

Yellowstone Park are essentially roadless with high values as semi

primitive recreation lands. Porcupine is also a natural wintering 

ground for a large segment of the Gallatin and northern Yellowstone 

Park elk herd. The situation is further complicated by Burlington 

Northern Railroad ownership of many alternate sections of land, some of 

which are under contract for timber harvest.

The Porcupine-Buffalo Horn Planning Unit was set up by the 

Gallatin National Forest to determine the advisability of allowing 

logging on both public and private land. A multidisciplinary team 

spent part of one field season evaluating- the bio-physical and socio

economic qualities of the planning unit.

As a planning team member, the writer completed a Slope 

Stability Hazards for Logging Roads map (Plate II) for the Porcupine

drainage (USDA, Forest Service, .1973). Field work was expedited by
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previous mapping of Hall (1961) and Prinkki (1972). Aasheim (1973) 

mapped soils and Sollid (1973) mapped geology concurrently with the 

writer's stability mapping. Approximately nine weeks were spent in the- 

area developing a mapping and evaluation system and putting it to use. 

For reconnaissance work of this sort, mapping was done on two-inch per 

mile scale topographic sheets and four-inch per mile black and white 

air photos.

The stability map compilation includes five grades of hazard 

from "stable" to "not advisable for road consturction." Criteria for 

stability evaluation followed that set forth, in this report: . land

slide topography, free water, vegetative indicators, slope, impermeable 

layers, shale, etc.

The stability map is an example of information gained by 

qualitative (or intuitive) integration from several disciplines.. In 

the form presented, it stands alone as an information source. But, 

combining it with other disciplinary information is difficult. This 

was typical of the frustration of the Planning Team in trying to 

formulate a complete picture upon which rational decision making and 

impact prediction could he based.

The information was useful to show costs of various logging and 

reading alternatives and to show that in places the stability hazard 

might make logging, within the physical capabilities of the land, 

uneconomical. However, real integration of information was not
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PLATE II
Slope Stability Hazards for Logging Roads (Porcupine Creek)
H  - Not advisable

Const, possible with chance of failure
Const, possible with extra cost: slight chance of failure
Stable: old landslide. Clay or shale
Stable
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achieved due to differences in value judgments among members of the 

Planning Team and the difficulty in comparing and adding up results of 

the various disciplinary studies.

Ski Yellowstone Environmental - Study. Ski Yellowstone is a 

proposed ski area and year round destination resort located on the east 

shore of Hebgen Lake (SI, 2, 11, 12, Tl28, R^E), The writer mapped 

soils and surficial geology for the environmental inventory of the 

private and U, S. Forest Service lands proposed for the development.

The following description of the work done there is another example of 

rapid soil-geologic land inventory from the interdisciplinary view

point. It is taken from the writer's report in the Ski Yellowstone 

Environmental Study (Ski Yellowstone Inc., 1973.). Complete integration 

of the bio-physical features was not achieved. Synthesis of all 

disciplinary information into land system units would be the next step 

in this process. This information was used during the planning and 

design of Ski Yellowstone in an attempt to obtain the best fit with 

the natural environment (Montagne, J., and C. Montagne, 197^).

Time constraints and study objectives' eliminated the feasibility 

of a standard soil survey. Emphasis was placed on soil and surficial 

material descriptions useful for impact evaluation.

Mapping was done on color aerial photos during foot field 

traverses. Much of this was done in conjunction wi^h "the geological 

study. One or more sites representative of each mapping unit were
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examined and described in detail. Lab data for engineering interpre

tations was generated from samples collected at each representative 

site.

1. Soils-surficial geology mapping units. In the Mt. Hebgen- 

Red Canyon area the surficial mantle consists of material that is 

either colluvial (slope debris), alluvial (stream deposit), or residual 

(weathered in place). Much of this material weathered and -accumulated 

during the.Wisconsin Glaciation when hillslope processes were more, 

active than at present. On the steeper slopes the ongoing downslope 

movement of soil and rock debris has obliterated most soil horizon 

development. Many of the alluvial deposits, at lower elevations and 

lesser slopes, have been stable long enough to develop soil horizons. 

Thus, each mapping unit has its distinctive properties as a surficial 

material while only some units have experienced pedologies! soil 

horizon development.

Figure 19 is a cross-section diagram showing the bedrock geology 

and soils - surficial geologic mapping units.

2. Landslides. There are several areas of Iandsliding on Mt. 

Hebgen. The largest is located in 82 and S35 where the present logging 

road crosses it. This landslide has developed in the Park Shale and 

spread upward to include the Pilgrim limestone. It has been mapped in 

two sections, active and inactive. The inactive (major) portion shows 

no sign of movement during historic times. The active core may be
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subject to mass movement at any time. Construction is possible on the 

inactive slide if absolutely necessary. If construction occurs, clay 

areas should be avoided and wet areas drained. The smaller active 

portion comprises the center of the inactive landslide. It has abun

dant shale and clay on the surface associated with both standing and 

running water. This slide should be avoided by all construction 

activities. If a major road is built in the present road location, it 

will cross the hazard area. It may be best to cross it at the lower 

portion near the outcrops of Meagher limestone. In this location, it 

might be possible to bridge the wet shaly portion of the slide by using 

outcrops of Meagher limestone on either side of the small landslide 

canyon.

3. Present uses and impacts.' From the soils-surficial geology 

standpoint, man has not yet made a major impact on the Mt. Hebgen-Eed 

Canyon area. The major road up the mountain and resultant timbering on 

the landslide in S2 and S35 may have reactivated a small portion of it. 
The slide, as it exists now, is not a major limitation to the area's 

environmental quality. The road and the three other clearcut blocks 

are minor sources of sediment pollution for Red Creek. Their contri

bution is probably small enough to be barely measurable. Other current 

uses of the area, hay raising and cattle grazing, do not appear to be 

significantly altering the environmental quality from the soils stand

point .



H. Future uses.and impacts. The writer believes that the 

proposed Ski Yellowstone development will not have a significant effect 

on the soils resource of the area. The adherence to simple guidelines 

during planning, construction, and ultimate use can minimize short term 

impacts and reduce potential long term impacts to tolerable levels.

The two major soils related limitations may be slope instability and 

suitability for sewage effluent disposal. The instability hazard will 

be nearly nonexistent if severe unstable zones are avoided and if 

construction sites in moderate hazard zones are examined jointly by a 

stability expert and the construction engineer so that proper 

precautions can be taken, The problem of effluent disposal is 

primarily one of engineering the system to fit the hydrologic and soils 

setting.

Potential erosion.of cleared ski trails should not be signi

ficant. This prediction is based on the estimated high permeability 

of the dry sandy colluvial soils and the high percentage' of understory 

ground cover observed on the loamy soil sites. Permeability of the 

sandy erodable slopes may eliminate most erosion because of lack of 

water. Vegetative cover on the other sites will reduce erosion there. 

Where ski trails are cleared, understory vegetation should be left as 

intact as possible. Steep denuded areas should be reseeded and 

mulched. Diversion ditches may be required in some cases.

165
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To further minimize impacts of construction and ultimate use, a 

periodic evaluation of plans and inspection of construction sites and 

activities should be undertaken by someone knowledgeable in geomorpho

logy, slope stability and soils.

Gallatin Canyon environmental geology. The Gallatin Canyon 

Study (Stuart, 197^) sponsored geological and slope stability evalua

tion of a portion of the Gallatin Canyon. The result was a scattering 

of work by different people. To make a more usable product, the writer 

consolidated mapping by J. Montagne, Kehew, Walsh, Sollid, Bradley, M. 

Montagne and himself. Stability limitation ratings were made using 

common criteria for all the map data. This was published as the 

Gallatin Canyon Environmental Geology Map in the Gallatin Canyon Case 

Study (Stuart, 197^) (Plate III). This broad level information can be 

used for general planning only. It is most useful as a communication 

device to show that some areas are more stable than others and that 

detailed evaluation should precede land planning and commitment, and 

construction.

Taylor Fork Logging - 1974. 'In upper Taylor Fork (S17, T9S,

R3E) a hillslope is being logged (summer 197*0 in potentially unstable 

terrain. It is adjacent to the 19^6 Taylor Fork landslide described 

by Hall (1960b) and listed in this report. That landslide is one of 

the larger recent landslides in the Gallatin and Madison Ranges. The 

logged hillslope has the following stability rating:

I
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Cretaceous bedrock terrain 

slope 22 degrees 
shale bedrock 

old landslide terrain 

free water (in late summer) 

vegetative indicators of water (aspen) 

roadcut

other: glacial till mantle, glacial oversteepening

Score - 7 of 9 (5 of 9 minimum needed to be unstable) 

According to the stability rating score, reading and logging on 

this slope may cause failure. Its proximity to a major recent slide is 

especially alarming. This is an example• of a potentially harmful 

irreversible land use.which may have been avoided by use of the 

Stability Rating - Key ■ and Tabulation Tables'.

Window Rock (Hyalite Canyon S. 27) Landslide.. The writer 

visited the site (S27,.T4S, R6E) on June 15, 1975, several days after 
the main slide movement. At that time, during and after a period of 

heavy snow melt, slope movement had occurred and the stream was 

carrying heavy concentrations of red sediment. The'new logging road 

had diverted the stream from its natural gully onto steep hillslopes.

It appeared that the extra water on the hillslopes had initiated most, 

if not all, of the sliding.



Geologic setting': At the slide location, the canyon wall is a

dip slope in the Morrison'Formation (Jurassic .red shale). The dip 

coincides with the slope angle and aspect of the canyon wall hillslope. 

Immediately above, the sedimentary rocks are covered by Tertiary vol- 

canics. These steep (30 degree) hillslopes are mantled with colluvium 

from the volcanic conglomerates and breccias. , As typically found in 

the Gallatin area, the volcanic rocks are unstable where they overlie 

sedimentary rocks, and there is evidence of ancient landsliding on this 

slope ("threshold basin" setting). Glaciation oversteepened the valley 

walls and a coarse volcanic colluvial mantle lies directly on the 

weathered red shale and clay of the Morrison Formation,

Hydrology: The small basin above the landslide slope is drained

by a gully to the canyon bottom. Most of the heavy spring runoff is 

naturally funneled down the gully and stays off the steep hillslopes. 

The natural tree and vegetative cover in the small basin also act to 

retain some of the runoff water.

Land use: Prior logging and reading on the hillslope did not

initiate sliding. However, the new logging road blocked the natural ■ 

stream drainage in three places when culverts plugged up or were not 

installed. The stream water was diverted down and then off the road 

onto previously dry hillslopes. This situation, possibly in conjunc

tion with higher intensity of runoff due,to logging, allowed water to
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saturate the coarse volcanic colluvial mantle and reach the slippery 

impermeable red clay and shale of the Morrison Formation. Slope 

movement was triggered in three places. The lower two slides involve 

the colluvial volcanics and some red clay from the Morrison Formation. 

Material has blocked the road and stream gully. Periods of intense 

runoff will continue to produce red sediment but further slope move

ment can be avoided. The upper slope movement involves the road. It 

is near the top of the 30 degree slope. The failure may include large 

blocks of volcanic debris and Morrison shale, and could become much 

larger.

In this writer’s opinion, the sliding was primarily caused by 

negligence in either road construction (no culverts) or maintenance 

(allowing culverts, if they were installed, to clog). Remedial work 

would involve keeping the runoff water in the natural gully. The slide 

areas should be checked each spring to evaluate the possibility of 

further movement.

Stability analysis prior to road ,construction would have shown 

the following hazard features:

Mesozoic - Paleozoic bedrock terrain 

30 degree slope ■ 

oversteepened slope 

shale

old landslide terrain
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Morrison Formation 

free water 

readout (proposed)

Total Score: 7 of 8 (4 of 8 minimum score for stability
hazard)

The addition of water from the road blockage of the natural drainage 

was enough to trigger movement on this potentially unstable hillslope. 

See Photographs 5> 6, 7, 8, and Figures 20, 21, and 22.
Jack Creek Landslide- (Diamond J Ranch). At the request of 

Peter Coombs, Diamond J Ranch, Ennis, Montana, a landslide near the 

ranch buildings (S36, T$S, R$E) was investigated and the following 

observations were made on May 25, 1974. The landslide is also 

described elsewhere in this report (Table 3, item l4, page 52').'
Location: The landslide is located on a grassy hill directly

north of a large guest cabin and above the main lodge (Figure 3, page 

26; Photograph 9, page l8l). The upper breakaway scarp is near an old 
irrigation ditch. The bottom slide lobe flows onto a service road and 

parking lot behind the cabin.

Geologic setting: The hillslope is a dip or scarp slope in

sedimentary shales, sandstones and limestones of Cretaceous age 

(Kootenai Formation). The sliding involves shale and clay beneath the 

limestone and sandstone. Subsoils in the slide are are clayey.

Upslope from' the slide they are sandy with abundant coarse fragments.
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Photograph 5

Stream Flowing Down and Off Logging Road, Window Rock Landslide
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Photograph 6
Debris Flow Blocking Logging Road, Window Rock Landslide
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Photograph 7

Slump Block Scarp Cutting Across Logging Road, Window Rock Landslide
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Photograph 8

U-Shaped Glacial Valley Showing Oversteepened Valley Slopes Beneath 
Cliffs of Tertiary Volcanic Bedrock, Taken 

from Window Rock Landslide
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Hydrology: Free water was detected at numerous sites on the

landslide, especially bn the lower portion. The sketch map indicates 

locations of free water on May 25, 197^. The source of the water 

appears to he melt of the main snowpack in April plus spring and fall 

storms. The postulated limestone and sandstone above the slide area 

may be serving as an aquifer, gathering water from the hill above arid 

concentrating it on top of the black shale. The irrigation ditch may 

also have gathered some surface meltwater. Since initial sliding in 

1973, the landslide scarp and surface cracks have probably increased 

the amount of surface water available in the slide area. The drying up 

of an all-year seep in the.parking lot roadcut may indicate that this 

flow of water has been diverted to the slide area. However, there is 

no apparent cause for this.

Vegetation:' There are no vegetative indicators of past 

movements or abundant water. This south facing slope is covered with 

bunch grass and sagebrush. The slope above has scattered to thick 

Douglas fir and juniper.

Topography: The slope on the landslide area ranges from I4 to 

20 degrees. Above the landslide the slope is about 28 degrees, perhaps 

reflecting more competent sandstone and limestone bedrock.

I. Stability rating. No movement had occurred on this slope 

prior to the spring of 1973. Major movement occurred in April 1973 and 

April 1974 (Peter Coombs, personal communication). Slope movement
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Photograph 9

Slump Block Scarp of Jack Creek Landslide, Diamond J Ranch 
Building (downslope) in Background
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appears to be associated with excess water from the spring thaw and 

snowmelt. The activity is confined to shale and shale derived clayey 

soil. Saturation of the slide by free water appears to have initiated 

the sliding. Clay, when saturated, loses much of its cohesion and shear 

strength. The additional weight of water also increases the tendency 

for failure.

2. Recommendations. Elimination of free water appears to be 

the key factor for stabilization. This can best be accomplished by 

installation of drains in the slide lobe, as discussed on the site with 

Peter Coombs. Here are some other considerations:

a. Installation of drains in the landslide

b. Installation of vertical free water level detection pipes 

may provide a way to monitor the water in the slide and observe the 

effectiveness of the proposed drains.

c. Location and observation of the shale-sandstone contact 

(Presumably above the head of the slide) might indicate if significant 

water is being contributed from upslope.. If so, drainage in the area of 

the irrigation ditch may be helpful.

d. Minimization of the landslide as a water gathering area by 

covering or filling the surface cracks.

If free water is eliminated or significantly lessened in the 

slide lobe, further movement should be eliminated. The hillslope above 

the landslide should remain stable if the sandstone and limestone

bedrock is competent.
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Repair of the service road would best be accomplished by drainage 

of the slide lobe with the road going over the top of the lower lobe.

The lower lobe, if dry, presumably serves as a partial buttress against 

movement of the middle lobe. If the drain system works, then elimi

nation or cutting of the lower lobe could be more seriously.considered.

3. Follow-Up. Drains were installed following the stability 

investigation. The backhoe investigation uncovered a thin (one inch) 

layer of bentonite which appeared to be the impermeable water concen

trating layer. After installation, the drains produced a steady stream 

of water and free water disappeared from the slide. Movement stopped 

and the landslide appears to be stable.

Integration

Data gathering is the easiest part of land evaluation and 

planning. Integration of disciplinary data into a meaningful result, 

portraying the complexities of the land is a necessary prerequisite to 

rational decision making. Following are two examples of general level 

data gathering and integration from the Gallatin Canyon Study (Stuart, 

I97IO. They combine slope stability hazard with the other natural 

features of the landscape.
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Land system mapping (Ecological Land Units). The environmental 

awareness approach of this report comes from a developing worldwide 

awareness of the natural landscape. The growth of various branches of 

natural science and development of new sensing devices' (aerial photo

graphy, etc.) make man increasingly aware of the interrelationships 

among various facets of the land resources. Australian resource 

explorers and evaluators led the way in putting this new knowledge to 

work in the "Australian Land Research Approach." Christian and Stewart 

(1968) wrote an excellent summary of its philosophy and development.
Land must be considered as the whole vertical profile at a site 

on the land surface from the aerial environment down to the under
lying geological horizons, and including the plant and animal 
populations, and past and present human activity associated with it. 
There are many features in this total profile, some easily observable 
like the soil and vegetation, some measurable such as the rainfall 
and surface slope, but many not so readily observed or measured, 
such as the internal drainage and aeration features of the soil, the 
rate of chemical weathering and chemical migration in the soil, the 
level of microbiological activity, the variations in the micro
climates and the precise impact of former land use by man. The many 
features of this total profile vary from site to site and their many 
combinations and interactions result in- a vast array of land types, 
each with its own potential and limitations for agriculture or 
forestry, each presenting its own specific barriers to the achieve
ment of maximum plant or animal production. Rarely does one feature 
alone determine productivity. It is the combinations of all that is 
important, and if we are to understand.land we must think of it in 
terms of this complex rather than only of the individual components 
of it. A change induced in one component will have repercussions on 
others. This complex constitutes the habitat at any site, and it is 
the total complex which governs production possibilities and Iimi- • 
tations, defines the technical problems which need to be solved by 
research, and determines what additional resources must be used,to 
supplement the natural resources if the optimum level of economic 
production is to be achieved. It is this complex at each site, . 
therefore, which is the true resource rather than the individual 
resource factors that compose it and it is the variation in the
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'complex from' place to place rather than the variation in individual' 
factors alone that' give different "potentials for development. This 
concept focuses attention on the significance of combination of 
factors in specific areas of country,,that is on areas of distinc
tive "land types". •. "It is these land types which must be given 
individual attention in planning development.

Similar philosophies and approaches are helping evaluate land 

elsewhere. G. A. Hills (197*0 is a strong proponent of ecological 

planning in Canada,, and proposed a system of landscape planning based 

on interdisciplinary land evaluation. S. T. Tjallingii (197*0 proposes 

use of three ecological mapping units which, he states, are equivalent 

to sites, land units and land systems of the Australian system.

In the Northern Rocky Mountains, Daubenmire (19**3) proposed "the

concept of plant zonatibn. His habitat types are units of distinct 
■

climatic climax or potential vegetation. This work, combined with"the 

Australian Land System- approach, is the basis for "Ecoclass", the land 

inventory -approach and system being developed for Forest Service use 

(Corliss, Pfister, et al. , 1-972). Ecoclass is a hief'archial method of 

land classification based on three major components: land systems,

vegetative systems, and aquatic systems. "These three land features are 

classified at various levels of detail from very specific to very 

■general. The detail of classification used depends on the management 

goals and level of available information. As An ecological evaluation, 

the Ecoclass system predicts land potential.■ This feature helps bring 

research work closer to management needs.
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Still in the definitive stage, Ecoclass appears to have much 

mapping unit flexibility. Mapping detail for any component can be 

adjusted according to management needs, available information, and land 

characteristics. Dominant features of the land receive attention. For 

example, in the relatively homogeneous bedrock of the Idaho Batholith, 

change in elevation, slope aspect, or depth to bedrock may be much more 

important than bedrock type and structure in predicting slope stability. 

In the Madison Range, bedrock type and structure probably influence 

stability to a much greater degree than do elevation, slope aspect, or 

depth to bedrock. In the Ecoclass system, the disciplinary mapping can 

be done either on an integrated basis or separately and later combined 

by overlay technique. These features make the system most responsive 

to the increasing apparent need for disciplinary integration.

In the Gallatin and Madison Ranges, the Gallatin and Beaverhead 

National Forests are using the Ecoclass approach for land inventory. 

There, Ecological Land Units are the Ecoclass units for mapping. . 

Ecological Land Unit mapping has been accomplished in the Porcupine- 

Buffalo Horn and Hebgen Planning Units and continues in other areas.

One of the Gallatin Canyon Study objectives was to show that 

land inventory could be accomplished swiftly with little expenditure 

and expertise by using available resource information. The writer 

compiled a broad Ecological Land Unit Map of the Gallatin area using 

the Ecoclass concept. The map was compiled by overlaying information
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from the I:500,000 scale Montana Geologic Map (Ross, Andrews and 

Witkind, 1955) with topography and vegetation-pattern shown on the 
I:250,000 AMS (Army Map Service) map. See Plate IV and Figure 2h.

Topography was divided into four units (alluvial valleys and 

plains, gentle foothills, rough foothills, mountains), vegetation into 

three units (non-forested crop, range and scrubland; conifer forests 

and alpine and non-vegetated), and geology into seven units (alluvial 

deposits, glacial deposits, Precambrian, volcanic, sedimentary 

(Mesozoic), sedimentary (Paleozoic limestones) and sedimentary baked 

rocks of the Lone Mountain intrusive complex).. All units were compiled 

on a single map and broad developmental impact predictions made.

The Ecological Land'Unit Map (Plate IV) and accompanying Cross- 

Section (Figure 2h) serve to show the general natural systems of the 

area. They can aid in public understanding of the broad patterns of 

the complex natural landscape. Little concrete land evaluation or 

planning can be done at this general level of detail. However, land 

stratification at this level on a county, state, or regional basis is a 

first step in identifying patterns and relationships which should be 

understood in land planning or in identifying further study needs.

Unique and critical areas map. In land evaluation, planning and 

use, particular places or "land sites" (Christian and Stewart, 1968) 

are more important than others. From man's perspective, certain sites 

can and do contribute more than others towards his use of the land.
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The Gallatin Canyon is a semi-pristine area with pleasing natural 

features and high aesthetic qualities which are known and appreciated 

nation wide. Within the canyon, there are. land sites and features 

which:

1. contribute to the unique (in modern times) character of the 

Gallatin Canyon (e.g., river banks)

2. are critical to maintenance of ecological quality (e.g., elk 

winter range)

3. are ecologically.fragile (e.g., high alpine vegetation)

4. have physical restrictions for use (e.g., landslide hazard). 

The above sites may be more important to man's use and appreciation of 

the canyon than others. Harmful impacts to these sites could result 

in a significant reduction in canyon environmental qualities judged 

valuable to man. Identification of areas which seem to be most "unique 

and critical" may show where further study and planning is most needed 

and where additional development may have greatest impact. Development 

is defined as construction and land use inherent to establishment of 

facilities for non-dispersed recreation, residences, or timber harvest. 

For map compilation, features were noted and assigned ratings for 

developmental impact according to Table 25. Other features, such as 

pinpoint archeological sites, were too small to be mapped and were left

out.



Table 25

Features of Unique and Critical Areas Map Compilation 
Natural Feature Sensitivity to 

■Impacts of Development

Recognized (l pt. Slight (3 pt.) Moderate (5 pt.) Severe (j pt.)

Cliffs, High Peaks and 
Mountain Masses

(No Features Mapped) View from Highway Flatland in Canyon

"U" Shaped Glacial 
Canyons

Mountain Meadows Winter .Range 

Meadow-Timber Mix

Rock Glacier Slope Stability 
(Moderate Hazard)'

Alpine Meadows

Conifer Vegetation Steep South Facing 
Slopes

Slope Stability 
(Severe Hazard)

Animal Viewing 
Areas
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The unique and critical features were given a numerical rating- 

based on their predicted sensitivities to impact [Recognized (l),

Slight (3), Moderate (5), Severe (T)] of massive development affecting 
the feature (such as housing development on elk winter range). 'The 

distribution of each feature was mapped. All mapped features were 

overlayed on a common base map and the numerical sensitivity ratings 

totaled. The result was a map with scores indicating sensitivity to 

development (Plate V ).

The Unique and Critical Areas Map shows areas most sensitive to 

development from an interdisciplinary integrated viewpoint. It can be 

manipulated according to the features considered and the numerical 

values assigned to them. Computerization of this process would allow 

rapid evaluation of development alternatives reflecting a wide spectrum 

of opinions, philosophies, and values, for the features and their 

relative weights can be changed at will, as in a public meeting.

Natural System Carrying Capacity and Impact Predictions

Slope stability and land capability evaluations are important 

tools for land use decision making only when presented in meaningful 

ways. This information is most useful when applied to determine an 

area's "carrying capacity" and the impacts associated with particular 

uses. The following spells out present and future impacts of land use 

in the Gallatin Canyon from the standpoint of geology (slope stability 

hazard) and soils. First, short term impacts are detailed. Many of
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these deal with recent construction activities. •Secondly, long term 

impacts are discussed. Finally, the question, "what is the ultimate 

carrying capacity?" is raised. Some of the impact information is 

repetitive from previous sections.

Short term impacts.

I. Slope stability. The Gallatin Canyon has both natural and

man induced landslide hazards related to geology and climate, and

compounded by seismic activity. The Gallatin Canyon Case Study

Environmental Geology Map (Stuart, D. G., 197^) shows relative hazard

in selected areas. Impacts of construction and land use related to

slope stability include the following:

a. Big Sky Mountain Village Road. The road from the Meadow

Village to the Mountain Village crosses several active landslide areas.'

Originally a logging road, it has been widened and strainghtened by Big;

Sky, Inc. One-fourth mile east of the Big Sky Medical Clinic a roadcut'

has reactivated an ancient landslide (see Photograph 10 and Figure 25).

Downslope earth movement occurs each spring which necessitates extra j

work to keep the road open. A large lobe of earth debris has flowed
* ; ■ '

downslope below the roadcut. It provides sediment to a small stream 

which flows into the Middle Fork. Catastrophic movement, has not 

occurred, but it would be possible for large blocks of earth to 

suddenly fall onto the roadway. This area will be an annual maintenance 

problem posing some threat to traffic safety and contributing sediment 

to.the Middle Fork.
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Photograph 10

Big Sky Road Landslide. Mountain Village Road 
Cuts Across Upper Portion

The proposed federally funded highway to the Mountain Village 

would cross this landslide above the active portion in Alternative A,

B, and C, (Draft Environmental Statement, Project F-20, U. S. 191 Spur, 

State of Montana, Dept, of Highways, 1972). The landslide could be 

reactivated by highway construction, causing more slope movement and 

sediment pollution.
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Sketch Profile of Big Sky Road Landslide



Closer to the Mountain Village a slump block, including the 

road, dropped about I meter in 1972. It is not known if the slump was 

initiated by the roadcut.

In 1973, east of the previous location, a new roadcut eliminated 

a sharp turn and activated a landslide (the "Wedge Landslide") on 

Burlington Northern land (S28, T6S, R3E). Earth has had to be removed 

periodically from the landslide front. It is a maintenance problem 

with potential for continued slow or sudden catastrophic movement. As 

movement continues, the upslope scarp and land surface disturbance will 

grow (Photograph 11).

198

Photograph 11

Wedge Landslide in  Big Sky Mountain V illa g e  Roadcut 
(Note up th rus t scarp above car)
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There was a roadfill failure in 197^ where the road crosses old 

landslide terrain (location WE^, S29, T6S, R3E). The failure was 

primarily due to the clayey nature of the local fill used, but some 

reactivation of the old landslide may have been involved.

b. Initial land use planning and some subdivision layout at Big 

Sky was done without consideration of,slope stability hazard. In 

particular, tentative subdivisions of Big Sky land in Sections 19 and 

27, T6S, R3E were planned in active and potential landslide areas. In 

1974, when the stability hazards were realized, Big Sky engineers 

indicated that the plans and layouts would be modified. If improper 

construction is allowed in these unstable areas, property damage and 

sediment production could result.

c. The Gallatin Rational Forest has recently constructed Red 

Rocks Campground. Portions of it are in rockfall danger zones. Users 

of particular campsites may be subject' to injury and property damage 

unless the rock hazard is eliminated or particular campsites are 

closed.

d. Logging roads in the Gallatin Canyon have been involved in 

at least 35 small to major landslides. These slides cause maintenance 

problems but rarely endanger life or property (other than land). The . 

most severe impacts have occurred when landslides in or near streams 

have caused sediment pollution. The Montana Dept, of Health suspended 

a logging permit in 1974 after a logging road landslide caused sediment
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to muddy drinking water in the Bozeman municipal watershed (Window Rock 

Landslide) (Bozeman Daily Chronicle, April 27, 1975).

e. The proposed power transmission line and/or road from the 

Madison Valley to Big Sky and the Yellowstone Valley passes through 

areas of active and potentially active landslides. Construction in 

these.areas might activate landslides and contribute sediment to the 

watersheds involved.

2. ' Snow avalanches. With increasing winter recreation in the 

Gallatin Canyon, more activities and structures will be within the 

range of snow avalanches. The Environmental Geology Map (p. l4) of the 

Gallatin Canyon Case Study indicates some of the danger zones.

Avalanche danger associated with skiing.on Lone Mountain is largely- 

controlled. However, control is not foolproof. The greatest danger is 

to winter travelers outside the ski area boundaries and in other areas 

of the Gallatin Canyon. It is inevitable that winter travelers will, 

at some time, be injured or killed by snow avalanches in the Gallatin 

Canyon. A massive snow avalanche on May 7, 1975 buried portions of 

Sprite Rock Campground (Squaw Creek) in about 50 feet of wet snow. A 

concurrent avalanche nearby came within several feet of a summer home 

cabin.

3. Soil impacts. Soil interpretation criteria for development 

have traditionally been, designed for. non-mountainous areas. The 

standard soil limitation criteria should be modified for mountain

terrain.
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Standard interpretations for Gallatin Canyon soils (Olsen, et al.,

197^) show only the flat land (7.5% of the. map area or 8,800 acres) 
along the canyon floor as developable with few limitations. Application 

of less severe criteria show an additional 12% of map area land is 

developable. In total, 20% or 23,000 acres of the map area land is 

developable from the soils standpoint. Development in the other 80% 

of mapped land is possible, but with expectations of more cost and more 

severe impacts.

Little field evaluation of the severity or longevity of soils 

related impacts has been done in the Gallatin Canyon. Certain charac

teristics of the mountain soil environment are particularly important 

for evaluating present and future impacts. These characteristics 

include l) severe climate that limits the plant growing season, induces 

frost heaving, and concentrates much of the annual runoff, 2) coarse 

textured thin soils which may lack plant nutrients and often cannot 

store plant available water during the dry season, 3) shallow depth to 

bedrock that reduces soil water holding capacity and creates construc

tion limitations, 4) high silt and fine sand content that may contri

bute to erodibility and frost heave, 5) high clay contents that restrict 

plant growth and water movement, and 6) steep slope. These site 

characteristics must be considered in evaluating soils impacts.

Present or expected development related impacts include the following.
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a. At the Mountain Village, ski trail construction removed 

vegetation and organic matter from steep slopes, exposing the bare 

soil. Much forest vegetation has been removed from the village site as 

well. Revegetation of these barren areas will be difficult, even if 

topsoil is imported. The denuded areas can be expected to produce 

higher peaks of storm and snowmelt runoff than before. Erosion and 

sediment production may be severe until vegetation is reestablished 

(Photograph 12).

b. Roads constructed on clayey subsoils (portions of the 

Mountain Village road and others) without roadbed and surface 

preparation become nearly impassable during the spring due to excessive 

water and frost action. The Mountain Village road in spring 197^ was a 

typical example. These roads may also contribute sediment picked up by 

overland flow of storm and melt runoff.

c. Big Sky Camper Village construction destroyed an estimated 

Q0% of the surface vegetative cover. This, combined with high water 

table and clayey soils may induce impacts such as high runoff, sediment 

production, and road and foundation break up due to soil frost heave 

and low bearing strength.

d. The golf course and residential lawns are developed 

predominately on gravelly soil that previously supported a sagebrush 

and range grass community. A more luxuriant (meadow grass vegetation 

was probably excluded from this site because of the inability of the
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Photograph 12

Cleared Ski Trails on Andesite Mountain at Big Sky- 
Prior to First Ski Season’s Snowfall
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Photograph 12 (continued)
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coarse gravelly soil to hold sufficient moisture during the dry season. 

The golf course is maintained by sprinkler irrigation. If irrigation 

ceased, the golf course and lawn, grass would probably not survive and 

the area might be devoid of significant vegetation until overtaken by 

natural vegetative succession.

e. Timber harvest and associated road building have caused soil 

erosion and sedimentation, in the Gallatin Canyon. These activities 

have initiated more road construction and forest vegetation removal 

than Big Sky construction. Most, erosion and sedimentation impacts 

occur in the several years immediately following road construction and 

timber harvest, before revegetation arrests them.

Aasheim (1973) predicted the impacts of proposed logging and 

road building in Porcupine Creek drainage. Timber harvest (and 

associated road construction) in 15%' of the drainage area would result 

in a 47% increase in sediment yield. He writes that this would not be 

a major change relative to large sediment levels currently contributed 

by landslides. The greatest impact of logging and road building would 

be on slope stability.

g. Elimination of big game .winter range by development may have 

caused some crowding and .qvergrazing on remaining range. Overgrazed ■ 

and .overtfampei'ed winter range is susceptible to erosion. Some may 

have been irreversibly 'dhmaged,..'lessening the ecological carrying 

capacity for big game. . ■



Long term impacts (1985-2000).
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I. Presently planned development. For varying degrees of 

potential development, long term impacts on the Mo-physical system can 

be predicted. They will first be predicted on the assumption that no 

more development will take place than is currently planned. This 

includes developed and logged land from the 1973 Land Use Map (Case 

Study) and land scheduled:for development in the Big Sky Master Plan 

and Beaver Creek South subdivision.

a. Environmental Geology and Soils, A comparison of the Soils 

Associations (Olsen, 1971), Environmental Geology and Land Use Maps 

from the Gallatin Canyon Study (Stuart, 197*0 shows the main areas of 

impacts. Long-term impacts on the geology-soils-stream-sediment portion 

of the bio-physical system may not exceed the short term effects of 

construction and land use. Additional development on Big Sky land may 

encounter unstable slopes or increase erosion and sediment production.

If the Big Sky development and all its facilities are properly main

tained and cared for, erosion and sedimentation initiated during 

construction will decrease over time. If the resort is not maintained, 

erosion and sediment damage levels could become severe, e.g., erosion 

of ski trails or unmaintained roadcuts. Erosion and stream sediment 

contribution from roads and clearcuts will .decline if proper cleanup 

and road maintenance procedures are followed. But, unchecked erosion 

on clearcut areas and logging roads would' increase these levels. Slope 

movement will,continue to affect particular sites. With engineering
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input, some slope movement may be slowed or stopped. As previously 

mentioned, development may force overuse of big game winter range that 

could cause erosion and sedimentation,

b. Waste disposal.

1. Solid waste. Disposal of waste in a mountain environ

ment is usually difficult because of physical restrictions of the 

landscape. Steep slopes, shallow depths to bedrock, lack of fine 

textured sealing material, high groundwater tables and spring snowmelt 

water saturation all become limiting site factors for disposal or 

purification of liquid or solid waste.

Solid waste was and is being discarded in the Gallatin Canyon. 

Impacts of inadequate waste disposal have caused some sites to be 

closed. Others are designated as temporary. Suitable disposal sites 

require many physical characteristics common to the most developable 

areas and unique and critical lands. Hence, there is reluctance among 

.owners or managers to commit land to use for waste disposal. This land 

use conflicts directly with other valuable uses of the same and 

surrounding land.

2. Biological waste. Purification and disposal of sewage 

is adequately taken care 'of for the Big Sky development. On non-Big 

Sky land,, sewage disposal presents problems similar to solid waste 

disposal. Keppner (197̂ .) studied the capability of Gallatin Canyon 

soils to accept and purify septic tank drain field sewage. ' Soil
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enrichment from effluent drain fields was usually restricted to 10 

meters horizontally and 5 meters vertically. He determined that 

selected canyon soils were suitable for septic tank operation, but that 

contamination would result in soils with high groundwater tables and 

low permeability.

Keppner (197^) predicted' the output of nitrogen and phosphorus 

from feces of elk and man in the Gallatin Canyon. He concluded that in 

1971 the elk population contributed 70 times the amount of nitrogen and 

5 times the amount of phosphorus as the human population, but that by 

1985, the human population might.contribute slightly more nitrogen and 
over twice the phosphorus as the elk population.

c. Unique and critical areas compared to land use. A graphical 

portrayal of present and potential impacts can be made by comparing 

location of unique and critical areas with land presently developed or 

likely to be developed. This comparison shows the areas most suscep

tible to impacts on the Gallatin Canyon as a pristine recreation area 

of national importance. This is done on the Unique and Critical Areas 

Versus 1973 Land Use Map (Plate VII).

2. Total development. The size and intensity of currently 

planned development is predicted to be generally within limits of the 

geology-soils-stream-sediment "carrying capacity." Because there is. 

other "developable" land in the Gallatin Canyon and an apparent "boom" 

in development, the possibility of more widespread development should be
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considered. The Most Developable Areas Map (Stuart, 1974, Gallatin 

Canyon Case Study) shows land in private ownership without severe 

slope. Disregarding other, natural features, this land could be used 

for intensive development. Comparison of Most Developable Areas with 

the Unique and Critical Areas Maps shows additional areas of environ

mental concern (Plate VI).

Impacts from this level of use would be similar to impacts 

already discussed. However, the larger land area involved may increase 

the magnitude of impact. Possible high levels of runoff, erosion, and 

sedimentation or waste disposal and pollution could exceed the 

"carrying capacity", and damage the Gallatin Canyon natural system.

Conclusions on impacts and carrying capacity. The process of 

land development and use for recreation and timber harvest interacts 

with soils-geologic features of the Gallatin Canyon bio-physical system. 

Impacts are being and will be made due to construction and land use in 

areas subject to slope movement, snow avalanches, flooding, erosion, 

sediment erosion and deposition, and climatic and soil constraints or 

revegetation.' Much projected land usage can occur without severe 

adverse soils-geology environmental impacts. Help in repairing . 

construction and logging damage and maintenance of potential problem 

areas (ongoing land managemeqt) will be necessary.



MOST DEVELOPABLE AREAS 
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(PRIVATE ON SLOPES < 4 0 % )

! □ forest service
(SLOPES < 4 0 % )

L east developable
(SLOPES 4 0 % )

UNIQUE AND CRITICAL AREAS]
□  slight LIMITATIONS
□  moderate LIMITATIONS 
CE SEVERE TO VERY SEVERE
GREATEST IMPACTS OF DEVELOP-! 
MENT OCCUR IN MOST DEVELOP
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ANL SEVERE UNIQUE ANL C R ITI
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□  LOGGED AREAS  
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AND C R IT IC AL L IM IT A T IO N S  . V : J

Plafe Vll LAND USE AND UNIQUE AND CRITICAL AREAS IN GALLATIN CANYON
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The geology-soils "baseline field investigation has "been very 

general with minimal field monitoring of impacts. Because the natural 

systems involved are not completely measured or understood, more 

detailed field data and research would allow more precise predictions. 

For these reasons, the prime impacts, those dealing with stability, 

erosion and sedimentation, are predicted in a general way only.

The geology-soils.-sediment "carrying capacity" of the Gallatin 

Canyon has not been precisely determined. The map comparisons show 

large areas of potential conflict. Much conflict can be mitigated '

through use of expensive engineering and construction procedures. 

However, adequate construction methods are often not followed by both 

public and private developers, As the land becomes more and more 

saturated with use, the magnitude of impact will likely increase. 

Extremes of use through total recreational^commercial development or 

timber harvest will produce severe and devasting impacts. Resulting 

landsliding, erosioni sedimentation and pollution would make portions 

of the Gallatin Canyon undesirable for recreation enjoyment. Current 

legal and procedural constraints make such massive development unlikely.

■ If proper planning, engineering* construction and land maintenance 

procedures are used, development will probably reach a maximum level 

subject to social, economic and" legal,constraints before geology-soils 

impacts become unbearable, or before they interact with the social, 

legal and economic systems to halt further growth.- If the carrying
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capacity is ever exceeded "by canyon wide impacts, the results could 

make it physically, socially and economically unusable for recreation 

at today's standards.. These changes would be highly irreversible and 

very undesirable.



SUMMARY

Land planners in the United States are becoming increasingly 

aware of the natural capabilities of the land. This land ethic results 

from recent saturation of land use in some areas accompanied by concern 

over impacts of this use such as harmful levels of pollution, withdrawl 

of productive land for intensive development, and loss of landscape 

aesthetic qualities. Legislation and policy resulting from the new 

land ethic require that land use be based on its capability to undergo 

development with minimum impact on land quality and carrying capacity. 

McHarg's (1969) philosophy that the natural "ecology" of the landscape 
can guide use is increasingly adhered to. It requires that natural 

scientists describe the landscape and that their work be integrated 

into the information base upon which planning is done.

In the Northern Rocky Mountains, most wildland is in public or 

large corporate ownership. Pressure for logging and recreational 

development requires managers to make decisions committing land to such 

irreversible use. To obtain the natural system data base for such 

planning and decision making, vast amounts of land are being inven

toried on a reconnaissance basis. Shortages of time, money, and 

expertise dictate that the inventories be conducted with utmost speed 

and efficiency.

In the Northern Rockies, landslides are a major physical 

constraint to mountainous, wildland development. Reading and
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construction in unstable terrain may be dangerous to life and property 

or cause irreversible landscape destruction and stream sediment 

turbidity. Engineering slope stability analyses give accurate 

predictions on a site basis. But, simplifying assumptions for 

engineering analyses may eliminate important interdisciplinary factors 

or variances in the natural slope system. For reconnaissance work, 

engineering approaches are still too costly in time, expertise and 

money. In this study, multidisciplinary descriptions of landslide 

sites are used to predict general slope stability as an integral part 

of the land inventory process.

The Gallatin Canyon area provides an ideal study location.with 

geology, climate, vegetation, and hydrology typical of much of the 

Rocky Mountains. In addition, the study area is nationally known for 

its highly aesthetic outdoor mountain recreation qualities and is 

currently undergoing development for intense recreation and timber . 

harvest.

Slope stability mapping was completed and integrated with 

several land resource capability surveys in the Gallatin Canyon area. 

The natural settings of fifty-five landslide sites were described and 

tabulated. They were grouped according to type of bedrock terrain and 

size. Other descriptive features include slide area, depth and volume ; 

slope angle, aspect, and elevation; geologic structure; bedrock type; 

surficial geologic deposits; slope shape.; depth to bedrock.; key bedrock
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formation; soil profile development; percent coarse fragments ; .percent 

clay., percent clay/percent coarse fragment ratio; presence of free 

water.; estimation of water saturation of slide material; presence of 

impermeable (to water) layer.; general vegetation types.; vegetative 

indicators of wetness.; time of last movement.; and presence of roadcut.

In all bedrock terrains, post-Tertiary uplift and subsequent 

stream incision have created oversteepened slopes.at Ud to 60 degrees. 
Geologic structure is the dominant landform determining factor. Dip' 

slopes' are commonly at' 10 to 20 degrees and scarp slopes are. at 20 to 
30 degrees. Soils are highly variable depending on parent material, 

but are often very clayey due to shale parent material. Zonal ABC soil 

profiles form only on gentle non-active slopes.

Twenty-.-two landslides were described in Cretaceous bedrock

terrain and divided into size groups. The large landslides are
22,000,000 to 100,000 m in area, They are usually relic features most 

active during or after the Wisconsin Pinedale glaciation. They occupy 

entire slopes from head'to base. The slopes are often dip slopes with 

sandstone and shale layering, and have free water and vegetative 

indicators of moisture such as aspen, spruce or subalpine fir. The. 

slides have steep inclinations near the headward scarps and are gentle 

at the toe. Movement initially involves block glide or slump block 

segments of bedrock which often break into smaller pieces in.a soupy 

high viscosity flowing matrix. The average slope angle is 19 degrees'.
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2Smaller landslides are <1000 to 100,000 m in area. They are 

recent failures on steep (27 degree average) slope's involving colluvium 
without bedrock control. Roadcuts are usually present.

During Eocene (Tertiary) time, volcanic rocks and debris were 

spread over a pre-existing topography in the Gallatin Range and 

diverted the Gallatin River northward into the Gallatin Valley. Super

position and resultant stream incision coupled with glaciation have 

formed steep colluvial slopes in this terrain. The volcanic layers 

weather somewhat uniformly, and erosion and landform are not dominated 

by geologic structure,

"Threshold basins" are cirque type hanging valley features formed 

where weathering and mass wasting of the volcanic rocks are slowed by 

more resistant pre-Tertiary bedrock. Their borders- are often sites of 

landslides.

Landslides in Tertiary volcanic bedrock terrain are grouped in
2three size classes. Group #1 includes large (>10,000 m area) slides 

on shallower slopes with free water and no significant bedrock control. 

Many are "threshold basin" type slides occurring near contacts with 

.other bedrock types.

Group #2 landslides are a mixture with characteristics of both 

Groups I and 3. ,

Group #3 landslides are small (<1000 m area shallow, 1-2 m 

deep) failures .on steep smooth convex slopes with roadcuts and without

bedrock control.
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Mesozoic and Paleozoic bedrock terrain (excluding Cretaceous) 

consists of limestones, sandstones and'interbedded shales which have 

been uplifted and tilted or folded. The rocks are found as erosional 

remnants around flanks of uplifted Precambrian rocks, in the interior 

uplands of the Gallatin and Madison Ranges, and buried beneath the 

Tertiary volcanics. With relatively little shale, terrain in these 

rocks is generally steeper but more stable than that in Cretaceous and 

Tertiary volcanic bedrock. Failure occurs when the competent limestones 

and sandstones are weakened by joints, which also allow water to 

penetrate to underlying shale.

There are three Mesozoic-Paleozoic, bedrock terrain landslide
2size groups. The largest group, >10,000 m in area, includes slides 

active since the Pleistocene in Tertiary volcanic associated "threshold 

basin" settings. The Amsden Formation and Park shale are involved with
' ' g

the failures. The second and third groups (l,000 to 10,000 m and
2<1000 m ) are shallow slides on steeper slopes. They often have free 

water, vegetative indicators of moisture, no bedrock control, and 

roadcuts. All Mesozoic-Paleozoic landslides have shale in them, are 

less frequent and smaller than those in other rock types and are 

usually on \s.carg slopes.

Precambrian crystalline basement rocks form steep sloped terrain 

of both high peaks and'lower areas. Stream incision and other erosion 

have formed "threshold basins" underlain by Precambrian rock. The
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■normally hard.and resistant rock is least susceptible of the four rock 

type zones to failure. Most failures occur in deep colluvial mantles 

rich in mica, and/or clay  ̂ formed by chemical weathering and/or 

alteration. These Precambrian bedrock terrain landslides are small 

features involving free water, vegetative indicators of wetness, and 

roadcuts.'

Stream sediment turbidity is an environmental concern in the 

Gallatin Canyon. Observation and measurement showed pinpoint sources 

of sediment during low runoff summer and fall periods. The high 

sediment level streams flow from areas of high landslide occurrence. 

They may be major sediment contributors during high as well as low 

runoff periods. In Porcupine Creek drainage, the estimated rate of 

erosion by landsliding corresponds to the estimated rate of stream 

sediment production.

A reconnaissance stability analysis method was formulated from 

landslide observation data. It is designed to be used by the land 

manager to determine landslide hazard on a reconnaissance basis and is 

not a substitute for geological and engineering analyses. It utilizes 

multidisciplinary natural features which are parts of various forms of 

land capability surveys and can be done in conjunction with them. It 

is applicable to most Rocky Mountain settings, but can be calibrated 

for particular areas or situations. To apply the method, one tallys up 

the stability indicator features observed on a particular site. The
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resultant score indicates whether the site is stable or not.

Examples of stability inventories done at various scales in- 

conjunction with land capability evaluation are presented. They range 

from statewide predictions at 1:1,000,000 scale to evaluation of 
specific sites. This approach is usually not a substitute for more 

detailed work, but is quick and inexpensive.

The Ecological Land Unit and Unique and Critical Areas concepts 

of mapping are presented as methods of multi and interdisciplinary 

mapping of land potential. This information is used for a qualitative 

prediction of-impacts and carrying capacities related to the development 

of the Gallatin Canyon.
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